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STAR

Number

churches of England do, not ‘sit still” and

with’ an almost masterly accuracy, while
all his enthusiasm to the artistic treatmen
| acquiring actual mastery of principles
beauty
in
photography,
and
to
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
the tyranny of the priest or the tyranny of commotion, and shaking among the dry that artistic education of the instrument, and effects in both drawing and coloring.
congregations, and the general collapse of bones, betoken the near approach of new the materials and the process, which none One can not but think that this method is
ISSUED BY THE
: all that is essential to the safety of society life and power, and large blessing in God's but an artist can give, the results soon be- destined to work a revolution in the study
FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT and the glory of the nation. With such kingdom ?
THOMAS GOADBY.
come sugh as give unsurpassed delight. of drawing as a popular accomplishment,
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
For illustration, take his exquisite * Rem- or at least, to render it vastly more popuarguments Bishops’ eharges abound, and
ELE R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
brant effects,” or *‘ studies in gray,” in lar than.at present in domestic circles and
with appeals drawn from their ‘counsels
New York Correspondence.
To whom all letters on business, remittances o
which
the simple expedient of double print- in scheols. Principals of schools in® which
bristle
from
beginning
to
end.
monty, &4., should be sent.
All communications
designe d for publication should be addressed to the
ing has been made so fruitfulof beauty and ‘attention is given to ornamental accomMeanwhile the Church of England is not
+" New York, Nov, 9, 1872,
force.
The portrait is first printed on piishments will certainly be interested in
more at- peace with itself than formerly.
Terms:
year; or if 5 pad strisdy IN ADVANCE
$2.00 $3.00 per per year;
of a cheap and exceedingly
The Arg gallery in the Fair of the Amer- white paper, giving the strongest light and this suggestion
The High Charch party threatens secession
REMITTANCES must be made in money
or
The ican Lustitute simply arrays the pictorial arts shade, and the soft gray background is effective addition to their apparatus and
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When if the Athanasian creed is touched.
Vip1. .|
Reither of these can be procured, send the money in a Evangelicals are vexed and grieved that the
against pictorial art. It is occupied mostly printed afterward on the residual white, to their results.
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
This is a
register letters whenever requested to do so.
acquittal of Mr. Bennett makes it possible with ckromo-Jithrography and photographic exactly excluding the figure.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
Church Courtesy.
and even legal for clergymen to teach the copies of forms animate or inanimate; mechanical process, I grant. But it was
‘they will be at the risk of those sending them.
not
of
the
mechanic,
but
of
the
artist,
to
¢ regular charges for money orders, bank
things
very
good
in
their
way,
yet
not
the
Rowish doctrine of the “Real Presence” if
checks, and Post Office money orders ma
be de
We
went
toa handsome and
famous
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent.
Agents
only it be not acted upon by deviations best wé have to show for the progress of true conceive the ideal of that exquisite picture,
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as it. must have constantly led the mechan- church in one of our cities, longing to
sun-painting
among
us.
For
we
have
true
from
the
proscribed
forms
of
worship.
The
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded umtil an explicit order is
Rev. Capel Molyneux, an elderly and well- photographie artists and pictures, as well ical development, step by step, the while hear the Word of God after along and
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
weary voyage. To mingle our prayers
aad until payment of all arrearagesis made
as re
known London clergyman, can. not lomger as photographic artisans and mechanical it was gradually worked up to perfection.
quired by law.
This education of thé art, as I call -it, is and praises once more in the house of
satisfy his conscience to remain in the copies. of form. Here, for instance, we
Each sabscriber 1s particalanly
wested to mote
the date on the label for the expirati
of his sab
establishment, and has amnounced
that have, on a viriety of scales, by a capital work for a master, and ‘it is thegsame in God seemed little less than a heaven bescription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
many ways.
- Such, foryjnstance, is the low, and we hastened to gain a foretaste of
year, without farther reminder from this office.
secession is his duty,and that he must leave New York photographic artisan, the sacred
modification
of
negatives-B}
hand, correct- it. As the people came up the steps and
bas-relief
of
the
Death,
Burial
and
Resura church which has now legally ceased to
, NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
ing
the
blemishes
or
aspersions
upon na- went in, we looked into their faces, and
rection,
copied
in
perfection.
Then
there
1. Any person ‘who takes a newspaper regularly
be Protestant. M. Molyreux does not exCrom the post-oflce—whether directed to his mame or
ture, for which the subject is involuntarily half longed 5 see a smile of ‘weltorpe, half
are
human
heads,
copied
as
no
draughtspect
his
example
to
be
largely
followed;
another's,
or whether he has subscribedor mot-is
responsible for the payment.
:
:
man or engraver can do it, marvels of ac- responsible, and giving the effects more
hoped to hear an invitation, ‘Follow me.”
2. Ifa person orders his
paper discontimued, he | it must give a pamg to the uneasy conscience
curacy,
delicacy and beauty of printing. simplicity, boldness and relief,—a vastly A stranger, with the heart of a stranger,
must pay all arrearages, or the
publisher may con
of many an evangelical clergyman who
tinue to send it until Jay inentis mnde, and cellectihe |
These are examples of the highest skill in different work from the common retouch- we yearned to be ‘‘taken in.” But the
prefers to “stumd hy the staff,” There has
whole Ajaguat, whether the paper is takem from the
ing of the print, which so often softens well-dressed throng brushed by; by twos
or
net.
been a great ‘€hurch-congress at Leeds. It one of the arts; but it is with reason that
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
artists refuse to admit them as examples away most of the likeness and all the forge and by threes they went in, taking no heed
newspapers and periodicals from the
~office,or was very largely attended.
Some thoucemoving
and leaving them uncafted
for, is prime
of art. The New York photographers are of a portrait. Or, take the modification of of any one but themselves. It was a decJacie
evideace of intentional Traund.
‘sands of elegy were present with a few disunsurpassed artisans; but in art, or in ap- the surface on which the picture is to be orous and goodly company, good people
tinguished laymen. The proceedings open&3 When Agentsreceive premams, ne percentage
proaches to art, they have been outdone printed, producing the soft, rich, cross- re- and true worshipers, we .do not doubt.
on meneys sent for the Star is alowedin addition.
ed with a presessionef Bishops and clergy in former exhibitions by Philadelphia and
#@~ We send ne books out to be soldon commisflection from infinite modulations of surface The church doors closed behind them. Lasien, or otherwise, with the privilege of returnimg
and laity from the Tewn-Hall to the church. Brooklyn. Rockwood of the former, and
resembling the so-called Etruscan finish on ter ones and loiterers came along, and they
them.
‘
.
:
Many sharp discussiens took place, about Williamson of the latter (who won the
gold er silver, eliminating the false shine
the priestly character of the clergy, about only gold medal ever awarded in this de- that will not ¢ out” from the best painting. too hurried in, until we were left outside
and alone. We ventured ‘gently to push
c
n
o
N
of thee dlergy towards
“I the attitud
ra
partment) appear to rest on their laurels of The most interesting and original studies open the door and take a stand in the nar-

zen; its severance from the State

would be

a dark day for England, and would end in are not *‘at rest.”

May not all this stir and of human

FOX THE FAMILY.

.

The Horning Sar. |e soso sisi of te ui

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

13, 1873.

Life.
nr

—

intochurdh-work ‘#nd church-government,
about the new education act, ‘and other
kindred tepics. But the Evangelicals were
in‘a minority, and the feeling and tendency
of the comgress were agaiust them ; and the
greatest possible mproar occurred when the

pretensions and the sacerdetalism and sup-

Drifting, drifting, drifting,
Alone, on a restless sea;
No bark, no sail, no friendly gale
To waft reliefto me.

posed digh supernatual gifts of the clergy
were vébuked or questioned. A correspondent who deseribes a passage of arms letween fhe Rev. C. Billing of Lowth, and
archdeacon Eafe says—*The congress was
by this timea regular besr-garden.” Alto-

Struggling, struggling, struggling,
With the waves of an angry main;

No hand te save from a watery grave,
I sink, I rise—in vain.

gether the cengress at Leeds

no

growing spirit of unity in the church, but a
stronger tendency towards Rome.
In addition £o the meetings of the Baptist
Union spoken of in my last letter, this month
“has seen a large Congregationalist gathering
at Nottingham. Dr, Kennedy gave an able
opening address on the place of Congregationalists in the State, in which he claimed
for them the distinguished position of the

Clinging, clinging, clinging,
To the dear, dear Rock of the sea,
My God, J float, till thy owa life-boat
Shall bear me home te Thee.
Resting, resting, resting,
From toil and danger free,
At last I wait at the pearly gate,
And angels welcome.
me.
WwW. LJ.
Syracuse, N. Y.

true

English Correspondence.
Dersy,

shows

constitutional

party,

and

the

high

character of the very English of the English. Mary papers. were read on publie
‘questions; a most enthusiastic public meet-

ENGLAND, Oct. 21, 1872.

late years, and rather decline to * adver-

of our artist, perhaps, lie in the direction of

tise.”

this reproduction of the peculiar virtue of
the canvass surface, with the broad simplicity of stroke that belongs to it, and
without a remnant of that glazy reflection
which makes a painting invisible in so many
lights, and never quite itself in more than
one.
ho
Such operations of the master mind in
combinigg its instrumentalities, and even
in th
lication of assistant hands under
his minute direction and criticism (impracticable in original painting) really enlarge
the scope of the art and multiply the hands
of the artist. The" very colorists he employs become as truly organs of his own
mind as if they were members of his own

Ome reason

is, I am

told,

that

the

exquisite and costly portraits now produced
are held by their possessors quite as cheerily as any other kind of paintings, and. are
as hardly to be had for exhibition in a Fair.
If you ask me to define the difference, I
may be at a loss; but I have seen portraits
in the Brooklyn studio just referred to, that
would demonstrate if not explain it to you.
If you'will give me a few stickfuls of matter
on this point, however, I think I can

make

the fundamental distinction plain.
Your artisan is one who copies ie
as they present themselves. An artist represents them. Objects controlled by chance
present themselves unconsciously and helplessly at their best or at their worst; and
to this the artisan as unconsciously and
helplessly submits.
But the artist, conscious of the best capabilities of the object,
controls first their presentation, and then
their representation, accordingly. The one
is a master, just where the other is a slave.
Equally plain is the--distinction between
them as hand-workers and soul-workers.
For, if it were possible

for

the

master

to

body.

When

art in this sphere becomes

duly recognized, and artists are no longer
afraid to work with the most perfect instrument,

lest

to

the instrument, forsooth,

should be the power and the glory, then we
may expectto see results in the subordinate sphere of art that perpetuates individ-

of

make the form in his imagination visible
practice and instruction, I have been perto the artisan, the artist’s distinctive work,
mitted to examine certain novel improvewere
given
on
the
establishment
question,
that of conception
and representation, would
religious zeal and activity in England as at
meats by the same ever-busy hands, that
and
other
themes.
The
autumnal
session
there he ended, and the artiSan’s would
the present moment.
It may not be always
are of importance to the popularyinterest of
a wise and holy zeal,or a devout and spixit- of the Congregationalists following so elose- there begin; and if the artisan were skillly upon'the autumnal session of the Bap- ful ‘enough to serve the artist as a perfect art universally, and as they are to be preual activity, but at least it is movement and
sented like all his other improvements, freetists enabled an attendant upon both te
life of some kind, and is beiter than terpar,
instrumentto register his conception, the
‘ly to the public, I shall not trench upon
compare the two bodies.
There was in
ipdifferance and death. The various ehurchdefinition and distinction of the two would
your advertising - businéss . by anticipating
es of the land are all astir. Everywhere hoth the same stir and life, the same {ree be ocularly perfect. This is very nearly
confession of shortcoming, the same resohim a little here. Permanence in photothe waters are ruffled and disturbed as by
done in senlpture, and may be in photoglute
attitude
of
form
and
calm
determinagraphs
has long seemed to be the unattainthe breath of some coming storm. Com- |
raphy. The artist places before the artisan
tion
with
respect
to
the
struggle
for
religious
‘able
secret,
without which they could never
motion, - discussion, agitatien, the marshal-’
equality and the disestablishment of the hiz conception in clay, and the artisan be of more than temporary value. Mr.
ing of forees, the preparation for attaek or |
Anglican ékureh. But it- struck me very copies it accurately in marble, or takes a Williamson thinks he has at last succeeded
deferise afe becoming in all ecclesiastical }
forcibly that while there was not in the mold and easts it in bronze. No one can in so fixing shellac within the chemical
communities the order of the day. It were,
Congregatiomalist body as represented at its doubt, in this case, where the artist ends composition of the photographic. surface,
to be wished that all this development of |
satumnal session that superiority of ‘one and the artisan begins. The plastic hand that being left entire, after the decomposi-energy had but one eommon ead, the eom- |
and thought and culture which they are al- of the master aids only the infirmity of his
plete evangelization of our land and of the ways supposed to possess, there might be imagination, it is not strictly a part of the tion of the salt of silver by the light, it remains impervious to the air, &c., as a per-

There
has not been for years se much ef

world.

It were to be wished that the ap-

parently impending struggle were not so
much
a contention and eonfliet about the
supremacy of a panty in a ehureh, or the
position

of churches

in

the State,

as

the

last: great united death grapple with the sin
and ignorance and umbelief of man. But
perhaps we are entering upon the preliminary strife which is to usher in large gains

for the kingdom of God.

The ancient

city

which boasted herself the mistress of the
world had first to conquer herself aud: then
to weld into one compact nation the provinees about her, ere she could march forth

on her career of universal deminion.
The “irrepressible conflict"—the conflict
upon the relation of the Church to the State,

is one of the main elements in our present
religious activity and commotion.
The
feeling that the position of affairs is becoming serions has fairly aroused the clergy
and startled the Bishops from their slumbers,

The

Archbishop of

Canterbury

in

recent charges to his clergy betrays the
lurking convietion that ‘the house must be
set in order,” because the question of its

continuance as a State-establishment is coning to the front and may possibly be decided in the negative, The Bishops in their
respective spheres show the same conviction, and while some of them assume a

bold and confident air, none of them can
ignore the fact that the crisis of the favored
institution draws nigh. Apologies for the
existence of the church as a national establishment, and arguments for its maiuntenance and defense abound. The old pleas
are furbished up afresh ;—its abuses may
be corrected, its divisions within itself may

be healed, its hold on the nation is growing ;

noticed certainly more stiffness, more prosiness of speech, more formality, and a

artist.
more

He would

the

artist,

be not less but much

if, without

a hand,

the

greater display of shirt-front and white ‘model had spontaneously taken form fron
neek-tie. . The great distinction of the his imagination.
The plastic faculty, therefore, by itself
meetings, however, was the presence of
Dr. Pressensé and an address from him on considered, is not strictly art, or an element
the State of Religion in France., The Dr. of art, but only the most exquisite of the
hopes much from the Republie, and predicts arts. Art has'so long been inseparable in
that should it continue, religious equality its development from the faculty, however,
that most minds, since we can not. separate
will in large measure be conceded.
them, are unable to distinguish them. But
The most pleasing feature of all the great
the intervention of the one perfect artisan,
religious gatherings of the month has been
the sun (or rather, photo-chemistry).
as
the real spirit of earnestness and zeal disthe instrument of art, now sets the artist
played. ‘There is a remarkable awakening
visibly apart from his instrument.
The
going on in our English churches,
It is
shown in eontention, and in diligent

work,

and increasing devotedness in the national
church ; it is shown among Nonconformists
in uncompromising opposition to the stafechurch, but also in a deeper desire for God's
blessing upon Christian labor and an oftenexpressed conviction that a new baptism of
the spirit of God is the great want of the

age.

The congress at Léeds showed

that

some Fpiscopalians at least fervently desired
united prayer and codperation in the spread
of Christ's kingdom.
The meetings’ of
Congregationalists at Nottingham revealed
a prevalent feeling that the slow pace of the
churches in.overtaking the spiritual needs of

the time was due in large degree to a spirit
of ease and indulgence and worldliness on
the part of Christian péople and the absence of a really fervid and devotional element in the Church. The meetings of the
Baptist Union at Manchester were pre-emi-

nently marked by the same conviction, and

the desire was expressed for more of special
and earnest supplication for the revival of
vital godliness. Some Baptist churches will

instrument has become so nearly automatic,

that the artist, if there be one, can no longer be cofffounded with it. Now, is it not
a striking testimony of’ the popular conception of art as a merely plastic or imitative
faculty, that most people stoutly insist that
photography can be nothing but a mechani
cal art?

There is nothing

but

mechanism

and chemistry in the pictorial process, and
it is in that process they have supposed art
to reside.
I grant that most of our photographers,
nearly all,

are

mere

artisans.

The

most

skilled in the use of their instrument ave
but slaves to their instrument. They can

not go beyond its powers. | They have

no

idea of the masterly combinations by which

its effects may. be made

to transcend

its

powers. Yet these views of photography
as an art, are the views of a photographer
who is a true artist, with an

artist's

disin-

terested enthusiasm, and. an artist's co-educated hand, eye, imagination and intellect.
Many excellent portrait painters now de-

pend, as I believe all good portraiture will

yet confessédly depend, on photography for
churches in keeping that perfection,of drawing and shading
al recognition of religion, it ennobles the | join with the London
\the first week in November as: a week of which can be attained in no other ‘way.
State to worship God in its corporate caprayer, making, it may be, the 5th of No- But when a true artist like my friend of
pacity, it makes Christianity part and parcel
vember a day of fasting as well as prayer. | Brooklyn, who can “make picturas, no
of our glorious constitution, it gives to.the
State a distinctly religious and Christian The Sunday Schools of the land observed thank to the sun,” if he chooses, instead
yesterday
and to-day as days, of special of using photography as a mechanical aux:
character, it brings the “‘bledsed offices ‘of
prayer
for;
teachers. and, scholars, + 80 the | ihary, As so many artists probably do, gives
tho Chusvh® within the +éach 6F every citi

~ it is the poor mfin’s. church,

it is our nation-

°

manent, transparent protection to the picture. Chemical tests, protracted by Prof.

Events of the Week.
pe

\

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE IN BOSTON. .
‘A fire broke out on Summer St., in Bos-ton, Saturday evening, and burned uncheck--

ed till the following Sunday evening.
swept' all of Summer

St.,

It

all the east side

of Washington between Summer and Milk
Sts., also Pearl,
evonshire, Kilby, Congress and a part /of State Sts. The Postoffice was destroyed,

and

the

daily

Tran-

script and Piloboffices. The fire took out
the very heart of thécity, all the principal
wholesale shoe and leather, dry goods and
hardware houses being ' destroyed. About
seventy acres were burned over, and the
loss is not far from
eighty
mill ion

dollars.

Owing to the horse

distemper,

goods could not be remaved, and the loss.
was heavier on that account. It was the
most Ylestructive fire that ever occurred in:
Boston.
The cause of it is not stated.

THE PEOPLE'S VERDICT.
Ger, Gfant is ‘to be President another
four years. A clear majority of nearly six.
hundred thousand assures him that the
people do not consider him an imbecile nos:

his Administration a failure. The result
is even more favorable than was anticipa-

ted.

Every New England

stateis for him.

by majorities rafizing from five to seventy=five thousand.

Pennsylvania

rolls

up

=

majority of one hundred thousand; and
New York gives him fifty thousand, bésides

electing a Republican governor and several Congressmen. In New York city, the
stood—and stood. The organ pealed ils
praises ; there we stood. The services be- reformers (not the Liberals) have elected
gan ; there we stood. Taking a hesitating their candidate for Mayor, and that in spite.
step up the aisle, we looked for an open of the desperate intrigues of the Tamma-door: nota pew opened its door. The ny Ring. The verdict for Grant is almost
that are.
people stared at us, and looked away. unanimous. The only states
There
was nothing to do but to turn known to be for Greeley are Georgia.
around and beat a quick retreat. Again in Maryland, Kentucky, Tennessee, Florida, .
and possibly Missouri. But these are the
the vestibule, we hoped to see the sexton.
No sexton appeared ; and finding ourselves old slave states, and Mr.. Greeley can hard+
ly construe their vote for him into a com-~
in a place where we were not wanted and
pliment. In the meantime, the Chappaqua
evidently had no business to be, there was
nothing to do but to go back to the street, suge takes his defeat philosophically, and
and spend our Sabbath morning among publishes a card stating: that’ He shall at
the uncovenanted mercies of highway and once resume the editorship of the Tribune,
which he left “on embarking in another
hotel.
line
of business six months ago.” He deAh, many a church has lost its power of
welcome! Is salvation to come from the clares that he shall never again be a canpreaching of the Word? Is the Gospel glad didate for office, but shall devote himself
tidings. of great joy ? Are lost men to be to making his newspaper thoroughly indefound and brought to Christ? And shall pendent, and helpful to the progress of
row way behind the

pews,

and

there

we

the church, whicli is the almoner of all this,

sit stiff and cold in

her half-empty seats,

ual forms, that will render the fame. of shutting the doors .to'those who are lookportrait painters to this date obsolete.
Descending from art to the rudiments

46

ory
‘Because,’ she replied, joyously, I belong
to death's Master. I am a poor siimer sav-ed by grace.’”

ing in and longing for her privileges
blessings ? Shall we not rather go out
invite them. in; nay, rather, go outinto
bighways and compel them to come

of Inward

Life.

The truth can not be compressed

sermon.

The reply to Pilite’s

‘what is truth,”

any verbal form.

can not be

into

a

question,

contained

in

Think you that if Christ

himself could have answered

that

industry,

and

thronghout tire, country.

the

useful

A commendable

ambition. The next Congress will be.
more strongly Republican than ever, and’

DEATH OF GENERAL MEADE.

question

Gen. George G. Meade died at his resi-

the limits of one

another of the most

discourse,

prominent

eve of the battle of Gettysburg
pointed to command the army

seem

close

and

measurable;

but

with

and

ored generals of the Rebellion.

the truth which it took Christ thirty years
‘to teach, and left unfinished for the Spirit
to completé, The truth is infinite as the
firmament above you. In childhood both
near

tomac, which he

of the

continued

war.

hon--.

Ou

the:

he was apof the Poto’

He had

do

till

the

previously

years they grow and grow, and seem fur-.
ther off and further, and grander and deeper, and vaster, as God himself; till you
smile to remember how you thought you

fought at South Mountain and Antietam,
Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville. Dursaid to have revealed no tendency to posing the terribie campaign in Virginia which
sible change in the pictures.
wi
finally broke the back of the rebellion,
Mr. Williamson has given much atten- could touch the sky, and blush to recollect
General Meade was the trusted and steadtion to means for encouraging popular at- the proud and selfsufficient way in yhich you
fast leader of the army of the Potomac,
tention to drawing and painting, through used to talk of knowing ‘‘the truth.”
under General Grant, and he came out of
the aid of photography. He proposes that
Truth is made up of principles; an in- the war for the Union with a military repupeople of leisure and taste should have at ward life, not any formula of words.
tation untarnished by the effects of selfishleast their own apparatus for printing, even God’s
character—spiritual
worship—the ness or ambition. He was a good officer,
if’ they obtain their negatives from the pro- divine life in the soul. How shall [ put
bluff, soldierly in all things, but kind of
fessional photographer, and thus exercise that into one sentence,ten or ten thousand ?
heart and popular with his subordinates.
their own skill in retouching negatives and How could Pilate’s question be answered
As the commander of the Union army
coloring their prints, and at the same time except by a life ? The truth then which
during the great and decisive stroggle om
confine their pictures, portraits, &c., as ex- Pilate wanted—which you and I want—is
the field of Gettysburg, the nation wilk
clusively as they may desire. But as a still not the boundless verities, but truth of inmore practtéal use of the negatives, he has | ward life. Truth for me; truth enough to forever hold him in the highest honor.
MURDERERS' CARNIVAL.
elaborated a method of drawing and of guide me in this darkling world; enough
drawing lessons, with their aid, by which
Some baneful star mustbe shooting its
to teach me how to live and how to die.
this art may be cultivated, with a similar
hate-stirring, ‘rays: ‘towards
the
earth.
degree of ease and perfection at once, and
Just
read
this
list,
and
keep
from
'
shudder
Death’s. Master, ——
even in measurable independence of a masing if you can. - First an old man, sixtyter. In short, the negative becomes your
A Christian woman was lately” dying of four years of age, enticed an innocent girl
master,
By means of the camera, your internal cancer. She was attended by a only sixteen years of age, into the woods.
picture is thrown through the negative to Roman Catholic nurse, who was very much in Northwood, this State, brutally murany desired size, upon the drawing paper, astonished at the calm patience and peace dered and mutilated her,and hid her remains
where it may be traced at leisure with the of the poor sufferer. A friend of mine in a lonely swamp where they lay tilla
crayon. Better still, let it be thrown upon called to see her. one day. The door was determined officer made him own up and
tracing paper,and there traced, after which, opened by the nurse.
point them out." He gives no reason for
a screen is substituted, and the image is
“How is Mrs.—— to-day ?” inquired my committing the crime. Next, a politician,
now used as a model, to be copied by the friend.
;
was shot in New York cityin the coolest
eye. The tracing is employed as a, ‘ mas“She is very ill, sir,” was the reply. The and most cowardly way possible, while ,
ter,” to correct the drawing.
Being laid nurse
then gave the following details: ascending a flight of stairs the Monday
over the drawing, the least inaccuracies in “Last night she was seized with violent evening beforé election. Then on Tuesday,
the strokes of the latf®r are revealed, ‘and pain and I thought she was dying. I said the body of a man was found in the gutter
may be repaired by repeating the strokes to her,
of a Massachusetts highway, literally hack- until they are perfect, and the mind and
‘You are dying; shall ‘I send for the ed to pieces. Next was an unprovoked
murder at the West End in Boston, ‘and
band have mastered the correct strokes at clergyman to prepare you for death ?’
Wednesday
afternoon twa barrels were
every point in the drawing. [need hardly
‘Oh, no,’ she said, ‘I want no minister,
Doremus, from six

to

twelve’

months, are

taken out of Charles

refer to the zest that will be addedto the for T am ready to die at any moment.’

efforts of the pupil andof the amateur in

the portraiture of friends and. other objects
of personal and domestic interest, . through

the simple possession of a small camera,
and negatives procured at will, enabling

the hand to reproduce the

light-pictures

‘But,’ I said, ‘are you not afraid to die?’
‘No, indeed, not a bit,” she replied.

:

river in Cambridge,

and found to contain portions ofa human
body, which had apparently been chopped .
up with an ax only
a few hours” before. .
This last case is partially envelopedin mys- .

“Tell.me why you aré‘not afraid to die, | tery, but the other murderers areé' : pretty
when you have not been prepared by your well known. It is" certainly a' frightful
clergymen, nor received the ‘rites of your ‘chapter, and such: we hopie ean-motbe! pub.
church,’ I said.
: ‘lished every: weekin iw wuils fred Boog sa

i)

2

;|

election law. The victory has heen wellearned, and we hope that it may prommte:’
only the very best interests of the country.

dence in Philadelphia, Wednesday evening,
of pneumonia, aged 56.
Thus passes away

or ome

.

the much-abused and much-misunderstood

in a certain number of sentences, ie would
have spent thirty years of life in witness.ing to it? Some men would compress into
reply,

i

arts

and
it is difficult to imagine on what ‘issues the
and
.Demoeratic-Liberals
can next
unite to
the
in, make a fight.—The ' election passed off
quietly, and the thorough good nature
"which prevailed at the polls was owing in
no slight measure to the diseretion and
efficiency of the supervisors acting under

that His house may. be filled ?
Truth

science,

-
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STA
some

@ommunications,
A

Second

| will

at fault in showing

how, in the nature of the case, it is to be
brought about.
Dr. Bushnell, in a sermon

included in his new

the

new

future,

trial proposed

For one,

I should

join ine, in a like confession,
that I conscious-

E—

ares quite

recoil from

of their

not dare to choose it for my privilege. 1
should say, and; think a great many would

Those who believe in the final salvation
of all men

confidence

| with unutterable dread.

Probation,

tO

tolerable

volume, argues

very

- convincingly against the notion that men

can be put on a second probation after this
life is over:
.
‘If God i$ really willing to do the best
thing for-us, why does he not, will he not,

ly have made but a poor, sad figure, and
seem rather to have slighted than duly profited by what my God has done for me ; and
yet, having
gotten some benefit, such
as gives me hope of my future, it is not
enough that I might possibly do better on a

second trial ; the experience I have had of
myself makes me rather afraid that I should
do worse, even fatally worse. 1 can not
risk it ; indeed, I shudder at the possibility,

in such misgiving that nothing short of
God's compulsions can ever bring me to it.
ly renewed probation ; that we wie
our advantage in correcting thé mistakes And yet almost every man who is in the
and repairing the wrongs of the first ? Do ‘same general state—mortified and troubled
we not learn a great deal from our first by his own shorteomings and “the self-distrial that could now be turned to account ? satisfaction he feels—has said how often,
And how often dre we sighing, all of us, at with a sigh, not considering. all it means:
the recollection of our misdoings, and wish- ¢‘Oh, I should love above all things to live
ing we could only go over life again, my life over again!” No, I deny it; you
Everything now would be differently done, 4 would not. ~ Coming to the real point, your
=~ we think, because we have learned so much courage would utterly fail. If you must
from that experience.
'We: could hardly begin where you leave off—as you must, if
make any such bad mistakes again as we you are the same being—you would see no
have made, for we have seen exactly what look of promise or charm of opportunity in
results follow. The good opportunities we the new trial permitted, but would draw
should now value and improve, the tempta- back rather in utter revulsion.
tions that have had their mask taken off we
4. Considering the fact that our second
‘should repel, the perils that before overcame trial must begin where our first leaves off,
us we should understandingly face and vig- we shall find it quite impossible, to conceive
orously master. And so, trying life once the state supposed in a way that does not
give us a second trial,or a lengthened,

more, we should come out

safely,

part-

ene

and

all, in a character fully consummated
established.
!

and

If now this kind of argument were good,
if it would be for our real advantage as respects the training of our churacter, God
would certainly allow us to so bear life
again. He would give us, I verily believe,
twenty or a hundred trials, if it were morally best for us, and would secure a greater
amount of good or holy virtue as the result.

But that it-would not I am firmly convinced,

we are so much fassee the

nonsense

of it. We are really conceiving the old
spoiled cargo of an old, bad life carried onward and put upon or put into a very
young

child;

and

are

.nowise

shocked,

either by the absurdity of the plan or the
for reasons that I now undertake to set forth. woe of the child. What now is the hapless
Notice them:
creature going to do, or be, or how to carry
1. The most prominent and forward himself ? - Not, certainly, to act his old inargument above referred to—viz., the very fancy over again. Why, the creature is
“many valuablestegrets prepared by our first not a child, if you call him so: but a tiny

‘trial, whic

ght not.to

be lost

for

want

of another, such as will permit us to get
our advantage in them. Such regrets:in
abundance,
are no doubt, felt; but we must
notamake more of them than is to be made.
A really solid, practical regret is next thing
to repentance, and it will not wait, if we
have it, for a second trial to give us a chance

of amendment; it will seize its opportunity
new, and be forthwith consummated in repentance and the beginning of a right lifes
All such true regrets are different from
the lazy kind, which

ripen them.

want

another

life

to

Being’ honest and true, they

are prompt also, ready for the present trial,
and leoking for no other so far off as to let
them evaporate.

It is, in

fact, one. of the

very precise, undeniable objections to the
plan of a second trial that it is a way—the
most certain way possible—of making all
our bad regrets barren ; for what can spoil
their integrity more inevitably than that we
are looking for seme

old man,

who

has

worn out one life to no

good purpose, and is stocking “another out
of it to begin again. The unknowingness,
the innocence, the sweet simplicity of child-

hood, the

all-questioning

observation,—

none of these are in him;
sinner knew

and

was

former trial and

on him.

We

mature,

died

frock, who

with

walks

guilt of it

whether to

‘we fall upon a pre-

old

and

child,—a daddy in

talks

agedly,

getting ripe in the green.
have the oldness

)eft off his

the

know

when

mannishly

only what a

when he

hardly

laugh or be sad

but

without

as:if

But here we

the

innocence,—

a full-grown, rank-grown wickedness, tottling again upon his tender feef; an old,
sixty-year old man, it may be, who has
been actually set up asa child again, to
make his beginnings of wisdom; all which

‘@. As a matter partly coincident, the very

now,

trial
after
such
have

as you observe, is not that

a

second

is going to be sprung upon us
stateby surprise ; but that it is
a kind of change or transition
argued for beforehand. We

have it here

as

our

deliberate

in the
to be
as we
are to

conclusion

that, however the present first trial may go,
we shall at any rate have another. Be it so;
let the argument be sure, and then, if a second trial is certainly to come, -what shall
hold us to any least concern

for

the

first?

The very promise itself is license and chartered recklessness. It even lies in the plan,
we may say, that it shall be only a failure;
a bad, foul chapter—any kind of chapter
we may like in lust and wild caprice to
make it. Put into language out-spoken it
says: “Plunge thyself uncaringly into evil.
Fear nothing, ‘be as irresponsible as you
will ; and, if it suits your fancy, or your
appetite, or the wild, bad impulse that take
you, be a devil. And then when you have
buried away your finest capacities and highest possibilities of good in the hells of
your lust, know that a second chance is
coming in which you will easily make the
damage good.”
Ah! that second chance
which is to mend the bad issues of the first,

what is it but a bid for the misimprovement,
moral abandonment, irrecoverable

damage

and sacrifice of the first ? . It-is even doubtful whether Christian men enough could be

raised in it to make

up for the present

world a church or man its Gospel offices
and functions, Again:
3. It is important or even quite decisive
on the question to observe a.d make due
account of the fact that the second trial
- must, in any case, begin where the first
leaves off,

It is we,

by

supposition,

that

are to go into ‘this ‘second trial; not some
other we, new created and set in our place.

We carry down with us all the old history
lived, and the results matured as they are
garnered in us; and, with that dismal outfit, we begin again.

_

Again:

be precisely as before.

mistake.

‘The

ready,

therefore,

sad

on

certainly

very

thing is that

a soul

may know too much, obtaining knowledges
that cost many times moré than they are
worth—such as come of self-lamaging
vices and the flagrant excesses of a bad
life.
All such ways
knowledge, doubtless

of abuse create a
but what can these

desolating knowledges,
these
burnt-in,
branded curses of an old and evil life, do
for the immortal prospects of a soul?
What, in fact, is the reason why a great
many never can, or will, become true men
of God here in this life; but that they have

been going too deep into knowledge, and
have gotten too much experience at too
great cost? Their knowledges are vitriol
in their capabilities, eating out and searing over all the noblest affinities and finest
aspirations God gave them to be the stock
and possibilityof their future. ‘And, therefore, it becomes a fixed conclusion with us
that a man going into his trial shall make
much of his unsophisticated age, and the

noble,
moral

inborn sensitiveness of his early

convictions, ana

be

sadly,

fearfully

jealous of the wisdom he will get by
loss.

This dreary

wisdom,

dry

and

is going to be ripened by

their
that

practice of

the

unrighteous years, can do little for the

sub-

ject, however much he values it. The
goldwashers of California, having -passed
their

dirt

once

through

the

sluice,

drop

he is to do by the help of old miscarriages
and sins, and it may

over again.

be

vices! Childhood,

they say, is the hopeful thing now for ‘him ;

tl

4

must have our

own.

So

men

will stand

beside a pool, and as they see the first cir-

cle formed by some falling stone, they look
5. Wehave large material for the set- at the hand that gives it its prejectile force,
tlement of this question in our own per- and say to the waters, **Do not suffer yoursonal experience and observation. The selvesto be moved by little things.” But
likeliest times of duty and character we the ‘circle widens,all the same, till it touches
every day perceive are not-the last or lat- either shore; and the hand growing skillful
est, but the times of youth, and probably | by practice, throws other missiles, till the.
quite early youth; for the capital stock ‘or thoroughly troubled waters rise, and fall
fund most wanted, as regards the finest in spray upon the banks, and the sage adpossibilities of character, is made up of visers in stepping back beyond its reach,
sentiments unmixed confess we have been ‘ moved by little
ingenuous feeling,
with evil-doing, unsophisticated ' convie- things;” and the winds take up the contions, free and pure aspirations, not of Yession, and the woods re-echo it, like the
knowledges and wise sagacities gotten by fabled vitalized whisper of king Midas's
experience. These prudentiais, these - wise servant.
:
;
knowledges, are too commonly bad knowlSo when the existing order of things
edges, gotten by irvecoverable losses. If is compared with the pattern shewn us on
we say that a sonl must havé them, and the mount, and found unlike, some one
that, having gotten in a good stock of them | hears the voice in the temple, but it is not

what they call ‘the tailings” below ; and
sometimes they discover a very little gold
in these, enough’to pay for milling them

good time to come,
but hapless, utterly hapless creature, inwhen we shall turn them te aecount more deed, is the child!
easily and with less distraction. The preClearly enough there is no such thing
cise thing not wanted here is a second trial.
possible as a'second trial, beginning at the
The most unpropitious thing possible for a
‘point of childhood ; that is only a very absoul wading deep in the conviction of negsurd fiction that we raise when we are
lected opportunities and abused powers is a
playmmg with our idle regrets. The secproffer of .seme posthumous, second-life
ond trial, if there be one, has, of course,
chanee:of :amendment that dispenses with no time of childhood «in it.
What we call’
.« the disagreeable necessity of prompt amendthe
ductilities,
flexibilities,
tender
possibil..iment, New consider next:
;

self-evident fact that, if we had two or more
trials offered us, we should be utterly slack
and neglectful in the first, and should bring
‘it to its end almost inevitably in a condition
utterly unhopeful. ~ For the supposition

intQ their wild, wrong habit,or willfully neglectful obstinacy, to choose and live and

a second, to act wisely, we

not

SA

novelty in the transition will pass off in a
we are not apt to profit by the teachings of
very short time, and they will settle back’
past history or other’s experience,
We

on its first trial, it is,

do

7

———
Colossal fortunes have their rise in small
"and all best capacities of tiuth and feeling, beginnings. Splendid talents, though they
have heen mocked and hardened by the'
must be inndte, once iay dormant, and are
abuses of a life,what magic is there to be in
the strange ‘environments and discoveries developed by degrees, Oceans are formed
of another state of being, that they are go- of drops, mountains.ef grains, and governing to make men susceptible without sus- ments are moved and convulsed by little
things. To avenge one woman's wrongs,
ceptibilities left, and turn their back to the
right which they have lost the sense of, and Herod's army was destroyed, and two
legions of armed men, sent by the emperor,
from which they have all their life long
could not revoke the decision, But no one
turn
, uncaringly
ed
away ? Their shock of
learns the alphabet for you and me; and

ly absurd. We imagine, it is true, what
a beautiful thing it would be to live our
life over again, beginning at our childhood
and carrying back into it all the experience

we hiave gained; and

87R.

a
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recovery ‘to goed. But where consideration hasso often been freshened by mew
providences and new revelations of God,

make it utterly unpromising and very near-

cinated, that we

————_————

But the tailings of an old,

life, which has yielded no gold on the

thither

to

see,

if pos-

sibly the dreariness of their grown-up,
blasted condition may not do something
for them. To any rational mind the prospect must be dismally discouraging.

"Seems but a figure mean and small,
Outlined in Fame’s illusive light,
May stalk a silhouette sublime

Let us not be deceived here by a certain
off hand way of judgment,ag if the great
shock to be suffered in passing to anoth-

Apa.

Right Reading of Scripture.

as the man understands himself, he will
see that his good possibilities will be gone,

There appearedin the Star of Oct. 23d,
an article headed, ‘Enter in at the straight

er world,—supposing that we. are to have

our trial there,—initiates the new experience in a way to make it more promising.
Thus, if we had actually gone through

death, and begun’to live again, having it
shown us at God’s bar that we have made
a dreadful issue of our trial, we should
know our

immortality,

it will

by experiment, and should

be thought,

have our sensi-

bility awakened, as it ere, by a shock of
tremendous discovery; and so we should
be set in a position of immense advantage,
as regards the improvement of our new
opportunity. We think, a man must as-

suredly

become

a saint, if onlya second

trial after death is given him

turh

when it will

out as a matter of fact that the saints

lievers in the underworld
opportunity
clinging fast {o life, as if they had no such
faith at all in them, recoiling with instinctive shudder from death, and hailing never

in glad welcome the better day now
to help their recoyery—in

which

they

come
may

discover, as plainly as need be, themselves,

that their arguments

are

the

immortal,

verdict

of their

oue

thing

and

deep-dis-

cerning judgments
another. They contrive how itis to be, they reason, they
promise, they encourage; but their always
demonstrative nature nowhere runs up a
flag of hope or gives any slightest indication. If the question be whether we are
immortal, all the flags-of natural

putstreaming

hope

are

on every hill; but here

ex-

pectation is dumly and showsno sign.

are not made by occasions, opportunities,
or appalling necessities ; least of all where

There is a remarkable passage m the old

Righteous men, if the noblest occasions ard: highest opporsuch there are, will not,of course, be kept tunities and most cogent necessities are “Theologia “Germanica,” which hits the
very point in the matter of self-regard.
back here in embargoto yo through a sec:
already
trampled
and.
1st.
Great
shocks
of its highest meaning, it says:
ond trial, Onlyto the bad ‘will uy such felt or crises past have no value as respects Speaking
“All
thought
of self, all self-seeking, selfgoing over of the round again have any the beginnings of a right. life, save as they
will, and what cometh thereof, must be

look. of .opporfuliity.
And they must be

cheek and brow, or to say a cheering

word

as she entered the dark valley.
Near the ¢ld church was a splendid monument. The sculptured -anchor told me at
once it was the grave of a sea captain, only
thirty years of age.” Ah, in him how many
hopes had been blasted, how wany lofty
imaginings laid low! As I gazed upon
the beautiful marble shaft,

I- thought, Was

bis hope

to the soul, sure

like

an

anchor

and steadfast,—in the hour of’ dissolution !
Suppose this precious dust was never

Earth's

Aim

is Heaven.

It was a lovely day, almost the last of
the gay, glorious Indian summer;
not a
speck dimmed the sky, spread out in all its
loveliness above earth’s million of beholders,
The birds had not all left for their southern
homes. Here and there a tall oak or maple
had put on their autumnal dress and swayed gently in the breeze. But while every-

thing seemed fo rejoice, wy

heart

sad ; and as it drew toward evening

was
I

bent

my steps toward the village graveyard.
Slowly I tirned the rusty key and stood
alone with the dead.
NE

How silent and lone it was!

What a ser-

mon those silent stones seemed to write upon the tablet of my heart !

is the end

of ‘earth.

no envious

eyes, no

upon the lips.

No

Here, I thought,

warfares

scornfal

smiles

And here is no work.

here,
play

Here

the proud and lofty lie down with the poor
and humble. Here the deadliest enemies
rest ‘together, and ‘we hear no clash of
arms. Silent all!
No voice comes forth from these cham-

bers of the dead ‘to tell us what théy have
seen or heard

beyond.

Mystery

all.

an

all the fishes, from the shark,

engagement

and

to make apa person.”

ww
t
atin

CLASES,

There are many neigh-

it is not practicably

number

country,

to gather

where

a sufficient

of Children to make

a

Sunday-

school, but yet where Sunday-schoo! work
can be profitably pursued.
me
parents,
who do not care enough for religious instruction to encourage
their children to attend a large school at a little distance,
would be quite willing that a neighbor should invite them to her own house for an |
hour on Sunday afternoon.” By this means

a single class might be taught with more
freedom than is = otherwise
sible. A
woman

of tact and

real

teaching

ability

could in many cases do more good

by such

a method than in the ordinary one. Being
well acquainted with the parents, and haying constant opportunity to note the influences which surround their little ones, she

could adapt herself more readily to special
needs.’

Some of the restraints

which

are

necessary for the good of the whole in a
large school could safely be ignored in this

family-circle, and a
little management,
with a great deal of heart, would secure the
spontaneous devotion of the children.
Another advantage would be the utilizing
of what may be called the stay-at-home talent of many Christian women. Some women,

abundantly

able

to

instruct

children

One

and

torpedo,

down

told how only a few brief years had passed

Because

having

life

before

them,

to

nature I mean everything besides God

and

of nature

yet

the Bible, for the devil is a part of nature,
self-perverted

and

ruined,

On the 15th of February, about

5 o'clock,

Claflin was sitting alone in his private office,
when a young
man, pale and careworn,
timidly Io ed and entered.
4

studiable—seek it in nature whose ' mani«Mr. Claflin,” said he, “I am in need of
fold departments are the store-houses of Divine thought. Each spiritual truth has its help. * I have been unable to meet certain
physical type, its material symbol, sweetly payments, because certain parties have not
sleeping somewhere near you. It sleeps done as they agreed by me, and would like
I came to you because
lightly. It wil
l awake at your gentlest to have $10,000.
ou were a friend to my father, and might
touch. Awake it. Callit up. Bid it present your lesson in its attractive costume ‘be a friend to me,”
“Come in,” said Claflin, ‘“‘come in and
and tones. Its voice is always heavenly
music. The tints of its garment are from have a glass of wine.”
“No,” said the young man, “I don’t
the hands of the grea¥’
Painter. None cun
help listening to its voice and gazing upon drink.”
“Have a cigar, then P”
its vesture. Christ, the Teacher of teachers,
“No, I never smoke.”
spoke in parables; Imitate Him. Speak
“Well,” said the joker, “I would like to
through illustration. | Let this become your
mental habitude: that every truth in, your accommodate you, but I don’t think I can.”
soul shall come from
| lips

clothed

in

win-

nirg form, which it has taken trom nature.
The habit will beautify your mind and at-

“Very well,” said the

sacred

Scripture—his

own

hand-

writing. full of wisdom, grace, love, tender-

you have ever seen, and

by

imagination

"to teach.

nid

ate

young

man, as he

wa about to leave the room, “I thought
perhaps. you might. Good day, sir.”

tract the minds of others; for mature, too, _. “‘Hold on,” said Mr.
‘is God's

infinite beauty. 'Look into the Bibie,
by one our feet must tread the cold Jor- ness,
and then ‘upon nature—earth, sea, ‘sky.
dan; one by one we shall learn the myster- fauna, flora,~look everywhere, and ‘bring
ies of dying.
°
Lia”
back through memory’s energies all that
(Mose by, ‘oh
my right, I noticed ‘a’ little

15.

they are likely to be the most useful Chrisin
the bull-head, and the eel, and the stickle- tians.
16. Because we now have the children
back, in their endless diversity, are framed
upon one and the same general plan,the plan with us, and it is easy to get them to listen
to the story of the cross.
of Vertebrate creatures. So Likewise,
17. Because when they grow up to be
the nautilus that sails the seas, to the crawling snail ; from the pearl-oyster to the peri- young men and women, it will be very difwinkle, and from the huge and horrible ficult to reach them.
18. Because thousands of children leave
cuttle-fish fo the cockle and the clam, innumerable beings are constructed upon the our Sunday-schools at thirteen or fourteen,
:
plan of the Mollusk.
Thus, alse, from the and leave them unconverted.
19.
Because it is a startling fact that
butterflyto the tumble-bug and the cocktail ;
from the diamond-beetle and the glow- these old Sunday-scliolars form mine-tenths
worm, to the devil's darning-needle and the of the criminals in our jails and the unfordaddy-long-legs; from the
honey-bee to the tunates on our streets.
. Because we live in a fast age, when
mosquito, and the blood sucking leech and
the centipede,—hosts of creatures are build- children rapidly learn the manners and too
the vices of grown-up peoing
u
n the one plan of the Articulate. ohn imitate
Sui ower down, the star-fish, and the sea- | P e.
21. Becawse these children may become
urchin, and the Portuguese man-of-war and
the sea-anemone, and the coral, .are’ based the fathers and mothers of the mext generaa
and developed upon the plan of the Radiate. tion,
22. Because they may die while they are
While multitudes of genera and species are
thus erected upon general plans, and bound still young.
23.
Because the Lord may come, and
together in sublime unities, yet each genus,
each species, has its own specific, indepen- none of them may ever grow up toube men
dent plan. In detightful analogy with these and women.
24, Because children may be so readily
features you will find that while each passage of Scripture has its individual plan, the gathered together in the school-room, the
one grand redemptive scheme runs throngh cottage, or the drawing-room; in the open
them all binding them into the sublimest air, and by the sea-shore.
25. Because a little book or tract given
unity of the universe the name whereof is
love. - God never made anything without a to a child will always be aecepted and read,
pian.
In the wonderous realms of crystal- which is mot always the ease with grown
.ization, in the kingdom of vegetation, in people.
26. Because a letter written to a child is
the sphere of animal life, in the historic periods of providence, in the loftier cycles of sure to be treasured up and read again and
{os
Divine grace, and in cherubic. seraphic, again.
27. Because a word can be spoken with
and archangelic being. everywhere. plan
rises above plan in loveliness and glory in-* freedom to a child, and all of us meet with
effable. Look, then, in every book, and children sometimes, and have many oppor- ~
chapter, and paragraph, and verse. for a tunities of individually pointing them to
plan. Foist not your plan upon the. pas- Jesus.
28. Because
this work amongst
the
sage, but look for God’s plan in it; find
it,
bring it out. and around it arrange all your young does not want special gine $0 much
materials. This will give unity and power as earnestness and love to souls.
29. Because it is a work that brings us
to your teaching. It will not degenerate
Pad
80 near to Christ.
:
into a spiritless exhortation.
80.
Because
the
lambs
are
so
dear
the
2. SEEK AFTER ILLUSTRATIONS. —Having heart of the Good Shepherd, who tosaid,
discovered your plan,
prepare yourself to
teach your lesson in the most interesting “Suffer the little children to come unto me,
and forbid them not, for of such is the
way. Preparation of manner is second onl
inimportance to preparation of material, kingdom of heaven.”
for if you can not win the attention, you
TrusTwoORTHY.—They tell the following
can not capture the intellect nor gain the
ood story about Horace B. Claflin, a Newheart. Seek for fitting
sparkling, impressive illustration. Seek it in nature—and by ork merchant:
the

by such consid-, | utterly lost, surrendered and given over to grave. On the headstone I read the name worked over, and weave with fancy’s mysthoroughly
bad, for that matter, else. they induce considerdtion, and,
of truth God, except in so far as they are necessary | and wge of the'one who slept beneath. It tic shuttle, garments of loveliness and robes
atmosphere
n, make anew
of grandeur for thy truths which you desire
will beg to excused;
be
/' such as/sre only ¢
and feeling for the soul's

FAMILY

borhoods, both in city and

S. Typartment,

the sword fish, and

trial—who will go to work on {hem with
any least prospect of success ? As certainly

ing out their indications, we find our be-

expectations in this life.
I saw her in
health, and the next I saw her in her coffin.
It was not my privilege to be near her
when the moisture of death crept over her

asp:

Across the eanvass of his time.”

first

smooth away all woes of character begun;
but when we look to see those deep natural instincts, which are always the spontaneous interpreters of our humanity, giv-

friend. Buta short time before we had
walked the green fields and talked of our

<

bad

tion gospel, their posthumous salvation,
will have powerto mend all damage and

ere she was called away to a land where
her youthfui feet. would falter. Huppy voyager ;—no sooner set sail than landed within the port of peace. Dear little lamb, why
shold we weep when Jesus calls you
home?
God gave you first tous, and now
he only takes his own.
.
Farther on 1 saw the
grave of a, dear

gatheved up. If it were all of life to live, in an informal, social way, fail when put in
charge of a class in the Sunday-school.
bow sad it would be! If all these graves The
methods which prove best for the mashould open and the ¥tead were to come forth jority of teachers are not suited to them—
at the sound of the judgment trump, 1 they are what Saul's armor was to David.
tried to imagine how it would look; but Moreover, mothers are Jrequently kept at
my finite mind could conceive of no such home by the care of young children, and,
unless they can take a class in their own
picture.
houses, can not take one at all,
But T found the shades of night were fallOf gourse an effort of this kind should
ing thick and fast, and I began to retrace not be allowed to interfere with regularly ormy steps.
Yet it was with reluctance. ganized schools, but there are many localiLonger
would
I have lingered, with no ties in which it may minister grace to a
the priest; some one asks for reform, but
companions
but
the
sleeping dead, and no most graceless and destitute population,
it is pot the wise and mighty; some one
voice save the breezy messengers, which
TaIrTY REASONS KOR EARLY CONVERhas faith in the power of truth and right- | seem to whisper ‘* Earth’s aim is heaven.”
SION. 1. Because children are sinners, and
eousness, but it is not the rulers of the peoIt was a profitable hour for me.
1 may be lost,
NELLIE,
ple and the- Pharisees who believe,
Men
2. Because Jesus Christ died for them,
scorn a kingly message brought by a child; |
an they may be saved.
they do not repent because it is a rough3. Because the simple plan of salvation
CW «+
through faith in Christ is the same for chilclad prophet, whose voice
heard in the
dren as for grown-up people.
_wilderpess, and they do not believe that
4. Because there is a special promise for
y+ Teaching Successfully.
Chrjst is risen, because the first annunciathe young—*‘ Those that seek me early
tion of the good news was not committed
find me.”
A writer in the 8. 8, Teacher makes these shall
, 6. Beeause very many dear children
to apostles. They say to Eli,it shall not
be so. To the. gathering multitudes ** and suggestions to those who are charged with have found the Saviour, and are now happy
the work of instruction in our Sunday-’ in his love.
all things continue as they were since the
"6. Because the Holy Spirit #8 striving” ih
school.
He says:
days of the fathers ;"—to the disciples who
1. MAKE A PLAN.—If you study as I have the hearts of many more.
‘hasten to the -deserted tomb, * they have indicated, you will have material out of
7. Beeause it is ¢onstantly found thas
stolen him away.” ‘‘Do not suffer your- which to form a plan. -You will have a pile there are little ones Who want to come to
selves to be moved by little things.” This of golden ore; then you must smelt, sepa- Jesus, but do not know the way.
8. Because they are mot safe until they:
is common advice. Yet Eli's sons are slain rate, make it up into jewelry, which you have come,
may
bang
on
the
souls
of
your
pupils.
Be
in battle, and when John is imprisoned
9. Because the child’s heart is tender,
sure Of this: that there is a plan in every
Jesus inaugurates the coming kingdom ; book, passage, and verse of Scripture.
God and not yet hardened by a long course. of
r
and on their way to Emmaus, the disciples never made anything without a plan. sin.
10. Because the child receives the truth
‘meet the risen Christ; and truth and rightMoreover, this is to be noted as
gloriously
in more simple faith than the adult.
eousness, that stand just now, as they al- significantin the works of God: that there
11. Because it is easy for children to
are
in
them
great
general
plans,
with
innu‘ways do at first, in a 1inority, having vitallove, and therefore they may be taught to
merable special plans et ph and blossomity in themselves, will not die; and the ing out of them.
In the animal world, all love Jesus,
12. Because it is easy for children. to
trusting children, and the weak things, the the animals, from man, and the whale and
little things,if God,like himself, have chosen the giraffe, down to the bat, and the weasel, trust, and so they may be led to trust in
Jesus,
them to confound
the mighty, shall ilustrate and the guinea-pig; and all the feathered13. | Because those converted im early life
tribes,
from
the
condor,
and
the
ostrich,
a
in their time aril place, that
the bald-headed eagle, down to the hg) 1, make the most earnest and consistent ChrisTe
ot
« it‘does n’t take
> p and the wren, an
the wag-tail; and all tians,
their
A man of giant mold, to make
.{ the reptiles, from the crocodile, the boa- -14, Because those who
A giant shadow on the wall;
constrictor, and the rattlesnake, down to youthful days in learning in Christ's school
And he who in our daily sight,
the Sphng turtle, and the toad, and the ‘will become the wisest Christians.

and will feel the least imaginable desire
Gate”,—u quotation
from Luke
13: 24,
of a second trial to mill over the dregs of
where the Saviour saith ‘‘for many I say
his unblest experience.
unto you will seek to enter in and shall not
. Observation gives us also. another fact, be uble.” Here the quotation ends. ' Matwhich is even more impressive—viz., that, thew, in his gospel,
7: 7—8, repeats the
with all that is said and assumed and ar- word of the Saviour, where he says, ‘Ask
ities of? childhood and family training are gued for, and stiffly asserted, as regards and it shall be given you ;seek and ye shall
gone by. Family itself is goue by, and the fact of a second ~trial hereafter, the find ; knock and it shall be opened unto you:
the family spheres and affections—possible whole world tacitly concedes, neverthe- for every one that asketh receiveth ; and he
only in the terms of family generative re- less, that no such new condition is, in fact, that seeketh findeth | and to him that knockFor no unbelievers, no practi: eth, it shall be opened.”
production,—are
henceforth
left behind. expected.
If conscious, ties of fatherly and filial rela cally godless and really apostate believer,
Here is an apparent contradiction. To
tionship remain, they remain as to persons no bad man groaning under his vices, no reconcile these two passages, it is necessary
who have already graduated in them, and drunkard writhing under his chains, no to know that the Scriptures are not printed
~have them only as in memory.
What there scoffing Altamont overtaken by remorse, as they were originally written.
They
is of society mow, in this second state is no human creature, whether uninstructed were not at that time divided into chapters
made up of beings sole and separate; ex- Pagan or best instructed philosopher, and and verses as we now have them ; nor were
isting in full maturity and coming to their (what is most significant of all) ne loosest, there any punctuation stops in use. It was
second trial in such characters and habits largest freethinkes, who asserts most con- customary at that time to read right on until
as they have shaped by their first. Almost fidently the faith of a second wial hereafter, the reader reached the end of a narrative.
of necessity, they will be more selfish than goes out of life—I never heard of such a Now if we read the two passages of Scriptever; for the unselfish industries that, in case—talking of the new chance now to be ure above quoted in this way, not regardgiven him and the high free time he is ing the stops, until we reach the word
their first trial, were generously occupied
in providing a home where hospitalities going to have, or the more prepitious trial ‘‘door,” and place the period after: that
should be dispensed to friends, and wife that will suffer him to mend his defects worll, all will appear in perfect harmony,
and children have their free supply, are and the consciously bad ways that have and will read thus :—*‘for many I say unto
now displaced by industries, that
only corrupted him. All such advocates of a you will seek to enter in and shall not be
make dry providence for self. They are basement gospel under the world and after able when once the Master of the house is
now sole monks and nuns, we may say, the grave convince themselves, by what risen up and hath shut the door.” That
in ‘their conventual,—only
monks and they consider most indisputable and pro- probably gives the true sense.
R. W.
A
nuns that have not found, as yet, their foundly wise arguments, that their ultima-

piety,—coming

—

drink PY

Claflin; “you don’t

:

“No.”

“Nor smoke?”
“No.”
:

“Nor

gamble,

nor any thing of

the

king” *
“No, sir; T am superintendent of the—
Sunday school.”
¢
J

"Well," said Claflin, fvith tears in bis

voice and his eyes

too, ‘you.

shall haye it,

and three times the amount if you wish.”

Se
°

©

THE MORNING STAR.
4

error |
+

v

O’er earth send joy,
As beams of light come when the morning angel
?
‘Looks from the sky!
Too long the sons of Adam’s race have striven,

Too long has War -

:

its plow of sorrow driven,

Now let the law,

Pn

"Love's law==divinely strong, in earth prevailing,
Through woman's power,
In might of swedtness Wur’s strongholds

assail-

ng

'o
When

Bring the bright hour,

*‘ peace on earth,”no more prophetic only,

* Is the refrain

Of History, and haunts, once sad and lonely,
Are glad again,

Toil on, then, workers in Life's field of glory,
Reformers all!
dawn will show that Peace in her
story
Answered Love’s eall,

Soon

sweet

= Voice of Peace.

Power

was

the re:

of the Affirmative.

and

over

to

myself,

as I went

up

stairs,

permanent source of inspiration within him-

self, and a permanent influence over others.
The man who responds: ‘I do not believe
what you believe,” or “1 deny what you
beheve,” has no possession, and no influence it
a personal one.
In nothing is this principle better exemplified and illustrated than in the strifes of
political parties, The party that adopts a
group of positive ideas, and shapes a positive policy upon them, and boldly and consistently affirms and promulgates both ideas
and policy, has an immense advantage over
one which undertakes to operate upon a

The history of Ameri-

can polities is full of confirmations of this
truth.
No party Las ever had more than a

temporary success that based its action simply on a denial of a set of positive ideas
held by its opponent. The popular mind
demands something positive—something
that really possesses breath and being—to
which it may yield its allegiance. There is
no vitalizing and organic power in simplé
opposition and negation.

Earnest, straight-

negation when associated
fluences it can engage.

with

forward affirmation has a power in itself,
independent of what it affirms, greuter than
L

the

in-

The Author of Christianity understood
this matter. His system of religion was to
be preached, proclaimed, Dion! gaged, Its
friends were not to win

their i¥iumbhe

by

denying the deniuls of infidelity,
but by
persistently affirming, explaining and applying the truth. With this system of truth
in his hands—so pure, so beneficent, so far-

reaching in its results upon human character, happiness, and destiny—the Christian
teacher commands the position, Infidelity

and denial can make

no permanent

“If only you keep your heart in

a soft, pure, loving state,

you

in a condition capable of
tive of faith.

are,

so

fiith, and

Faith, in any

far,

promo-

highest: dle of sin as that!”

of its

grosser sins,

but such as

the

world

bear

much sunshine

till

head-

way against faith, unless faith stops to
bandy words with them. That is precisely

As, however, she returned, she saw on aproaching the house, that flames were burst-

ing

forth

from

the doors

She hurried to the

house,

and

and

windows.

found

that

her infant child was yet within. She immediately started to enter, but the persons
standing near prevented her, telling her
that certain death would be the consequence.
Bat she escaped from their hands and rushed into the door, and soon found

on the bed where she

had

placed

her

chiid

it.

She

wound it up in a covering, and in a few
moments the little one was safe, but the

mother was most shockingly burned. For
many months she vibrated between life and

death, and at last her vital powers overcame
the effects of her injuries, and she was re-

see

an

answer;

to

to

do

it about temporal. things, .and sometimes
about spiritual, to go about all day lon

picking up the returns.-of your own petition everywhere—such promises become
histories, and desires become facts. And
that makes faith rock-likee If the centurion’s
faith was strong when he came to Jesus,
how much stronger, think you, was it when
he went home and found his servant quite
well?

But

far

more

than

anything else,

the greatness of faithis the i
in our hearts. Once we h
felt Christ a Saviour,

that

we have
dand

gives

faith

its

best impulse.
The more you live with
Christ, and the more you live on Christ,
and the more you live to Christ, the more
and the faster will your faith grow. And
there is no limit, The last meltings into
the

light are faith; and the Christ you love

becomes gradually
Vaughan.

the

Christ

you

see.—
;

&

Last Words.
i

—

W—

However physiologists may question the
importance of the feeble utterances of the
dying, it is certain that mankind in general
finds a deep significance in the Jast words
of those who are vanishing into the unknown life.

ing that

has

so. blessed

the

world as

his

religion, are unwilling to enroll themselves.
among his followers, and acknowledge him
as one whem they are bound to honor and
adore, As the young woman to whom we
have referred was unwilling

to

say, “This

is my mother,” so they are unwilling to
to him who hung upon the cross,
whose ‘‘visage was so marred more
any man,” “This is my Redeemer and
King, and I will serve and adore him

say
and
than
my
for-

ever." —O0ld School Presbyterian.

“Oh, For Some Foundation !

1

we catch the last words

but, as
of the raving; our

own eyes are dimmed.
‘It is growing
dark, boys,” stretching forth his hand;
‘“. you may go.” ‘“ All my
possessions for
a moment of time!” BO
beth.
Wesley, calmer, said,

“as

Le

Elizadied,

and Goethe, turning to his wife,

my intellect is clear,

sir,—clearer than ever

His voioe became
mate recognition,by living a boldly affirma- shrill and concentrated. ‘I can see almost
tive life, and doing thoroughly that which it into eternity ; T can feel that unless Christ
is in him to do, regardless of assault, de- is believed ‘on his death can do me no
traction and misconstruction. The enemies good.”
of any man who suffers. himself to be anSoon afver he said, “I have been follownoyed by them will be certain to keep him ing up the natural laws, and I see an affinbusy,
The world has never discovered ity between them and the great laws of
anything nutritious in a negation, and the
God’s universe, Heaven is for the holy;
men of faith and conviction will always tind without are
dogs
and whoremongers.
a multitude eager for the food they bear. There's a distinction,—it)s all right, all

Men will continue to drink frown the brooks

and refuse to eat the stones that obstruct
them, Even error itself in an affirmative
form is a thousand times more powerful
than when it appears as a denial of a truth.

~Bcribner’s

Monthly.

“Not Till They are Rooted.”
Runt

I went into the kitchen

With a bit of black

the other day

velvet in my hand and

& whole pall of black in my heart,
All the morning I had been brooding,

pig

over

my loneliness,

shutting out

all the light, and ‘looking only at the darkhess, A year before, 1 had lost my precious
baby, and though God had blessed me ina
thousand 'ways, ‘had surrounded me with

love und’ ¢dmfost, the ‘withdrawal of this

Special joy had blighted bverythiny,
All the

year.I

tried’ with varying

Success to lift myself to such a stat
of trust
that I could joyfully think of my. darlin
as far more tenderly cared for thad he coul '|
with me, 'fhr” more 'safé thah

Nord of Wtapeive, q Tuors!
» manyofi them,’when: I

least yl

but on

before, I tellkiyou.”

right.”

After eleven o'clock, roused by the

ing

of

the

he

looked

round,

he

caught the eye of his nurse, and of his
Christian fifiend.
“Itis awfully dark here,” he whispered.
“My feet stand on the slippery edge. of a
great gulf! Oh, for some foundation!” He
stretched his hand out, asf feeling for a
way.
“Christ,”
gently. whispered
his
friend.
“Not for me!” And pen can. not
describe the immeasurable woe in that awful answer.
(
:
Such is death, And were it all, it might
be faced,—it might be born with fortitude ;
“put after

this

the

judgment,”

Ah!

that

is the awful thought,—God has to be met.

ealled

for

Deist, and *‘

Now, Lord,

Lord,

receive my

soul.” whispered Herbert on his last ¢ sweet
Say
oliteness was no longer a raling passion, but chrism, when Chesterfield, in
dying said, ‘“ tzive Dayrolles a chair;” and
surely something was forgiven of Charles
the Second, when he bade farewell to earth’s
pomp and wickedness in, * Do n't let poor
Nellie starve.”
Haller’s last words were, feeling his own

his last breath,

‘* Do n't

let

squad fire over me!” he did
his commentators

and

the

not

awkward

aHude

to

critics, yet, what a

significance should the words have for them !
And how little Anne Boleyn thought, when,

awaiting the executioners, she clasped her
fair throat, that ‘‘It is but small, very:
small,” would link her forever

to Christen-

dom!
;
Yet, we can not doubt that many
of the
most eloquent sermons that mankind has
ever listened to have fallen from dying lips.
Caesar's grieved
‘“ And
thou,
Brutus!”
John Quincy Adams’ ¢“ This is the last of

earth; Mirabeau’s frantic ery for ¢¢ Music”
after his life of discord; George Washington's ‘“ It is well"—do they not grow richer
in meaning every day? And is it not still

for

the train,

and saw

respectable looking man,

I made bis acquaintance, and learned that
his home was far away.. He had, he told
me, a small farm of about fifty acres; but
the land was poor and the distance from

him,

months just to
able,”
“Indeed they
‘And you are
forts the money
will buy them.”

strangers

make

for so

of Worship,

“My

father

taught

Let us look unto Jesus,

success.

Why,

‘then,

much..concerned
the seed;

should

about it?

God will

service.

And now,”

said

he,

gather

about

his

soul.

A Big Bundle

‘let: me beg

Vv
=
WHICH

‘vanst

with

men is,"*‘Without me, yecan

do

shalt

enjoy

blessed privilege of ‘Piving. Be wise
enough to win thine” own soul, and then
the wisdom from above will distil into. your
heart, enabling you to win also yonr brothers.’

Alas!

every uncoverted

man, instead

of being able to heal the ailments of a dislocated world, is himself only a part of the
ailing mass that needs the healing, —A4rnot.

As

a Little
—

Child.

——

Mr. D. L. Moody,

of Chicago,

who has

5 t
work

has

made,”

. was his reply. Then he opens a book and
shows her some poetry. ‘She looks at it
with disappointment, and says, “I don't
side

think that’s so very pretty, father; one

is very well—smooth,” running her finger
up and down the row of capital letters,
‘‘but the other side is rough, just like my

stand

until she is older; but then

will

she

find out for herself, and love poetry well.
Do you believe me, dear? ” “Yes, father ;.
but still in an aside, with a glance at the
book,

*‘I wonder

where

its

prettiness

is,

her

comprehension;

questioning.
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;

copy, 30 cents
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on

10: copies or any

number between onei and

10, when

us for the Myrile,
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for us in their spare moments

‘Sample copies will be sent free on

cation.
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TO PASTORS
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A GREAT
OFFER.— HOR\CE
WATERS,
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose.ot ONE HUNDRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANS of “six first-class
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Bow Frices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS.all mod»
ern improvements, for $275¢ash. Now ready anew kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the. most beantiful style and perfect
tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues nailed.” Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and sunday - school Musie

Books.

OF

QUESTION

CHURCHES.

Superintendents of
ment, .

BY*MARY
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are

now ready for sale and

Prize

Rainy

Day

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,

$150
150
150

156
150
1 50150
1 50.

Series.

By
J5
JT
a5

%

Rainy Day at Home,

Mrs.

Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after thenr.

All orders promptly filled by

& CO.,

5

Child’s

The Christ-Child,

5

Making Something,

a5

JI5

Jamie and Jeannie,
-.Boy’s Heaven,

5
Ril

Bright

Publishets of Religious and Sunday School Books.

38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
8246

Series.

Good Little Mitty,

|

Day

Series

Bright Days,

125

Sunny Skies,
«Pompeiiand Herculaneum,

123
1a58

Archibald Hamilton,

AGENTS

and

alt Men

THEBESTTR\VELING
$100

Starlight

WANTING

BUSINESS

to

THIS, and do not fail to send for our Circulars giving full description of the business, before engaging
elsewhere. AGENTS andP#DDLERS willfindit to
their interest to do go, and will be honestly dealt with
Address at once for terms
D. L.
GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H
12m6 ,

i

/
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.

(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

OUR

5
ne
150
150
10¢
175
150
125
1 00

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,
When wewere Young, «»
Sybil’s Way,
on”
Rescued from Egypt,

you will

miss choice
Bof territor,

“IPAO IIE WIS’ last an

55
$95
90
55
125
,90

:

Claudia,

DIGESTION;

or, MY JOLLY
FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
the fleld. 1, Itis on a vitally important subject
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription. A
,.the people 34
eager for such a book, and will urge you
ing
to them. Write for terms, &e¢., free.
CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher,
1y17
3 SCHOOL BT., BOSTON, MASS,

125

Series.

Starlight Stories,’
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

which will furnish a ¢ nanee with
bu
little Capital
to clear
$200 per month.
REMEMBER

de-

Series.

May Bell
Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt
Mattie
Lightfrom the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

BOOK!

CLARK,

D. LOTHROP

S. S:.

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,

Cents,

LATHAM

These Books
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Price

appli--

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pub.
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This letter gratified me very much.
When I read it in my family I could not
help shedding tears; and I believe that all
my family wept too.— Good News.
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who must be as thoughtless as I was when
you first spoke to me at the railway station Ry )

be
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More New

Providence Wringer.

you, my friend, never ¥mit to speak to
every stranger as you spoke to me, when
waiting at’ the station. Always ask every
person

we

We

a
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single,
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to-day it will be to-morrow ; if not for us,
it will be for others. Even if success were
to be granted us it would always be
dangerous, to look complacently upon it.
On
the one hand we are tempted to claim
for ourselves some of the glory; on the
other hand we are prone to slacken our zeal
when we see good results arising from it;
that is the very time we ought to put forth
double energy. To look at our success is
to walk by sight; and to look «unto Jesus,
and to persevere in following amd serving him despite all discouragements is
to walk by faith,
:
:

are

train started, and I told

ourselves

~

3.48
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Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do

apparent success of our effor(s. Apparent
success is not always the measure of real
success, and besides God has not enjoined
success upon us, but only labor. He will
ask an account of our labor, but not of our

and well,—and “‘thanks be to God,” said he
in his letter, ‘‘we have all, with tears and

given

do
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do
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S———, he said to me, “I would like to
Yknow your name and address.”
He left
the train, and I rode on.
I soon forgot the
man altogether, and should probably never
have thought of him again if he had gent
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me,” was the

Success.
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making this long and seif-denying journey
for the good of your family, and have never
even thought of anything but their bodies, and always forgetting their immortal
souls? Have you never thought to provide for the eternity of those dear children ?”
.
“It is so,” the poor man said; “I have
never even thought of taking care of their
souls; I was only thinking of their bodily
comfort,’
The bell raog, the stranger and 1 took
him as well as 1 could
man ought to do for the
kis family. He seemed
not téll how much.

do

he had adcomplished so much in

Effort and

“Yes, I am.”

seats together, the

TheBook

many

‘that

Thought;
Thong

dozen,

y

of well-drilled soldiers; and though wor

them more: comfort-

I asked,

do.”

upon

reply, “when” I had anything to do, to go
and do it.” There is the secret—the magic word now.—Ezchange.

are,”
thinking now of the”comyou will earn this winter

possible,”

do

Thought
oughtg

his life.

“You want to clothe them nicely, I suppose, so that you can take them to church
and Sabbath-school; for a man who loves
his children so much must care a great deal
for the welfare of their souls.” .
The man seemed amazed and overcome
with sudden faintness.
0
Is.it

0

comes to hand, and you will find the rest all

ed how

and go away for ‘some months to seek for
work, by which he might add to’ their comfort.
I said to him, “Your wife and children
must be very dear to you, as you are will
ing
to go: amongst

dozen, 15

may be hard to meet when it charges in a. StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book)single,
squad, it is easily vanquished if you can We lo
‘do
dozen,
on
erfalWorke
of Jesus single,
bring it into line.
You may have often
do
0
dozen,
seen the anecdot® of the man who was ask- Butler's. Commentary,

him to support his family, which was growing rather numerous; and so he decided to

leave his wife and children behind

do

Treatise,

fall into file, and follow after like a compan,

market considerable, and it was difficult.
for

though ; 1 can not see it anywhere at all.”
The father resumed his train of thought,
and looking up suddetly, “terribly wretched and beyond
relief,” at the mysterv of
blessed to remember the last moments - of God’s ways with him, he sees. his "daughter
Melancthon, the friend of Luther ? * Do in a corner, curiously examinin
the book
you want anything P” asked his loved ones of poetry. She peeps into it; then holds it
eagerly.
** Nothing but heaven” he an- to her ear; then rubs her hand over it ; then
swered
gently, and went smiling on his pe her tongue to it; still she is baffled.
way.
he has no faculty by which to judge of

Eternity has to be entered upon. Are you
prepared to meetGod? *‘Six hours hence,”

one,

the

clock,

strik-

waiting

And if ever

you find yourself where you have so many
things frosing ‘upon you, that you hardly
know ‘how to begin, let me tell you a secret: take hold of the very first ‘one that

*¢ Light, more light !”
.| place! The blind can not lead the blind;
Dr. Johnson died in a tumult of uneasi- the dead can not, by a close embrace, red
ness and dread. Cowper sank to rest as call to life the dead.
eaceful as a child. “I'm taking a fearNo. Severed branch,
ing apace for
ul leap in the dark,” cried Hobbes, the the fire, thou must be insertdd into the vine

they can win inn © other way. Why should
Lt
an impregnable fortress exchange shots
“I have nothing to expect, sir, but conwith a passing schooner? Silence would demnation ; nothing to expect but condempulse, ¢ The artery ceases to beat,” Patbe a better defense than a salvo, and de- nation.”
;
prive the schooner of the privilege of being
The speaker spoke with difficulty. He ravah died suddenly and silent in his librareported in the newspaper.
The world was a large man _of massive features, just ry, his hand upon a book, and Sir Isaac
whirls toward the sun, and never stops to stricken down in death. His nurse sought, Newton was winding his watch when.
parley with the east wind. The great river, as quietly as possible, to alleviate. his suf- he was ushered into the life that hath no
end.
3
checked by a dam, quietly piles up its wa- ferings, which were very great.
ters, buries the dam,and rolling over it,
Talma, the great actor, + exclaimed piti¢¢Oh, don’t talk to me of pain!” he criad
grasps the occasion for a new exhibition of bitterly.
¢It is" the mind, woman,—the fully as he went, ‘ The worst of all is, I
its positive power and beauty, The rip-rap mind.”
can not see;” and John Locke murmured
:
shuts an ocean door, but the ocean has a
Slowly and deliberately he said, “I “Oh the depth of the riches of the'goodness
ying admillion doors through which it may pour knew ib at the time,~zvery time. I knew and knowledge of God!” The
its tides. Stopping to deny denials is as it,—1 knew that a penalty must follow sin ; monition of the learned Grotias to his race
profitless as stopping to deny truths.
It is yet Ishave done wrong,
]
knowing that it was ** Be serious,”
consenting to leave an affirmative for a was wrong : first with a few qualms, then
Scarron, the French wit, said faintly to
negative position, which is a removal to the brashing aside conscience, and at last with his weeping friend, ‘“ Ah! mes enfans, you
weak side.
:
the coolness of a fiend,
Sir, in one minute can not cry as much for me as I have made
So a man who has really anything positive of my lite I have not lived for heaven, |Y ou laugh in my time ;” and Lord Thurlow
in him has nothing to do but persistently to for God, for Christ; no, not one min- in reckless wonder exclaimed, * I'm shot,
work anc live it out. If heis a politician ute,
if I don’t believe I'm dying I”
2
or a statesman, or a reformer or a literary
When poor Robert Burns“ gasped with
“Oh, ves, Christ died for sinners; but
man, he can make himslf felt most as a
power in the world, and be securest of ulti-

I was

near me a plain,

ments that the dawdlers lost.

Or

do
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do Paper Cov.bingle,
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Life of Marks,
ngle,1.00
0
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dozen, 9.60
Church Member’s Book,
single,
30

hours these prompt people contrive to make
of a day; itisas if they picked up the mo-

me a letter.
His letter informed me that he had not
been able to forget my conversation for an
hour; that instead of remaining for months
as he intended, he only worked for a week
or ten days; and then, depressed in spirit,
‘“ He raves!” said the physician, when
Dr. Adams, rector of the high school of" he returned to his family, in order to care
for their souls. He found thém all alive
Edinburgh,
was passing away;

‘“ The best of all is, God is with us.” And
the deaf Beethoven, whose soul had ever
stored, but an object terrible to look upon. been filled with harmony, exclaimed gladTwenty years after this, the infant, then a ly, « I shall hear.”
young woman, was asked one day by a
‘“ Is your mind at ease ?” Goldsmith was
stranger, who that person was who was so asked by his physician.
‘No, it is not!”
terribly deformed? But the daughter was was the mournful reply, and he spoke no
ashamed to confess that it was her mother,
more. How different the parting words
Was her unwillingness to confess—nothing ? of Dr. William Hunter: * If I had strength
Was it not a crime against her mother and to hold a pen, I would write how easy and
her mother’s love ?
pleasant a thing it is to die.”
Or the
There is something similar to this in the assurance of President Edwards, as his
manner in which men are disposed to treat dying" grasp loosened on hard forms of
Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the world. dogma, * Trust in God and you need not
Thousands who confess that he is the great fear.”
benefactor of man, and that there is nothByron said wearily,
I must sleep now,”

what they would like, and what would give

them an importance and an influence which

it, to'wait, and then to

do this again and again—sometimes

—
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It is wonderful to see how many

| between,
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Speak to Him.

would

not call sins—for instance, a low ambition,
a love of popularity, a desire to be liked,
an excessive regard for opinion—will imfaith, = ** How can ye believe
ed—he knows that we. should soon wither poverish
and die.
So he sets us where the'light is which receive honor one from another, and
shaded to our need; he gives our root the seek not the honor that cometh from God
moisture of tears, and when we grow only? Faith grows by its own acting.
strong
through reaching after the divine, Any act of faith, however small, ¥évérts to
feed the faith from which it sprang, This
little 5 little he gives us more sun.
is God’s method.
He gives a little grace—
‘Not till they get rooted.”
+ Well, I knew that before my baby died 1 neglect it, and it stands alone; and, being
had given the world far too much of my alone, it is lost; use it, and he will add
heart.
I had been swayed
hither and more grace, and then the more grace used
thither by those who were not my right- will bring more grace again; and so on and
ful
guides. I had been content with low on to glory. Ido not speak now of that
standards and frivolous pursuits,
I had school of fife, sorrows, and discipline, withbeen far from
a healthy,
genuine growth, out which faith seldom attains any very
No doubt the illness of the
Evidently the sun had withered, instead of high measure.
servant he loved was part of the secret of
strengthening me. I was not rooted.
To be rootedAs the first essential of a the centurion’s faith; for *¢ loving correchealthy growth.” Till the root has firm hold tion,” and loving correction only, makes all
of the soil, till it is able to choose and ab- things ¢¢ great.” But, whether it be sorsorb that which it needs from all surround- row or whether it be joy, he who would ening elements, the life can not increase— large his faith must feed upon the promise,
there can be neither flower nor fruit.. The to take that promise to God, to pray over

The power of positive ideas and the pow- it i8 rooted in God. Till then it must have
er of the positive affirmation and promulga- \shadow, or be wasted and sickly. Let me
he
lift my thought constantly to the dition of them move the world. Breath is
realm, the summer land of the soul,
wasted in nothing
more lavishly than in
negations and denials. It is not necessary for help and guidance. Let me make Ged
for truth to worry itself, even if. a lie can my own, and then all that he possesses will
run a league while ‘truth is putting on its be mine also. Let me through obedience
enter into love, so shall I find all that I
boots. Let it run, and get out of win
- that gives
and pet out of the way. A man who spends have lost. The mother's heart
his daysin arresting and. knocking
down itself to God finds her child that God has
lies and liars ‘will have no time fet for taken. All that we - lose, God garners; in
* speaking the truth. There is nothing more going to God we tind all.— Christian WeekLr
damaging to a. man’s reputation than his ly.
admission that it needs defending when atConfess Christ.
tacked. ‘Great sensitiveness to assault, on
S————
.
3
the part of any cause, is an unmistakable
Not to confess Christ is in itself a sin.
sign of weakness. A strong man and a
strong cause need only to live an affirma- Some years ago I met somewhere, the
tive life, devoting no attention whatever to statement of the case of a daughter; who
enemies, to win their way, and to trample was unwilling to confess that her mother
beneath their feet all the obstacles
that was. her mother, which is in point here.
maliee, or jealousy, or selfishness throws When the daughter was an infant, the mothbefore them. The man who can say strong- er was obliged, on a certain occasion, to
ly and earnestly *I belieye,” has nat only a leave her children at home, while she went
vital and valuable possession, but he has a to a neighbor's for some necessary purpose.

all

Faith lies in the affections, and not in the

"fatellect.

ply, in a tone of surprise at the ignorance exercises, will never co-exist with known
immorality dwarfs
displayed by the question.
: and allowed. sin. An
kills faith.
And not only
‘Not till they get rooted,” said I, over and gradually

soul can not safely

——

capital of negations.

Faith.

+ Prices of Freewill

Swngle anfl by the dozen; also Podtage on me same

area

Don’t live a Suze hour of your life
without doing exactly what “is to be done in
it, and going straight, through it, from beLinning to end.
Work, play, study, whats
ever it is—take hold at once and finish it
up squarely and cleanly
; then to the next
thing, without letting ‘any moments drop

\

hat sentence answers all my questions.
is God is too good and wise to give us sun¢ shine in too great measure till we get root-

God speed the truth and let the glad evangel

(’er’earth’s fair homes

rooted,”

Do it Now.
'
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To war a slave?

they get

be,
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till

the day is coming quickly when it will
God against the sinner,

+

SAS

“Not

When o’er the valleys boom no sound of slaughter
ran
When ocean’s ‘wave
Is crimsoned not with blood of son or daughter,

but

AP

5

:

now;

SS

Joyous as souls may be with love’s caressing,

In peace shall be?

good for them?”

‘An’ sure, isn't, the sun
said the other girl.

"When land and sea;

sinner

UI

y

‘when the sun gets up,”

the

er

—

When, will it dawn? that promised day of bless.

is for

a

i

I stood at the ironing-table renewing my

God

a

When Will it Dawn?

velvet when one of the girls began taking
in some sickly lpoking plants that she was
trying to cultivate in pots.
*I take them in every day,” she said,

friend.”

a

Selections.

which I speak, the whole sky was black,
with not even a star to call my look upward,
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life.

garded as too impulsive,

But
too

variable, too. crotchety, too

he is re-

extreme, too

easily imposed

upon, too uncertain and indiscreet, for such

WEDNESDAY.
GEORGE

@

NOVEMBER
T.

DAY,

13, 1872." a position und trust.

And, .in view of his
antecedents, his ready and eager acceptance
of the leadership of the recent political
coalition was quite enough to induce a de-

Editor.

All commumeations designed, for publication

tould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
' {»astmess,

remittances

of money, &¢.;

should

be

ad:

dressed to the Publisher.

they

‘The Election and its Meaning.
Gen. Grant's re-election must have surprised few discerning and thoughtful .ob-

§
i

|

1

8

iit

8

I

3

cided unwillingness to put,at’the present
junction, the powers and responsibilities of
the Presidency into his hands. The more
men thought of this, the less inclined were

to accept him

as mational captain.

There was never any hope
save as he might be swept

of his election
into the White

House in a spasmof unreasoning enthusiasm. Three months of deliberate thought

laid down, for the four yearsto come, and it acts like itself. The sensibilities are all
may be sure of winning the public confi alive. They recognize their relations to
dence as well as of deserving it. That is themselves and their fellows, and from
what the people evidently mean by their that springs like lightning the sense of
vote.
:
their dity to God. They would really

little boy was dared to be late and then tell
a lie for an excuse.
Would arithmetic, or
geography, or spelling, or writing, find a

by a correspondent of the Boston Advertis-

place among the exercises ? Each of these
make a‘noble thing of life now if they could ‘is an abomination to them.
What useful

republican leaders will practically infer just have the chance to do it. Wouldn't
that the people are wholly ‘content with it be worth while to hold them there and

study could

suppression. Proposals are .madeto eur
OWN governmentto unite in the undertak-

We trust neither the President

nor the

it does not mean that. Compelledto choose
between this thing and another of which

poleon,—when

these charges,

and

many

more like them, are flung at the President,
—who is almost shut up to silence by nature

convention

call-

say

with this style of warfare, to take care that, democrats, north and south, to republican
a man deserving deference is not thus pelted: principles, in spite of its suddenness and
into exile without a chance for vindication, its suspicious circumstances, may have been
and that his desperate accusers meet a be- as radical as Mr, Sumner alleges. But it
coming rebuke. They did take care of all t’ is not strange that the people ask for time

shat i

dict is too plain to be misread and too em- ‘|
phatic to be soon forgotten.
; |
But the mere personal bearings of this
election were of the least consequence. |

the greater portion of our fellow-men are

and opp@tunity to ‘judge, and insist upon

those things onthe fifth inst., and their ver-

a reasonable

probation.

they have demanded.
is ‘thus

radical,

And

thisis

what

If this conyersion

we .shall

surely have

the

proof of it. If, inall sections of the
“T'he people ‘were chiefly’ cdsting their bal- country, these Sonicegita pioth ‘with hearty
lots to serve the country, not to defendor good will to carry out the principles affirm~ wewardor - dignify a man. It was not es- | ed at Baltimore, we shall take grateful
.

and

for-

such

a

state

could be nothing

of excitement

but the

most

there

abnormal

condition of the faculties,
and so dismiss the

whole matter as mere nonsense,

That is

what we were just on the point of doing
ourself.

in an

But

inactive,

there

remains

sleepy

state,

the

fact that

neither

pur-

€r'to be thoroughly qualified for the work,

killed in

first, and that broke the blow,

and

his

life

one to interrupt them.
street,

a man that he was

fellows, between

before

thé calamity.

may be,

Assad as!the truth

we actually
less

found

than a month

upon
ago,

thatto be

men

very best thing that
so often need to
Which indeed proves
not men and women

and

women,—the

mortals can be,—we
be effectually scared.
of itself that we are
at all.

Gugrding the Baptist

little

six and eight years old,

It would certainly seem that the conservative element inthe C. Baptist body were
bent on arresting the liberal tendency in
respect to communion, by assertion, resolve, remonstrance and protest.

And there

is what looks greatly like a temporary triumph.
We have heretofore referred to
several strong expressions of this element
recently made.
We have now to record
another, that has a decidedly significant
look.
The Baptist clergy of Eastern Mass. held
a formal meeting a week ago in Boston,
and heard and discussed and adopted the report of a committee previously appointed to
consider this very question of communion.
About one ‘hundred and twenty ministers
were present. Rev. Dr. Hovey, Professor
in the Theological Seminary at Newton,
.as chairman, read

the

report

of the

Com.

The gist of it is embraged in the following
propositions :
(1.) That Christian baptism is the immersion of a believer in water, into the name
of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost, a

profession of his faith in Christ.

immeasurably worse.
idleness,

Bred in poverty and

accustomed .te

rags,

and

crusts,

and dirt, and vice, why should they be any
bytter than they are ? What harm could
they be expected to see in an unequivocal
exercise as

reading

can be avoided by it ? Is it reasonable tb
expect that they should take to the varied
eyercises of a higher life than theirs, when

is,

immersed,—helievers

in: gmped

Undermining an old religious dogma or
custom is often a slow process. We have
here a striking example of it. But we
trust that the tolerant souls lave settled
convictions, great patience and a vietoxious
faith. The exceptional five we hope are
not timid men. "If the leaven works slowly,
yet if it be true leaven it will work on, and

some day the whole lump will own
fluence.
|

The

its

in-

Boys and the Schools.
/

—

OG

_ “Hi! Chucky, I'll stamp yer to be late
to school.”
‘An’ what for?” asked the
little follow thus addressed.
*‘Oh, sos ter
git red o’ readin’
““All right,” replied
he, and so the two went to play in the
ice-house till the teacher went past; after
which

they loitered

about

till school

had

boy enticing a little ‘fellow in the primer

the tedious task” of
escaped, was
made

Qr else the shavers”

will incite different tribes to war with each
other, thew they will take sides with one of

The

field of operations is being pushed:

farther and farther inland. every year, and
the four 6r five hundred miles,to be traversed between fhe villages and the coast

are strewn

every rod with ‘moreor

less

dead bodies. There seems hardly any’
doubt that these statements are ‘true, and
that in this Christian. age !

There is good reason,

them, that there

should be an attemptat suppwession. Let
England and America, with the help of
such nations as would be'ready to join with
them, move

in the matter, and

its

horrors

could be reduced at onee. Dr. Livingstone
says that for every slave that reaches the

coast ten negroes lose their

lives,

A

re-

ish House-of-Commons committee only substantiates «this statement. So that there is

as

good

reason

for exeiting a feeling

against the infameus traffic as
in the days of the Panther
The English arrangement with
Zanzibar is such thaut.no great
be committed in breaking it.

ever. existed
or Fearless.
the rulei~of
crime could
Indeed, the

sinis greater in continuing #.

There is

not the shadow of a reasonable

site direction ? Miracles are not wrought in

it, and it is earnestly hoped that the mation may use its best efforts te stop the
wicked trade.
’

that way, nowadays.
What better reasop
is there, in- the ethics of everyday life, that

they should come up to
we should go down to
vital affinities of tastes
no routine of exercises
There is that, and

ciety can

not afford

our plane than that
theirs?
There are
and character that
can destroy.

then

Our “Dispersion.”

to leave those boys to

them, nor to spend their afternoonsim mock
gambling, because ‘‘it is a great sight better than'goin’ to school.”
Itis from jast
these that that great army of criminals is
recruited, in attempting to conquer . which,
the gallows and the prison and the church
find themselves almost baffled. But that is
no reason why the school-system should be
seolded to death, and Sunday-school work
pronounced only a partial success. There
to be done

these boys ever see

back of this,

the

or school room,—that

inside

before

of a vestry

is, if the work

done

plane and say to these classes, “Come up

The Slave Trade Again.
—————

This monster of slavery, slain
ea, still shows

its

hideous

in Ameri-

form in Africa.

In the eastern portion of that country, the
trade is carried on with all the old horrors.
There are still found those base emough to
engage in it, and by the most crwel force

and deceit many hundreds are anmually put
under the lash. The system is maintained to supply the requirements of certain
oriental mations, where a long established
custom has given to slavery, in the eyes of
the inhabitants, almost a divine character.
Turkey, Egypt, Arabia and Persia have,
for several years, drawn from central and
northern Africa

for
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lie out of reading, because it is irksome to

is a work

excuse

here is this: So- |

standing in evangelical churches.
Bat, here, dunces, and letms teach you semethough the discussions were courteous and 'thing.” And the elasses thus appealed to,
the spirit kind, nothing was yielded.. And: naturally say, “We won't! make ws if
so the report was adopted,—only five of the you can.” And so there must be a mevewhole number declining to vote for: itas it ment of society down among these classes,
stood. That surely looks as though the ‘and a mingling with them, before they can
conversion of the C. Baptist body to. open grow up into a desire for anything better
communion, or even to' a cordial tolerance, than to lie out of reading.
It might be
were a Jong way off. It looks too as though better to go down and lead them up, than
Mr. Pentecost, who feels forced to. leave to stand on society rules and attempt tocall
Brooklyn because his church made: a simi- them up.
lar affirmation, will not be likely to. find a
much more congenial sphere if he: removes

to Boston.

portion of the slain,

the whole mind has ‘been bent in the oppo-

(2.) That Christian churches ought-te be in there is expected to redeem them.. The
composed of such regenerate pegsons only Reader and Testament must be carried inas have been baptized on profession on cf their to their homes first, and influences started
faith in Jesus.
:
(3.) That the Lord's Supper oughtto be there that shall work in harmony with the
efforts of teachers im the school-room.
observed by Christian churches only.
(4.) That invitations of courtesy to parIt is no discredit to these latter to say
take of the emblems should be given te that, as the word goespa
whole grade of
none but orderly members of churches propmodel schools cam mot
Counteract the inerly Priel
fluences that breed and fester in the homes
A free diseussion followed the presenta. from which these boys come. That there
tion of the report. - Some objection: was are exceptions to this ‘statement, only uxges
made to the third and fourth items, and’ the necessity of pushing the work into these
two or three of the members made an ef homes, and crushing the evil irr its very
fort to secure such a change as would admit breeding place. It is like this: The scheels,
of extending the invitation to all baptized, whiclr ave good emough, stand up on their
—that

carry off humdreds of cap-

and the wonder will ‘be that “they are not cent examination of witnesses: by the Brit-

lie, when so tedious an

Table.

in the confusion

tives. Then there isan attemptat ress
cue, and the result is seen in the greut pro-

a cross “the tribes and the captives are their
pay.

four

He forgot both the prayers and the prom- eagerly absorbed in eucher, with bits of
ises, and we have no doubt that he rejoices colored paper for stakes.
Their only exto this day that he struck on somebody else's cuse was, that it was *‘a great sight better
broken body and so saved his own.
It is than goin’ to school.” And so one can easthe same story over and over again. "The
ily recite all the various exercises that
man that Mr. Eggleston tells us about in would make the model school for these
the “End of the World,” who was extreme- drifting fellows. Make our school-system
ly pious in a typhoid fever and then called such as they would be attracted by, and
himselfa fool for his praying when he got there would be good reason to scold over
well, could find thousands in the world as its defects.
complete cowards as he showed himself to
This is the class that one can find pretty
be. Can't wein some way resdlve to be true well represented on the streets of all our
without the quickening of a high fever or cities, But let us not deal too harshly with
the fright of a fall through a broken floor ? them, even on paper. Go to their homes,
Alas!

the interior, set fire toa negro village, and

eastward,

annually, about

70,000 slaves, and have caused the death of
six times that number. To these statements ample testimony! is borne by travelers in Africa, such as Livingstone, Baker,
the Rohlffs, and others.
nl

But who is responsible for it?

If we

should lay a good portion of the blame to

I» the timves of the Apestles,.the Jews of
Palestine were wont to call those of thefd”
brethren who dwelt among the Gentiles
beyond the sacred boundaries ‘‘the dispersion.
If as free communion Baptist
churches on this continent we had a Pales-

tine as a stand-point, we well might speak
of “Our Dispersion.” Bat it is probable
that ne single body of these churches em-

braces such a majority as to be entitled to
regard the rest as ‘the Dispersion”, and
itself asthe Palestine or home.
Yet it is true, that our General Conference, which embraces those of several
names, is by far the largest erganization

of

churches of the free communion kind.
The rest, so far as they are gathered into
ecclesimstical Associations, ace in much

smaller bodies; so it would not seem

out

of place for us to take the initiative im sending forth messengers to all the rest, and by
these messengers send our Christian greeting, inviting them to respomd by sending
similar messengers to us.
Just now there is a peculiar fitness in
sending such messengers throughout all the

southern states to bear our greetings, to

ascertaiw their precise localities, their num-

bers and their condition
invite
us by
adopt
The

and, espeeially, to

them to a better acquaintance with
sueh measures as they may please to
for that purpose.
msiildde wall of partition has been so

broken down, that probably there would be

no reluctance on any old score in forming
a more perfect acquaintance, and, at
length, & more intimate union with us than
are likely to supervene for a long time, un-less we take some extraordinary measures

the expenses of such a mission.
As to the Mission itself, I like the suggestion that two chosen men be sent together

to visit the larger bodies throughout all the
South. By previous correspondence, ascertain sueh facts as may serve to ‘save as,
much as posétble in time and expense in,

making this tour of investigation.
Being in the South, our messengers
might divide, one going to one and the oth~
er to arother least important place, for the
sake of making the visit extend to as many
places as possible. There would be, denbt~
less, such encouragement as that some
brethren of those churches would aecompany our messengers to the less important

points, if they should think best to divide in
these journeyings.

As t8 the means to meet the expense

of

this mission, special subscriptions might be
called for, ‘The writer thinks he can name
several brethren who would be willing to

subscribe liberally to the fund requisite to
the

accomplishment

of

sweh

a visit and

greeting in the name of onr body to alt

England we should not be far out of the

bodies of corresponding faith throughout

way. Some of our readers may be aware
that nearly thirty years ago Great Britain

the South.
mp
!
Perhaps the Corresponding Secretary of
the Home Mission Society may find time to

entered into negotiations

with Zanzibar,

and to secure certain privileges, allowed
the Princesof that country the rightto purchase negroes, And during all the years
since, under

the

very

Consul at Zanzibar,
been -earried

on

cyes of the

the

without

British

slave-trade
a check.

has
Only

two years ago, certain English agents, in a
report, did not recommend the suppression

of the trade,but only its regulation, There
were to be certain ports established for
buying, and others for selling, and vessels
engaged in the traffic should be distinguish-

ofces
and votes.
oft 4 | tself steadily tot
+59
OBR

Let the

work: whch bPitself has

0 forAGA

ERED

visit some points. If so, he can always go
in a representative character without special appointment; but doubtless, to complete the work, he would need the assistance of representatives specially appointed.

To the writer it would be a matter of in-

difference whether the appointment should
proceed from the Home Mission Board or
the Conference Committee, Either sufficiently represents the denomination, The

detail of the work properly belongs to the

2

.

I

:

Laat

these vagabonds? Evidethers
ntly
could po
oo

A

{

| eternity besides, They ara not sluggish of a school would ‘be required to interest seems disposedto check if not wholly de- ering all ‘who, hold and practice with us
then. The heart beats quick.
- The mind
;. that all may.bo
stroy, the traffic. 1t is on the point of send- into Some sot of union
5

Sa

ey
I

democracy hold

d

r

to prommwte this acquaintance so much desired, and to raise a special fund to defray

ed by some peculiar mark. Thus for a Home Mission Boarl, while the committee
pecially that they desired to compliment'| note of iti | There will be much
léss factiousa
good
They
feel
then
somethiiig
of
the
imporcommercial
advantage, England sacrificed might join in the credentialsof the mes:en~
text
for
&
homily
on
the
deness
and
friction
in
Congress,
the
negro
Grant or rebuke Greeley.: The vote meant’
formed
‘system
tance
of
living.
They
not
only
#have
a
a
principle,
snd
encouraged a crime against gers.
that
was
responsible
:
for it.
amuch more than this. Mr, Greeley was will be able to dismiss his fears, and we can
pretty definite appreciation
of time, and : its
But
when
We do not think 'your readers need any
we
indulge
humanity.
in
this
earry
o
u
t
effective
measures
for
reformin,
a
scolding;
do
‘the
havi fend by the aid of a,
worth, but they got a. glimmering idea of we ever, candidly ask onrselves ‘what kiiid + But at length, the British governinent arguments to show the importanceof gath=

fw

tony

to look into the business and provide for ifs

It would be exceedingly difficult, to say, bringing away so few thousan
d slaves.
the least, to awake any genuine interest in Arab slwvers, for instance, will
proceed into

was saved. He had barely recovered from
his bruises before he was the same kind of

to be late, so that
reading ‘might be

the

win

fore a week is gone. The man who
through the floor happened to strike on. light in a pack of cards, provided they
some of his fellows, who struck the rocks could have a table im some corner and no

Send them plunging 'over'a cataract, or
even through only sixteen feet of space into
a rocky cellar, and that will arouse them.

be to show their allegiance to
mer.
Perhaps you call this all folly,

made in a

that would

either of thesé exercises. But-they would
be interested in a hand-organ and a monkey.
~~If this seems common it is only because
fell truth is common.~They would. take de-

ol
pn
A any noble thing,
and seldom if ever projecting any part of
themselyes upon the real life of the world.

of an

mention

And the unusualness must continue, or we
find ourselves pursuing the old ways be-

been begun an hour, and then went 'in with
a lie on their lips, to say that they had been
piling in wood for a poor sick woman, and
couldn’t possibly get to school
sooner.
We happened to hear the whole plan,
and that is the simple truth about it.
“Shameful ! Our school-system
is to
blame for all that,”
remarked a friend.
But in what respect, pray, is our schoolsystem to blame for all the willful ignorance
that exists ? It is the fashion with a certain
class, when they see loose morals in a community, to charge the church with inefficiency; and when they notice displays of
ignorance, to stone the school-system as
‘though it were so ugly that nobody could
like it. And this case of one great lubberly

guish between right and wrong, both in.
thought and act, and how eager they would

election,

privileges

and destinies of life. It must be something
unusual that arouses us to our best efforts.

of blunders too glar-

course of its life for many years, rather than
by the promise of its managers, on the eve

and habit and official position,—the people ed for the avowed purpose of finding a way
are pretty likely to disclaim all sympathy into power. Possibly the conversion of the

that we are too regardless of the

they have the
most serious distrust, they
record their preference in a most emphatic
way. But they expect the reformationof
obvious abuses, the correction of specified

and thorough canvassing were sure to be .ingto be overlooked, the dismissal of inHe does wisely now competeut and unfaithful men from places
servers.
His majorities are, on the whole, fatal to his prospects.
somewhat larger than even his hopeful sup- in returning to the editorial «chair of the of trust, the suppression of iniquitous rings,
porters had generally counted on. And Tribune, and deciding that his experience economy in the place of extravagance, and
moreor less of his antagonists are apparent- in office-seeking is at an end.
fi
deeds and results instead of professions and
ly ‘astounded
at the
completeness of
But there were other and more general plans in the reformation of the civil service.
his triumph.
:
#
reasons for this verdict. The country has The next four years must give us a wiser
“ This is not strange. The confident tone been fairly and continuously prosperous and better administration than the past four
of Mr. Greeley’s organs, their glowing during the past four wears.
The general years have done. The people are promised
+ prophecies, their boasts, their arrayal of policy of the administration is simple, well- $0 puch, they expect it, they demand it.
figures both of rhetoric and« arithmetic, defined, and has worked well.
We hay§ | H they fail to get it, they will weigh the
their fervid tdlk about the sublime unity had almost no feverish spasms in businéss. party in the balance of a decisive judgment
and grand aims of the men in coalition The national debt has been steadily reduced, in 1876, pronounce it wanting, and compel
against the gigantic vices of the adminis- the credit of the government abroad has it to give place to a worthier successor.
tration, their claim that nearly all the best been rising month by month, taxes have
Meanwhile, let us rejoice that the Ameriand noblest members of the dominant party been greatly lessened, trade has been can people have learned to accept the dehad abandoned it in indignation or despair, healthy, aud most branches of industry cisive voice of the majority clearly and fairtheir assurances that the honest and intelli- have been thriving and profitable. The re- ly expressed, and practically respect the
gent masses were hailing. Mr. Greeley as election of Grant plainly meant a continu- constitutional authorities.
So we believe
the providential prophet of political reform ance of this straightforward and steady life. the defeated party is ready to do.
Disapand the skillful’ healer of old sectional The country knew what to expect, and, pointed, sad, grieved, anxious and fearful
strifes,—all this helped to beget a sort of though desiring even better things,—for as many of them doubtless are, yet we beconviction or hope that the eoalition candi- there is never complete satisfaction with lieve the great mass of them will bow in
date would command a large support. Per- our lot,—it chose a reasonably good and silent and respectful acquiescence, accept
‘haps the editors and orators of thé -coali- definite certainty rather than take the risk the situation, end accusation and strife, and
tion really believed their own statements. of what might follow the accession of a prove their honor, their loyalty and their
Their wishes may have fashioned their con- man and a party to power whose theories patriotism by the faithful discharge of their
viétions. Their count may have been were radical, conflicting, and likely to be duties as citizens. They will thus subordihonest, though so wide of the truth. But tested through rash and perilous experi- nate their pelitics to principle, and their
certainly their promise and their perform- ments. Grant stood for a settled and pro-- party to their country.
That is the onl
ance were separated by an immense chasm. fitable order; Greeley for changes, in the true and manly thing, and nothing but this
The figures whieh exhibit their estimdtes name of reform,which might possibly bring will do justice to our professed faith in free
and the figures that present the - facts sug- improvement,but which were at least liable institutions and constitutional government.
gest that guessing with them is .one of to lead in financial revolutions and general Let General Grant have the loyal deference
the “‘lost arts.” Their drawn battle and chaos. The people naturally enough echo- of all good citizens and the prayers of all
somewhat probable victory proves to be a ed the President's sentiment,—*‘T.et us have devout souls, a3 he addresses himself afresh
defeat, a rout, a panic, an utter overthrow. peace.”
to the duties of his high office, and we shall
Gen. Grant’s trinmph, both in the ®lectoral
Aud it may just as well be said, that there have in him the President of a united and
and the popular vote, is overwhelming.
was a real and honest and deep-seated dis- prosperous country.
* Tt is no great mystery. The result is not trust of the new party of coalition. The
«chiefly owing to the patronage of the Presi- democracy, up to a very late day, had been
dent, to the determination of the office-hold- thoroughly hostile to the whole reconstrucFalling through Floors.
———
ers, to the liberal useof money. to frauds, tion policy, of the Government.
They
or to popular ignorance. These elements apologized for the rebellion ; they quarreled
We have just heard ofa man who was
have been used, but used on both sides. It with the enfranchisement of the negro; ina hall when the floor gave way, and
is not that Gen. Grant is set down as a they denounced the aniendments to the con- was precipitated suddenly into the cellar.
model President. It is not that .the policy. stitution after they had been adopted ; they He had only sixteen feet to fall, but in
‘of the administration for the past four years fought the legislation that looked to the falling that distance there flashed upon
is wholly satisfactory. It is not that the suppression of the Ku-Klux. And more or him a vision of all his past life. The. good
people are so blind to faults and abuses that less: of the seceders from the republican and the bad deeds of thirty years were arthey can not see what actually exist. It is ranks were manifestly bitter, inconsistent, rayed before him, as vividly as theugh
not that they are so lacking in conscience ambitious, resentful, and unjust partisans. they were transpiring in that moment of
and public spirit as to be indifferent to the Their hatreds did not all appear saintly; time. Amid it all, he made some of the
-character of our public officers and the their protests and accusations and quarrels grandest resolutions of his life, promising,
moral standing of the government. It is were not always free from earthly elements. if the impending fall upon the cellar rocks
wot: that they are so conservative and afraid The union effected between these democrats didn’t kill him, that he would be an earof change that they cling convulsively to and liberals did not seem natural and spon- nest, active, sincere man the rest of his
‘routine and whelly refuse to risk any new taneous ;—one found it hard to accept it as days.
venture. It.is not that they are revengeful a marriage ordained in heaven and announcThat is no unusual éxperie
for per#oward the South even after it becomes ed by a divine inspiration. So much was ‘sons in such situations. We are told that
Joyal and fraternal. It is not that they wish claimed for it we know; but to the calm, similar visions and similar resolutions
#0 canonize @ military hero, or exalt the honest, critical eyes of the people it wore
come to drowning people, and to all
sdilier's daring ‘over ‘the <ivilian’s states- the semblance of human intrigue and po- whom an impending evil threatens. But it
Jmanship. It is not that they approve such litical bargaining. While the mouthpieces suggested this,—that it might have been an
a ventralization of powers in the federal of this coalition insisted they had combined excellent thing if the man could have been
government as pats the rights ‘of the states only to get the bad men eut of office, there kept in: just that imminent condition the
and the liberty of the citizen and the ex- were several things that suggested the remainder of his life.
How real and preperiment of free government in mortal query, whether they were not chiefly intent cious this present life seemed to him during
peril. ‘It is not by any means because they on getting themselves in. Claiming to be that sixteen-feet fall; and how real seemed
have taken a senseless personal fancy to the pure reformers, the people ‘were greatly the other life, into
which the ugly rocks
Aero of Appomattox, or a weak and wicked afraid they would turn out only average seemed about to thrust his spirit! But
«lisiike to the sage of Chappaqua. None politicians. There was that in their ways how he dreaded to meet it! How he shrank,
«of these things, nor all of them together, and words which begat this doubt and kept and implored, and promised, and prayed,all
cean furnish an explanation of the deeisive it alive. Possibly the people wronged them in the space of a few second s! It seemed as
vote cast on Tuesday of last week, in which by this judgment; but there is no doubt though he had never known. before that he
the voice of the people was heard with an ‘that it was a judgment honestly made up was actually. living, and only began to
realize it in the last moment that seemed
almost.unprecedented emphasis. We must as well as frafkly expressed.
And the thoroughness of the conversion, to be left him. A coward in the presence
find the meaning and the lessons of the
election elsewhere.
: claimed for both northern and southern of death, he clutched at life and wanted to
We take the meaning to be this: The democrats, was also questioned. Whether live heroically.
And we have an idea that it might be
people believe Gen. Grant to be honest, it ought to have been distrusted or not, the
The anti-re- better for the world, if about nine-tenths of
patriotic, reasonably capable, ready to be distrust was not unnatural,
taught, daily growing wiser, steady, delib- publicanism of these democrats had been its inhabitants—perhaps that is too many
erate, witheut crotchets, disinclined to hob- very pronounced for a long time, and up to tenths—could be kept in a similarly threatIt ening condition, say pitching out of balby-riding, munupsually free from awbitieus the spring of this very year, 1872.
self-seeking, ready for every advance step had antedated the war. It had only been loons, or going over waterfalls, or falling
and real reform that appears practicable, at intensified by the four years’ struggle. It through floors, or on burning steamboats,
once just and generous in spirit, keeping had lived om for seven years. afterward, or somethingof that kind; provided that
deference to others while having positive abating nothing of its apparent vigor and in some way, which we haven't thought out
opinions of his own, anxieus for the pacifi- determination till there was athreatened yet, the impending doom could be staid
«cation and unity of all sections of the coun- split in the republican” ranks, and a pros- while they were keeping the extorted
try, seeing clearly how that end is to be pect of coalition and accession to power. promises, but immediately approach at the
‘attained, and intent upon having the nation Its profession of conversion was very sud- first lapse into the old droning life. To
prosperous and just at home and a power den. It seemed forced. It was strong and be sure, the condition of being suspended
that wins consideration-and respect abroad. vehement enough,—if the hurrahs at the in air, or on the deck of a burning boat,
cool
And so when he is freely accused of low adoption of the Cincinnati platform and would not be very favorable for
personal vices, of encouraging public cor- candidates at Baltimore were to be a test,— and efficient work. But think of how
ruption, of taking bribes and then winking but the people seemed to discover some- generous, and forgiving, and charitable,
“at gigantic and palpable frauds, of willfully thing hollow in the sound as well as sus- and evep magnanimous in'a certain sense,
The doubt may those persons would be. How the real
sacrificing the public welfare to enrich his picions in the occasion.
‘plundering relatives, of playing the milita- have been ungenerous, but it was not un- and true in life would seem the only good
.ay despot and dictator, of an ignorance that natural. It certainly seems fair to judge a worth striving for, and how the false and
disgraces his office and a conspiracy against party by what it has been steadily saying cowardly would appear too mean to be
readily they could distinthe people worthy of Catiline or Louis Na- and planning and doing in the regular served. ‘How

one

ing an agent, Sir Bartle Frere, represemited

ing, and thus add to the
their attengion and interest ? Would it be achieved in dealing with ourglory already
own slaves.
let them try ?'
oy
safe evei'to risk a prayer, expecting them The correspondent relates how it
is that so *
But
a more candid statement would be, meanwhile fo be perfectly, decorous P
many thousands of negroes are

them and their record, because of this overwhelming vote of re-election. We are sure

faults, the avoidance

ng reading, for it was to avoid that, that the

:

THE MORNING
reported together in our Register, even if ing the snug
the union be not what is usually regarded
We even hope
of an ecclesiastical kind.,.

at this writing.

of $306.18

that I

Of the ‘other ‘members

of

Penn. F. B. Missionary Society.
bis

ITS WORK.

thelimits of this Q. M.

located, having Rev. J. Calder, D. D., President,

each of the

autumn

months,

and

a

little

time

besides, I feel quite confident that the College
or school of any grade having better order, or

\

the Star of Oct. 30 werd" some reso- Gaines, Tuscarofa, Greenfield, Windham ‘prayer ascend to God for the precious outpour-

“li

lutions, adopted at the last session of the
"Troy Q.M., asking Rev's J. 8. Burgess

and O. C. Hillsto report the disposition
of funds

raised

by

them

B. Missionary Society.

for

the Pa.

F.

I would therefore

say :
:
Both of my annual reports were publishod in the Star, and may also be found in
the Annual Reports of the Freewill Baptist
Benevolent Societies by those whe have ac-

cess to those publications.

So far as Bro.

Burgess is concerned, he is of age and can
speak for himself. He, however, served
the Society ote year and four and a half
mouths very faithfully ; twice he appeafed
before the board at its annual sessions,
and-made
his reports in a very business-

like manner, which were, entirely satisfactory; and I have never heard any person in
the state of Penn., or out of it, question
his perfect integrity as the General Financial Agent of the Society. But to the report:

.
RECEIPTS,
From Oct. 1, 1868, to Sept. 20, 1869,
:
EXPENDITURES,

$200.00

To the Owego Q. M., in orders,

50.00

100.00

expenses

and for services two and a half
as Cor, Bec.,

Rev. J. F. Smith,
Elmira church

30.00

Elmira, N. Y.,
edifice

15.00
11.00
five :;
eighty-

one miles,

+

°

years

Expenses of Agent in trave
thousand, five hundred and

our brethren in Jackson, Pa., are building
a good church edifice without their own
means; that our own Society supplied

the

man, just when thé Parent Board needed
that little help, to commence the work of
organization into churches in the Shenan-

doah valley; and that the President of our
Board secured a grant’ from Congress to
the Storer Normal school, a property originally worth about forty thousand dollars,
I can but exclaim, What hath God wrought ?
And now as some of these heavy burdens
roll off, may we not-hope that the time is
near at hand when either in connection
with the Central Association, or

fore ,we may
vigorously ?

...
’

9.97

prosecute

as

hereto-

this work more
0.C. His,

At a meeting of the

Foreign

for his outfit and

passage,

and

as muc

more as possible. ,

ULPACTS.
Additional help is needed in the Mission,

080.65

prepared to render. He is all ready for the
work, and with ordinary care can. labor for

41.97
1,000.00

‘Gaines, Pa.,
Smiley, Pa.
%
Tuscarora, Pa.
Total for church edifices,
For the Board,

1,190.00
1,000.
882.
4,972.00
947.68

Total for Board and church edifices,
5,019.68
REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING SEPT. 80, 1870.
RECEIPTS.
From Oct. 1, 1869, to Sept. 30, 1870, by
subscriptions,..gollections,

&ec.,

695.45

EXPENDITURES.

Paid to Elmira, N. Y., church,
Windham Center, Pa., church,
Elwood, N. J., subscriptions

' 71.86
100.00
of

D. Ricliardson and wife,

R.

40.00

Fox and McIntyre, Pa., church,
Agent’s expenses in traveling five thousand, three hundred and six miles,
Pos
, Stationery, &c.,

25.00.
75.41
3.59

Agent's salary,
*
Expenditures for the year,
Balance
nst the Board, Sept .30,1869,
Making
liabilities of the
Board for
the year,

Balance

For church

500.00
815.66
41.97

:

857.68

nst the Board Sept. 30,1870,

162.18

edifices in Elwood, N.J.,

Windham Center,
Chatham, Pa.,

a term

such

help

as

Bro.

Bacheler

is

of several years in the Mission.

But our funds are low;

we had

draw last week, in order
mittance

to

India.

to

to make

In

over-

the

addition

to

rethis,

ary was about to leave for

India,

he

went

among the churches on a special agency,
and raised the money for his outfit. and
passage. More
recently,
circumstances
have prevented
our following
out the
former plan,and we now see no other course,

by which we can
returning to the

1,583.70

carry on the work, but

OLD PLAN.

500.00
1,000.00

.

250.

Greenfield, Pa.,

600.00

I think, more than $2,000 that have not been
collected at all, and that without any fault of

the -General ‘Agent.
from

two

causes.

This

failure

arises

First, the want of local

aid fn their collection. If such local aid
as a good minister or deacon or other member can attend to the work, it frequently
occurs that a subscriber not able to pay
money can pay in lumber, work, or some-

thing else to help build a good church edi-

there.
In view of the above, we commend - Bro.
Bacheler to the churches, and trust he will
meet a cordial welcome from all, and ob-

tain liberal collections wherever he goes.
For the Board,
C. O. Lissy, Cor. Sec.
Foreign Mission Office, Dover, N. H.,

Nov.9, 1872;

fice. Another cause is an entire failure.
Sometimes subscriptions are made condi-

A Bright

is so good, that

Smiley, Pa.,

and Woodhull,N. Y., where the agent rafs-

Not from any fault of breth-

connection with us, therefore,
Resolved, 1. By the Freewill

h
Society

Baptist

of Ashland, N. H., that it is with feelings of
sincere regret that we part with Bro. Sargent,
who by his genial.smile

his

pure, peaceful, and

and pleasant

blameless

manner,

life,

1878,

we

think it may be

inter

They may yet

‘The $1,190 was subscribed in one evening’
‘at a meeting appointed for the purpose, interest and efforts, which have contributed
Pastor is worthy of

The enterprise went on to completion, with
the Agent doing but little afterwards, ex-

cept to assist in: preparing for dedication,

which was attended by Rev. 8.Aldrich. So
with dedications at Tuscarora and Greenfield, Pa. Each was in connection with a Q.
M.

session,

brethren. came

together

with

strong hearts and hands to co-operate with
the Agent, and the work was done without
the sound of a hammer.

Now as to ‘“ the committee that had

the

above fund under control :”
I presume the experience of the Penn.
‘Board i3 very similar to that of many others

who

undertake

a large

enterprise with

commendation,

for his

very largely to bring about the result reached. We take this opportunity to acknowl-

edge the liberality of the three

hundred

churches and Pastors who have responded more or less liberally to the call for 1872,
and hope their numbers may be largely
increased before the close of the year.
- C,

Dover, Nov.

'0.

6th,

Lissy,

Cor. Sec.

1872.

his

emi-

his'new fields of labor we bespeak for him mau
new and true friends, as we fully believe he will
merit them.
2. That the foregoing Resolution be placed
upon the Records of the Society, and a copy furnished Brother Sargent and one to the Morning
Clerk..

East OmisrieLp, ME, Oct. 81st,

Rev. C. O. LisBY:
DEAR Bro :—I thank

1872.

;

the Lord

that I

an able to send so good a report concerning

Missions.

the interest felt, here, in Yoreigs
You

will

rejoice

with

me, I think,

that

experi-

ear, was
it out,
ing

It now stands $156.17.

:

A few mbhiths gd I paid fitty dollars to

“Rev.8, Aldrich,

find

please

‘WorTH 00. Q. M.—Held its last session Sept.
. Representation
from
the different
not

full,

owimg

to

sickness.

The

mi
were spiritual and interesting, alive to
the cause of truth in Christ. One was b aptized.
Elders E. H, Hunt, O. 8. Harding and Mills,
were present. The United Baptists were represented in the Q. M. Elders Mills, Hunt and
Hardimg
were appointed Cor. Del. to South
River Q. M., Decatur Co.,

Iowa

on

Ww

commence

CRAIN, ron /

keNTArpTE

R. F. FRANCISCO, Clerk.

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of the Huntington

.

=

. M.

Hear

will meet in connection with its next uy
held with the church ‘in Lincoln, commencing
Weduouday evening,“assignm
Dec. 1]. t The
committee haveat
eni———————
r—

anticipate

the

organization

of

a

The second F. Baptist church in West
wich,

L. ROBERTS,

R.

I,

having

called

Bro.

its last session

at

Rochester, Sept. 14 and 156. The attendance was
small, but the session was a profitable one, We
were favored with the presence and labors of
Rev. T. Dimm, from Seneca & Huron 5 M.
Next session with the church in
Henrietta,
Dec. 14 and 15; commencing with a sermon at

P. RANDALL, Clerk.

Oct. 29—31.

Brown, who is a worthy member of that church,
to be ordained for the work of the ministry, met

of Scriptures, by J. H. Edwards; Prayer,

Theatténdance was not large

MCHENRY Q. M.—Held its Sept. term

Dec. 13th in the evening.
:
H. G. WOODWORTH,

by D.

RELIGIOUS

Clerk.

MISCELLANY.

The Presbytery of Pittsburgh have passed a
resolution to the effect that it better harmonizes
with the spirit of the Sabbath, and the implied
provisions of Presbyterian forms of government,

for calls to pastors not to be made out on the

EDUCATION.

Sabbath.

A jadge in Western Virginia has granted an
rug up their children in *‘ the nurture and ad- injunction to prevent a building from being used
monition of the Lord,” and whereas Randall ‘4s 4 church by a colored Baptist congrégation
Academy at Berlin, Jackson Co., O., is designed on the ground that * their worship is loud and
to impart a sanctified as well as intellectual edu< boisterous and extravagant, and would conse-

their

quently be a disturbance to the neighborhood.”

and

enterprise

perance Almanacs, Illustrated

inclosed.

assistance

The

religious

papers,

&c. It is estimated that 5,000 pages are taken
daily by travelers and railroad employees, This:
work requires time, labor and money.

in

The project of an American ¢Prch in Rome
under the care of Fresbyteritis and Congrega-

tionalists is likely to be realized.

Clerk.

fourths of the time, since last July.
Every
fourth Sunday he preaches for the F. Baptists
at the Center, in the Cong. church.

ference at the Tract Housé, N. Y., of several

in-

fluential ministers and’ ld¥men

de-

of the two

ies of real solid Brussels—at Ciowell’s Carpet Hall,
new marble building, 387 Washington
doors above the Adams House.

Elder Jere. Clough, our aged pastor,is in feeble
health, and his life, so freely devoted to his

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its Oct. session with
the St. Johnsbury church, commencing on the

Next session at Sheflield Hollow, Jan., 1873.

ought to be—the crowning personal charm of both
sexes—il is only necessary to use BURNETT'S CoCOAINE,

Clerk.

Session (in

Candia. Reports were good, Added by ba
tism to the church in Fremont, 1; Dover,
2;

DON’T HAWK, HAWK,
SPIT, SPIT, BLOW,
BLOW, and disgust everybody with your Catarrh

Quite a portion
Great Falls, 2; Manchester, 4,
of the devotional services was appropriated to
social meetings, which were intensely interesting. The preaching was direct, spiritual and
practical. The labor was earnest for the good
of Zion.
It was one of our best sessions.
Next session in Manchester.

and its offensive odor, when

edy will speedily destroy
charge, and cure you.

\

i

Dr, Sage’s Catarrh Rem-

vous system; acts directly upon
arouses the whole system

session with the
Owing
18—20.
on Friday, the
but the business

the secretions, and

for

with

This 3 M. is in a feeble state,
ood results.
ut we believe that if these protracted efforts are
continued it will revive and come back to its
Our trust is in the
former ground and power.
session
Lord. Any church desiring the next
will please notify Rev. H. F. Dicky,

Fike’s Tothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

conduce to preserve it should

this'season ATWOOD'S
tifies and stimulates

off disease.

SPRINGFIELD, ME.,Q. M.—Held its Oct. session in Lee Village. Churches gencrally re.
orted by letter and delegates, The church. in

.=

hi

ly

H

J. M. Pras.

huieh fr

!
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80
10.00

1.25
5.00
10.50

L

$170.9
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

MAGIC

LANTERN

For Homes,

SLIDES.

Sunday-Schools

rooms, it is unrivalled.

to'show. Circulars Free.

Free,

per G H Howard,

For
Crowell,

Miss, 80,

Nova

11.00
13.00

Scotia,

per

T

SCHOOLDAY

75.00

10.00

Prowningion, Vi, per E C Smalley, 5.00
Lyndon,
Vt,
"
4.50
Ea Charleston, Vt,
“
3.00
Wheelock Q M, Vt,
ig
6.80
Lorain Q M, O, per P Randall,
3.00
Raymond,
Wis, per E M Corey.
5.50
Otistield, Me. 10 con.J Mand s C Pease L M’s per 2031

:

§
DAUGHADAY

/§YOMPANION

C. 0. LIBBY, Tr Treas.

i,

J.W.
Publishers,

748

Dudley, Agency City, Iowa, to eon. herself
M, pe r E Dudl ey,
10 .00
Harrisburg, Pa, to support two children in India,
per A F Bryant,
3
45.00

over, N.

5
& CO.,

436 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,

8.
11.21
2.00
6.25

M, N H, per I J) Stewart,

MAGAZINE
eapest
e Dublish:
ne $2 En-

0.30

8 Wheelock, Vt,
per B 8 Moody,
Gilford Village,
. per 8 C
Kimball,
Mary E Libby, Dover,
Corinth Q M, hE per C D Burgin,

Rockingham Q

Catalogues 10 cts.

L.J. MARcY, 1340 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
4146
s

29.50

H

Bow Lake, N H, in full, per D I Quint,

Mrs E

atid Lecttirss

Brilliant and easy

SCIPTICON MANUAL (Revised Ed.) 50 cts.

Foreign Mission.
Pike, N Y, Jer D Jackson,
Spring Prairie, Wis, per G H Hubbard,

Ortonville, Mich,

been used

v ang

MARCY'Sith Impfoved
SCIOPTICON
and Chespensd

6.25
6.68

** for Freedmen, 7.76

Concord, N. H.

the world,

remains,
y, that same
and efficient
remedy. Its wonderful power no
nd the most
severe
pain has never Leen
equaled, and it has
earned its world-wide popularity by its intrinsic
merit. No curative agent
has had so wide-spread
sale or given such universal satisfaction. The
ynrious ills for which. the Pain-Killer is an unfaiffay
cure, are too well known to require recapitulation in
this advertisement. As an external and internal
medicine, the Pain-Killer stands unrivaled, Directions accompany each bottle.
Sold by all Druggists, , «~
Price 25 cts., 50 ets., and $1 per bottle.
4446

40.00
20,00

H, per J B Higgins,
Prairie ch, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
oney Creek ch, Wis,
“
Corinth Q M, Vt, per C D. Burgin,
Gilford village
ch,
N
H,
per
8
C
Kimball,
"
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Special Notices.
BOSTON

AND

SUMMER

MAINE

wt

RAIL

ARRANGEMENT,

ROAD
1872.

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M,

5.50 8.00 11.20

5.14, 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednes-

days and Fridays at 7.40, ¥

um

HE COMPANION aims to be a favorite in every
family—looked for eagerly by the young folks,
and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is
to interest while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensible; and to have really permanent worth,
while it attracts for the hour.
:

Trains leave Dover for Portlan},
AM. AM.
PM. P.M.
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday[at 8.10 ,p. M.
Trains leave

on

for Alton Bay.

It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contribu-

tors some of the most attractive writers in the country. Among these are:

| 10,45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
Trains for Alton Bay.
A.M.
P.M.
Leave Boston,
830
12.30
38.15

Prof. James De Mille, Louise C:" Moulton,

not be overleoked.

the nervous

3.00
817

6.08
6396

¢
“

New Durham,
Alton

11.30
11.37

3.52
3.59

17.01
7.09

varied in its character; sprightly and
It gives
:
re

11.05
11.17

for

ton,
New Durham,

¢“
‘“

6.50
6.57

Farmington,
Rochester,

631
645

404

7.5

Dover.

A.M.
6.45 10.15

eave Alton Bay,
“
*¢

322
838

1140,

Traine

PM,
4.08
415

10.38
10.55

days and Iidaye
with trains for

Laconia

429
4.42

for Alton,

Boston and

Mondays,

in season to

Portland.

the church at Depauville, Dec. 20-22. Opuning sermon, Friday evening, by Rev, B. F'. Jefferson:
\
nol
W. G. WILLIS, Clerk,
CHATAUQUE Q. M. will hold sits next session with
the Dayton chursh,
SIMD
Friday
egening,
Wu. M.
EDWARDS,
Clerk.
0c. 6.4.

Stories of Adventure,
Letters of Travel,

Stories of Home and
School Life,

Topics,
Historical Articles,

Selections for Declamation, -

Biographical Sketches,
Religious Articles,
Subscription

Address,

4145

41
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on receipt of

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

I=)

Send your orders tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H.

bone.

This book

Remedies

IE

NS

NT

SH

H.

Bowdoin

MARRIED
and

Rev. D. A. Maddox, Mr
Miss

Eva L.

Maddox,

both

,
In Sydney, Oct. 2, at the bride’s Miers, by Rev. S.

Bowden, Mr. Charles R. Goodhue and Miss Amelia

M. Cowan, both of 8.
;
Oct. 28 b Rev. N. Brooks, Mr.
hk
and Miss Nettie G. Richards, both
In Strafford, vot 18, by Rev.
John Woodman and Miss Seddie
Noting.
Ob 3}, Mr. Hiram
No
88 Hattie Daniels,of
an

Ew
Robert A. Seaver
of Manchester.
C. C. Foster, Mr.
DInney, Doth of
Hill, of
rd,
ham,

Oct. 81, at the Dao TF AE eiete futher by

Revo] Ww. Drew, Mr, Moses 8.
Eva A. Col lins, all of Bremer Co,,
oD

Y

SC

!

efleld and
Towa.

for ‘this an

$300

$300

$300

$300 ®

W. J. HOLLAND
+

$300

$300

& CO,

Springfield, Mass.

$300

Qe
ee
&
2
©

&

$300

8

3

FREEMAN'S

is to

are given

0

In Hollis, Me., Oct. 12, by

4tdh

90

for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your directionto Dr, §. 8. FITCH ® SON,
Broadway, New york
vis |
RL

NAST, the greatest

Agents wanted

AGENTS
WANTED.
_A few Men and Women in every Countyto
sell our Christmas books. We have five, containing more than 500 illustrations, costing
twenty-four thousand dollars. Any agent with
energy and perseverance can make $300
between this time and Christmas. Send for our
private circular.

1% $300

PHYSICIAN,”

pages, free by mail, to any

$300

[=

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
“FAMILY

Mass.

other popular books. Address I. N. Richardson &
, PC Boston, Mass., and St. Louis, Mo.

This little volume ghould be in every Freewill Baptidt home, and would not fail to have a good influence
upon the readers of our Sabbath School Librares.

his

Boston,

in the market is The

It is illustrated by THOMAS

®

sends

Place,

of American artists, and contains an introduction b,

$1 00 to

price has been reduced from

Temple

Hon. Charles Sumner.

Lifo of Wm. Burr.
The

Specimen copies

Petroleum V. Nasby.

connect

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid

$1.50.

HE
best selling book
Struggles of

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton asily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
4
Wu. MERRITT, Supt,

of press.

Price,

sent free.

Anecdotes, Puzzles,
Facts and Incidents.

PERRY MASON& CO.,

Wednes-

Leave

entertaining.

Editorials upon Current Tales, Poetry,

4.05

10.18
10.256

7.J2
7.80

for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave

of

C. A. Stephens,

10.45
11.00

FIEDEA.

Tis next session with

Ruth Chesterfield,
M. A. Denison,
Prof. H. Lincoln.
the old and young, is very

Dover,
@Gonie,

Arr. Alton Bay,

system, and wards

‘Notices and Appointments.

‘“ Sophie May,”

Grace Greenwood,

*
¢“

Rochester,
“ Farmington,

At

'

Louisa M. Alcott,

Rebecca H. Davis,
C. W. Flanders,
S. S. Robbins,
Its reading is adapted to

QUININE TONIC BITTERS for-

"JEFFERSON Q. M. will hoht

, peril
$14.08 |
of
LapelA collection
ckvorivigel.ons...Gur rea ours, |£0 ill woLF malts, ptance.
ind

paid in

a

10.00
3.25
5.00

2.70

make any one their own doctor.

The question of health 18 one of the greatest mmportance to our well-being, and anything which will

C. D. BURGIN, Clerk.

3,

Deen] betone the Jublie and in that Hy Fh 3

Mission,
H,
Perry,
hit
(for Cleaveland
B Holt,

that sum.

to action.

ASSIST NATURE IN HER EFFORTS to shake off a
cough or cold, or she may revenge herself by giving
up the contest. Remember tht with Hale's Honey of
Horehound and Tar for an ally, she will extinguish
the worst cough in a few days.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.
Sold by all Druggists.

of the session was transacted with harmony and
dispatch. The other services were of the usual

bs to the Maine ¥. B. PH 'H.

PAIN-KILLER,
manufactured by Perry Davi& sSon, Provides
%,

J Vittam, Haverhill, Mass, to con. himself and
Hise C Vittum, and Martha M Vittum L
8,
E W Page, New York,
Rufus
Manual, ,52; Mrs C Piper, 25; Mrs Mary
Davis, 25; a friend of missions, ,23, Franklin, N

all odor, arrest the dis-

VEGRTINE is nourishing and strengthening; purifies the blood; regulates the bowels, quiets the ner-

Clerk.

of worship.
of manifested in the meetings
W. Howe,
F..A. Palmer, of Sebec Q. M:,G.

e

tury the Youth’s Companion of Boston, has been pub“
Gonie,
7.30 11.00
4.47
lished. It was started in 1827, and is to-day one of | , n.
Dover,
755 11.18
5.05
the brightest and most vigorous papers with which
¢
Boston,
10.45
200
1.46
we are acquainted.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
z
\
Words worth Reading.
To anchor the hair
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
firmly in the scalp, to preserve its color, to keep it and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
pure and free from scurf, to quicken its growth, to Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
improve its texture, to make and keep it what it

church at St. J ohnsbuly.

session,

Has that well-known, standard, and popular remedy,

Home
Rev I D Stewart, Dover, N
Jackson ch, Mich, per P W
Mrs Peterson, Jackson
C H Latham, Lowell, Mass,
Hillsdale Q M, Mich, per G
Apt y

A YOUTH’S PUBLICATION.—For nearly half a cen-

25th. The delegation was not as large as at
some other sessions, but the business wags done
in harmony and promptness.
A few churches
gave good reports of revival interest in their
midst, and nearly all are in a hopeful condition.
Preaching and social meeting services were good.
Collection for Missions, $17.00. Also a sub-

interest.

Strcet, a few
4146

Important Notice!
Discharged soldiers who draw pensionsof less
than eight dollars a month, and think they are entitled to more, are invited to write to JOHN DEERING,
Attorney at Law, Washington, D. C. Pensions obtained for parents who were wholly or partially dependent upon sons that died in the army.
3t46

Quarterly AMeetings.

a few days after the close of the

Pa,
H, d

0

A recent con-

CARPETS.— The Latest and the Greatest Sensation.—
200 rolls India Brussels for 50 cents per yard—the
stock of a failed manufacturer. - These carpets are
made of fine wool, very durable, and are exact cop-

A protracted effort was carried on

s.

Ract AU
Cantocaok, N

ally filled with Bibles, Testaments, Tracts, Tem-

REV. J. B. HIGGINS has been supplying the
pulpit of the Canterbury F. Baptist church three

CORINTH Q. M.—Held its last
gecond church in Corinth, Oct.
to the inclemeney of the weather
conference was thinly attended,

i

FY

A

in the depots of that city and kept them continu-

nominations resulted inf the appointment of a
committee for the purpose of procuring funds
and taking furthér measures toward the promotion of the enterprise.

Q. M.—Held its Oct.

1

$276.54

REV. J. L. ROBERTS, of Boston, has accepted
a call to the pastorate of the church in Brownfield, Me., where he has been supplying for the
last two months, and will remove there the first
of December.

ROCKINGHAM

v

& CO, 53 Broadway, N.X.

F Palmer,

Association of Chicago, on “ Depot Work” bave
during thé past six months put up twenty racks

Saturday and Sabbath in Jan., 1873.

E. C. SMALLEY,

‘* RL Howa

The committee of the Young Men’s Christian

building a house of worship, and we urge them
to push forward the work to completion.
ext session with Huntington church, the 4th
A. B. WALTERS,

Sold by all Druggists.

J.B. ROSE

Rev George
A Taylor, Monston, Juneau Cg, Wis.
** Geo
Donnooker, Salford, Oxford Co,
Ont.

An appeal has been taken.

friends, deserve the thanks

zeal

G W:

iniment.

446

Forwarded,
BY MAL,

y

at Big

General.
The New York City Mission has forty mission-

Whereas, a true Christian education should
be Ziven to every child in the land, and it is esally incumbent on members of the church te

of the Q. M. for

Books

Stables

This testimony could be repeated for a month, If
ou want to avoid suffering, just try the Centaur

Johnson—S8 C

Wight—H

Express

thing ever used in our stables.”

A D Dudley, Haverhill, Mass, to con.himself & wife

offered by Rev. A. P. Riley. The Conference
votedto be known as the Jackson Q. M. of F.
B. churches, and unanimously passed the following resolutions:

Petrea, and its. many

H. Marsh, Esq., Supt. of Adam’s

East Albany, Vt, per C W Graffen,

Greene ; Benediction, by the Candidate.
H. J. BRIGGS, Clerk.

Resolved, That we urge every family in our
churches to subscribe either for the Morning
Star or Baptist Union.
PETREA CHURCH.
>
Resolved, That the Freewill Baptist church in

.

and

Foot, Sept. 21—23." Rev. J. D. Vandoren and S.
E. Rogers were in attendance,adding'much to the
interest of the meeting.
On Lord’s day, after
morning service, we repaired to the beautiful
Geneva Lake, where four were baptized.
Next session at McHenry, Ill.,, commencing

Knight; Sermon, by G. W. Wallace; Ordaining
Prayer, by J. W. Carpenter; The right.hand of
fellowship,
C. C.
Shippee; Charge, by D.

cation to all who attend it, therefore,
Resolved, That we urge our friends to
atrofi
ize this Institution both 4 sending
their children
there for instruction and by contributing money
to finish and furnish the building.
a“
PERIODICALS.

Geo A Ward—A N Woodward—J
worth—O W Young—D 38 Fowler.

LINIMENT,

New York, says: ‘All owners of horses should
know the Centaur Liniment. We find it the best

Kimball-H 8 Kimball—R 8 Lee—Mrs 'Metcal
Plerce
2)—H Preble—¥ Pratt—E R Perkins—John
Ife—J R
eynolds—J Randall—H K Snow—T A Stevens—J W

desire to find a refuge in Jesus, Preaching
highly toued with Spirituality. Baalal meetings
increased in interest, aiftl
we all felt it was good
tobe there,
EB. Smith, Clerk.

The order of exercises were as follows : Reading

Even our CENTAUR

It banishes pains and all such things,
Cures burns and scalds, poisonous stings—
Rheumatic horrors scares away,
ik
Limbers stifi-joints in a single day.
Poor cripples in their hobb
way,
Limp in on crutcfés—then walk away.
Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Who’l heal your wounds, and make you leap
Ten bars—piles of oats to bolt,
And frisk about like yonder colt,
Yellow wrapper is the thing for brutes,
White wrapper alone the family suits.
J. F. Ludewig, of Hoboken, N. J., says: ‘The,
Centaur Liniment has cured me of rheumatism, after
intense suffering for five years.”
“I tried many remedies for my sprained ancle
without relief. The second bottle of Centaur Linient cured it perfectly, CHAS. HILL, 616 Pine St.,
a.

Received.

W E Harvey—Mrs J Hill—J W Hallack—S

few churches failed to report themselves, yet
ood results we think attended the meeting.
ome gave manifestations of conviction, and a

man, and Rev’s Charles C. Shippee, John H.
Edwards, J. W. Carpenter, D. Knight, and D.
Greene. The examination proving satisfactory
“to all, the council proceeded to ordain Brother
Brown according to the Freewill Baptist method.

On other mission now we're sent,
To bless mankind. with an emollient,
Of which the world ne’er hath dream!

James Ashley—D Allen—D H Adams—L Bryant—Mrs
V M Bucklin—S Bowdoin—A DBryer—W Butterfield -D
Coombs—J Chick—dJ M Crandall-M
W Cowan—A Deering—~W H Ellis—L D Felt—8 J Fowler—B Farrar—T
Flinn~J A Flint ~L Gifford~Jas M Hurd—A C Hagbin—

ing session with the Canaan and Orange church,

G.

Lived on the earth, and slept among the stars,”

Clerk.

Towne—L B Tasker—W 8 VanBlarcum—L H Witham

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last and very interest-

Green-

Stephen

at perfumed
flowers of
the cen
by
Drank Hqwd om She nd
or Ay
man
as
our
Then restored to life by tarts art;
Chased wild mares on the field of Mars,

Clerk.
Letters

LORAINE, O., Q. M.—Held

Centaur’s tread—

For a Shousand years wo Jamed the Siig

Yearly

A. G, BRANN,

J.

ye the might

See the long line of m;
With hoof of horse and human head
Rise up speak
and
!“Twas proud Olympus gave us birth;

- WEDNESDAY
EVENING,
Sermon,—Rev. J. D.
Waldron. Essay, Home Missions,—Hev. J. W. Burin. Essay, Church and Fashion,—Rev. 8. D. Frost.
assay, Pastoral Labor, ~Rev. M, C.Henderson. KEssay, Importance of Correct Manners in the Minister,
before the 4th Sabbath in December.
Bro, R. L. D. Preston. Essay, Plan and Arrangement of Sermons,~Rev. T. A. Stevens. Essay. ImE. O. WALDEN, Clerk.
portale of Punctuality,~Rev. J. D. Waldron. Revs.
By
. Elliott and. J. Tucker same as assignments handROCK AND DANE Q. M.—Heldits Sept. session ed them at the last session. Revs.J. F. Buzzell, O.
with the Bradford church, It was a season of | pik e, M. B. Gove,R. M, Minard and L. Sargent,same
‘
interest and profit. 3. schools and Missions. re- as assigned for last session.
FRIDAY
KVENING. Doctrinal sermon,
subject,
ceived attention and appear to be prosheriuz,
Person and Natnre of Christ,—Rev. T. A. Stevens.
Next session with the Oregon church,
OpenBrethren, our conferences mn the past have been
ing perm Friday evening, Nov, &, by Rev. C. interesting
and profitable; let us by an individual
H. Kimball,
L. HuLsE, Clerk.
interest and attendance make them still more so.
Coine prepared on the 5th Lecture in Butler. Rev.
T. A. STEVENS, Clerk,
BOSTON Q. M.—Held its last session with: the D. 8. Frost, teacher.
South Boston chureh, Oct. 12 and 13. Good
atTHE
DEDICATION
of
the
Davison. Mich, F. B.,
tendance and interesting meetings throughout.
church, announced in the last Star to occur Nov. 20,
Recommended the holding of protracted meethas been indefinitely postponed.
ings by all the churches, the coming winter, and
8. A. CURRIER, Clerk.
appointed
a Com. to Assign ministerial aid for
the pastors. Preaching by
Rev’s W. H. Yeoman,
WINONA & HOUSTON Q. M. will be held with the
C.
W. Griffin,
A. H. Morrell and A. Randlett. ”
Warren church, at South Warren, commencing
Next session with the Lowell church, the Friday, Dec. 6, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

‘We

J

\

CHAS, W.

CHENANGO Q.M. will be held with the Holmes
ville church, commencing at 7 oclock, P~o., Frida
before the fourth dabbath in Nov. It may be axpont.
ed that Bro. 8. Wood will preach the opening sermon at 10 A. M., Saturday; and Rev. W. H Wa
n
will address the Sabbath school at 6 P. M., Saturday.
It is earnestly desired that all delegates be prompt A
| tim e, Friday evening,

Migonary Society,11 |
iatne
amenting. ought o bo ain fr the Mai

Elmira,N. Y., to help our cop

+ clear that church property. of debt, ‘mak.

by Rev. M. B. Felt, or =

in January,

Ordination,

what I lacked of receiving my stipulated
we thought we ou ht to send
‘The amount Greenbush reported revival, Business was done
Salary. And to this day the Sopi€ty owes. some interest nioney with it.
me that amount, save six dollai
paid me we have raised is $30.80, which you will with dispatch, and: 8 ood degree of interest
Rev’s

by two members ‘of the Sullivan church.

and Sabbath

11 o’clock, A. M.

a

Jos. FULLONTON,

people were disposed to express their
the
he sum we
interest in a tangible form.
gend is not large in itself, but in the light
First. I paid a subscription of one hun- ‘of all the circumstances, it speaks well for
Tam told
dred dollars, made to the Society at about the
generosity of the people,
the commencement of Bro. Burgess’ agency. they have not been in the habit of contribapporNext. The deficiency of the treasury uting regularly for this cause. The the
last
the Otisfield church,
Sept. 80, 1870, of $162.18, is justto a cent tionment for$12.00. As we are late in makgmall means.
My own personal
ence in this case is as follows:

:

in Springfield

Conference Friday, P. M |, 1 o’clock.
M. HAGGETT, Clerk.

churches

esting to others as well as ourselves.
;
The church at Otisfield deserves thanks
build.
In Gaines, Pa., where the local help was: for its liberality in more than doubling its
of $1500.00 was raised towards buying
sufficient, the agent had but little to do. apportionment, and we are. sure that the ascription
Parsonage aad lot for a church building for the
ren, but from other causes.

¥

the church

nent and sterlin plety, his active
sympathy with
the sinner, the sick, the needy, and the afilicted,
his ready hand and liberal heart in every good
word and work, has endeared him to us ail. : In| second Saturday of J ROUALS:

Spot.

commenced.

In

with

(Corner), 1st Saturday

C.M. E.

ed $1,250, the work of building was never

that they are never paid.

to blame

Next session

Master's service, is drawing to a peaceful close.

Now and then, we have letters bringing
us good words for the Foreign
Mission,
and making bright spots in our struggle
to sustain the cause. The following letter

tionally, and the subscriber is not

$100.00

there is a debt to outside parties of $1900 |
Q, M. Organized.
aries under its auspices, four chapels, and nine
against the Society, and a debt to the
Delegates from the Freewill Baptist church in Sabbath-schools, gathering upwards of 1,500
Permanent Fund of $1350, Heing money Huntington, Ross Co., Ohio, and from Petrea scholars.
,
belonging to that fund which has been F. B. church, Jackson Co., O., met at Petrea
The directresses of the -Woman’s Christian
used for current expenses. This debt of Oct. 26, 1872, to consider the propriety of organAssociationin Hartford, Conn., have voted not
izing
a
Q.
M.
Rev.
A.
P.
Riley
and
Thomas
E.
$3200 was incurred in sending out missionto admit colored girls into the Home. We do
aries the past few years, whose outfit, pas- Peden were chosen to act as a council, who, not wonder that some of the women who voted
after due inquiry, proceeded to recognize the
sage and other expenses amounted to this Q. M. as follows : Hand of fellowship was given this measure are ashamed, as the Courant ansum or more. Formerly, when a mission- by Thomas E. Peden; Consecrating prayer was nounces, to have their names published.

This will be for Bro. Bacheler to visit as
many of the churches as he can during the
winter and spring, and take special collec¢Total for'church edifices,
38,983.70
tions for expenses of his outfit and passage,
For the Board and: church edifices for
and, in the language of the vote, ‘‘as much
the year,
4,629.16
Total for the two years,
9,748.88 more as possible.” It is hoped that he may
Rev. J. 8. Burgess raised in subseriptions,
raise all that is needed to pay expenses of
money and pledges, I think, something over ten
thousand dollars, making in all not much differ- his going out and also do something in
ent from twenty thousand dellars.
» reducing the debt of the Society. These
collections in all cases are to be independREMARKS.
ent of and outside of the regular ,apporBrethren who are but little acquainted
tionment of the churches.
with church extension work, carried on by
The apportionment is needed,all of it, and
small subscriptions, scattered over the surmore too, for the running expenses of the
face of a great state, frequently form very
mission. 1f we use this to send missionerroneous ideas in relation to results final- aries out, we shall have but little with
ly realized. Of the subscriptions there are, which to support them after they are out

Woodhull, N.'Y.,

ROOT RIvER Q. M, holds its next session with the
Freesoil church,in their new meeting-house, commencing Friday, Nov, 29,at 2 o’elock, P. M. Brethren and sisters, come and help us. ‘We need your
mnyere, fympathies and counsels to enco
us.
isiting brethren coming by the train will
ve at
101-2 and 11 1-2 o’clock, and will be,
met at the depot

within

algo

S. M. Haggett wus chosen

Cor. Mess. to the Sebec Q. M.

Voted,. That Rev. O. R. Bacheler be in Council according to the appointment, the
returned to India as soon as” provision can third day of Sept., 1872,at their place of worship,
for the purpose of examining and ordaining the
be made for his departure.
2. That Bro. Bacheler enter as soon as Candidate to the ministry, The ordaining Coun.
racticable on the work of raising mone
cil was composed of Rev, G. W, Wallace, Chair

Total,

1869,
For church edifices in Elmira, N. Y.,

and earnestly devoted himselfto our moral and
spiritual welfare, has determined. to sever h

Mission

and just

x

Whereas, Our beloved Pastor, Rev. A. Sar.
gent, who for fourteen years has beem so pleasantly associated with us, and has so faithfully

Moses CHENEY,
Ashland, N. H., Oct. 21, 1872.

8.68
500.00
30,

Ministers and Churches.

Star, for publication,

Postage, Stationery, &ec.,
Ageut’s Salary,
alance against the treasury, Sept.

-~

of worship; and that

Foreign Mission.

Rev. N. Young

Hius, traveling

to God each a house

ment of the Mission :

pledge,

v. J. W.

Y., and Bellevernon, Pa., have dedicated

Board held at Haverhill in October, the
following action was taken on reinforce-

Paid to the Tuscarora, Pa., church in |
cash, orders, and notes, by Rev. J.
Tillinghast, to the amount of his

be expended

There were

\

Meeting by the Iowa and Missouri Conference,
Center and Chatham, Pa.; and while I ing of his Spirit.
For a catalogue, address Agricultural College, at the South River conference.
remember that our brethren in Richford, N. Center Co., Pa., Nov. 5,
Next session with Westfork church, Friday
0. C. H,

)
$947.68

same request, Rev.

better moral and religious influences than this,

is especially fortunate, Appearances certainly
got hold of indicate that the staté of Pa, is not to be disappointed orgmocked in her reasonable expectation
the brother? While I vejoice in having | of a rich return for the million of dollars investbeen permitted to contribute a very-little to ed in this Institution. And how important it is
the present realization and prospect in El- that a good revival of religion shall be enjoyed
mira, N. Y., in Elwood, N. J., and in here during the approaching winter! Let fervent

“

ty

with request that it might

College.

| become nearly extinct.”
What in the world has

Si

second.

Agricultdra)

Having spent here three Sabbaths, the first of

England, a Baptist Union of a much wider than this, some much more; all paid well.
extent than ond which embraces only the So much for ¢ the committee that had the
free communion Baptists of every name; prvove fund under control.”
* The F. Baptist State Mission of Pa. has
first union is a long step toward the

but the

Pa.

13, 1872.

This is a state institution, centrally and well. pledged to this fosiety by individuals, with the

the Board, seme paid to the Society less with whom an efficient Faculty is associated,

in

as is seen

yet to see in this country,

little sum

have helped the Society, as it now stands

STAR, NOVEMBER

[]
Vv

Cure for Coughs & Colds.
If you are stuffed up,
"Tt your throat is sore,
If you are hoarse,
If you cough nights,
- It is simple and safe.
Apothecaries sell it.
Price only 25 cents.

Try
Try
Try
1. Try
Try
Try
Try

it. It is good.
it. It is good.
it. It is good
it. It is good
it. It is good.
it. It is good.
it. It is good.

Fall directions on each bottle for grown people an

children.

Aes

.

Best and Oldest Family

Medicine

SAN:

FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.~A pu
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia,
one
Bice
Debility, Siock-headache,
Billons Alta
Bani
derangements of Liver,
Stomach and. Bowals,

your Bruggist Rg Roya
y

;

Ly

iki

a

pig

Ee =

EEA Sh

th. a

¥

THE MORNING SPAR. NOVEMBER

fe]

LE]

mpfrrre—

Poetry,

wh

| the truth about it,” sobbed

AUGUSTA

C.

little

sister,

“ Well, you'll do me a very ‘great injury,
an awful injury if you do,” said Dick, “I
shan’t ask you to make any promises; you
| can injure your brother if you want to.
You can go to sleep now, that is, if you
| can, when you mean to go and tell of we,
[all on account of speaking the truth.”
|

Voices.
BY

his poor

BLODGETT:.

—

Of all the music of the earth,
The sweetest we can hear

Is ringing in the loving tones

*¢ 0 Dick, what shall I do?

LE

what

shall

I

it. Regular hard play, noise, vacket, and
“tearing about” are necessary td develop
lungs

and

muscles;

and no

woniaa

has a

right to swathe up and restrain her

chil:

dren in the fetters of fine clothes.” The phiJosophy of dirt may not be quite as evident,
though, no doubt, physiologists could explain it. Bit this one thing is certain: the
mother who has nevér' washed a dirty face,

who has never had her child appear before

pers, *‘ Is my darling
ime P”

EE

% Literary Beview,

so'very glad to see

f

1872.

———-

gt

\

Se ————fe A

M

THE PSALMS. "By Carl Bernhard Moll, D. D.,
General Superinteadent in Konigsberg, Prus-

sia;

beautiful world it is!”

Translated from She German, with addj-

tions, by Rev. CharlesA. Briggs, Rev. John
Forsyth, D. D., Rev, James B . Hammond,
Rev. Fred, McCurdy;
her ‘with a New

Ah ! the beauty she sees is owing chiefly
to the fact that her lover has come home tonight.

ersionof the

Psalms, an

i

Publishers:

Slime

18mo.

pps ao

ological Notes,

by Rev," Thomas J. Conant,ie
D
New
York: Scribner, Armstrong
& Uo. 1872. octa-

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS A UT PRAYE
G. Washington Nevin,F, TN 8. L. pp. 34, By
Dr. Oldham’s Talk was first issued quite a

number of

years

singe, and

met a most

cordial

reception at the hands of eompetent critics and
gppreciative readers. It richly merits this re~
production, It is one of those books that can not
really become old, dr uninteresting, or untimely.
Dr. Oldham is a character, He has knowledge,
opinions, self-reliance, a frankness that’ seems

Ve

vo. pp. 816. Sold by E. J. Lane
& Co.
There is another coming home—to
a
now and then a little : blunt, bat which is always
This new volume of Dr. Lange’s great coms:
wringing
hér
small
hands.
“It
is
Mr.
We care not for life’s withered flowers,
dark, dreadful home. So utterly dark and mentary has been eagerly waited for, It is dé- genial ;—occasionally one accuses him of a dash
Life's darkness we forget;
Brown's pasture, ‘and it is Mr. ‘Brown's
wretched, my pen refuses to attempt a de- voted to a portion of the Scriptures that has re- of cynicism, a scrap of audacity, and, a fondness
For voices of the friends we love
horse, and he ought te knew about it. Oh,
scription of it. Banished from all things ceived a large share of attention from exposi- for blurting out ideas that a prosaic moralizer
Are left to cheer us yet.
toestin
most-{ would gcall -improvable
countenance, rosy and beaming, has missed + beautiful; holy; and pure; to a—world of | tors, and that is especially inter
and a straight-taced wna
: Oh, Oh, dear!”
“And oft, in hours of quiet thought,
At this heart-breaking outhurst, Dick one of the choicest privileges of ‘mother | darkness, pain and despair, who can meas- reverent readers of the Bible, And there is such’ technical theologian ‘would pronounce heretical. |
-ample room for the expositor’s wolk in dealing
But his talks,—and
A memory sweet is given
.
promised that he would go early in the hood, and has something yet to learn con- ure the unfathomable depth of woe and with these peculiar compositions, so much to be talking, and always hé really makes a business of |
to interested listeners sare
Of other voices, hushed on earth,
cerning
the
sweetness
that
may
lie
in
a
morningto the pasture; and see whether
anguish which must attend ‘the coming said of authorship, océi§ion, design, quality, exceptionally
pleasant things, varied
in topic
That echo still'in Heaven.
the horse was safe; and with this morsel of kiss.
and style,
significant, stimulating, suggestive.
use, poetic structure, hyperbole, inspiration,
home of the lost !
Guide us, whene’er our feet would stray,
But, after all, it is the souls of the chilcomfort he left her.
In a bright, a glorious mansion, they prophetic insight and outlook, &ec., &e., that a The reader can hardly help wishing that there
O tender voices gone!
Poor Susy! This was a trial indeed, a dren, the poor, little, perverted souls, that are making ready [or the coming home of good and adequate commentary has long been was such a manager of ‘colloquy and monologue
Till, o’er the mists of earth, we see
needed and longed for. It is not. to be expected in his ‘own neighborhood, and regrets the turngreat trial. She could not go to sleep for grivve us most.
The eternal morning dawn.
Human wax-dolls have many loved ones.
t leaf in a volume that has supplied
that one’s idéal will find full and exact embodi= ing of th
a long time, for every little while she im- immortal souls, capgble of being influenced
There ig/a joyful flutter of wings, a tun- ment in any work that may appear, One is like- so large an ‘amount of mental quickening and
And softly, reverently we pray,
agined she could hear a horse limping by. by very small causes, of being warped by ing of melodious harps and lyres. The soft, ly to ask so much more than can be reasonably literary enjoyment.
0 voices that remain!
The little volume meantas an aid to religious
And when she. did sleep she dreamed of very slight means. The mother’s pride in pure air is laden with the refrain, *‘ They expected, that some¢ measure of disappointment
That your sweet tones may crown our joy,
And soften all our pain,
lame horses, of Mr. Brown punishing Dick, their artistic array, the talk that goes’ on are coming home ! they are coming home !”. is perhaps inevitable. But we have found very culture is plain, simple, earnest, practical, just
adapted to the average of Christian disciples; and
much to gratify in looking through this volume.
Till life is o’er ;=~and when we hear
and of everything dreadful.
above their small heads, while the fitting and
Here, close to the gates, a faithful mother
The call of spirits bright,
In the morning it was a pale little face dressing are carried forward day after day is waiting to welcome honie her child. The 1t is certainly one of the mest impoftant and val- it is thoroughly sensible, for the most part, even
when the element of devoutness
uable of all the installments of this great work
‘May those we cherish most be near
called into
which appeared at
_ghe breakfast table. and week after week, will leave
a strong fond husband waits for the absent wife ; the4 which has yet appeared. In the Imtroduction the fullest and strongest exercise, 1sRead
To speak earth’s last good night.
in a seDick was not there ; “and he had not got impression.
The present extravagant de- ‘lost baby "longs for.its mother; and the there is a very fair, fresh, somewhat critical and rious and receptive spirit, it can hardly fail to
The way is long, but not in fear,
home when the bell rang for school. Her votion to dress is an evil, and the parent of gentle sister looks eagerly for her brother, careful dircussion of several of the topics which serve those who are taking their earlier steps in
And not in pain we wait,
mother asked if she was not sick, but Susy other evils, and the saddest of all is, that the wild young brother to whom she whis- the scholar needs to understand, and which the the Christian path.
‘For when night comes, and angel-hands
MINISTRY OF SONG. By Frances Ridley
said * No,” and hurried off so as not to be it is being handed down to the little ones.
pered, at parting, ‘‘ Meet me in heaven, ordinary reader will find it profitable to look THEHavergal.
Shall ope the mystic gate,
New York: DeWittC. Lent
& Co.
over. Nearly fifty pages are devoted to the conlate.
The
children
are
learning
to
love
and
to
Charley.” Friend waits for friend: the sideration of these topics, and they ave used to
1872. square 18mo. pp. 206.
And through that gate we enter in
The poems in this daility little volume are not
The teacher noticed how anxions and make much of dress, and to give it a promi- ‘pastor for his flock.
To rest and peace above,
some purpose, The metrical form has been re:
Muy.we not hope to hear again
worried she looked, and wondered what nence and importance which in them is
There is a glad, expectant stir; the pearly stored in the body of the work, where the com- remarkable for loftiness, or depth, or power, or
genius. - Bat they are especiully sug-~
The voices that we love?
new thing could have come up to trouble strangely unnatural; to make it the occa- gates are opened wide, and amid the’ + mon version is used, and in an appendix Dr. Co- exceptional
gestive of purity of thought, delicacy of sentiRumney, N. H.
the little girl he loved so well. It was in- sion of rivalries, jealousies, and little spites, triumphant anthems of heaven's host, the nant has given us a new, careful and almost lit- ment and feeling, clear insight, active but chasteral version, showing
the
poetic
structure
deed a sad little face which was upraised to at an age when they should wear their at- ransomed enter in. Oh, what a meeting
ened imagination, and a fine apprehension of
throughout with brief but suggestive notes which
“ (vathering Seed.” .
what is melodious in rhythm and expressive in
tire
as
unconsciously
as
the
towers
do.
for
that
mother,
husband,
sister,
his when he came round to ask her what
are often of great value. The same general plan
BY ADELAIDE STOUT.
Let us look to it, then, while in our tender friend! But far above all these is the joy of which obtains in the volumes heretofore issued is style. It is pure, sweet music which they alwas the matter.
——
:
He knew this child was trying to live in mother-love and care we spend much of the meeting of the sayed with his Saviour, followed in this,~the exegetical and critical, the ways send out, and it lifts while it soothes.
There is not a weak thing in this whole collection
It may be sweet to gather the first flower;
such 4 way as to please her Saviour, and he our time in making beautiful and neat the of the repentant prodigal with his Father, of doctrinal and ethical, and the homiletical notes of brief metrical pieces, and some of them are
1t is a folded hope
felt sure that i® was a question about some little creatures God has lent us to rear for the sheep with the Shepherd. No more following each other in regular succession; but particularly beautiful and will repay repeated
Brought to perfection, but we love to see
as the psalms are so much resorted to for
perusals.
Mechanically considered,
the little
small duty. So at recess while the others Him, that we do not unwittingly drop into temptation for the sinner and the prodigal! tional ends, especial prominence is given todevo.
The chaste brown caskets ope.
the
All are as perfect as if fairie
were all out, he coaxed her to tell the the virgin soil seeds of vanity and pride. No more wanderings for the sheep in rough department which is meant to serve the reader's book is a most attractiveve thing,
Had carved and polished them from ebony.
Such seeds have .astonishing vitality, and and lonely ways! No more weariness, pain spiritual nature. The volume considerably ex- A CHANCE FOR HIMSELF;
whole story.
ri or, Jack Hazard and
the time will-come when we will reap their or sorrow! At home forever, where all is ceeds the amplest of its predecessors in the numhis Treasure.
By J.T.
Trowbndge. Boston:
«
Well,
now,”
he
said,
*
there
is
a
way
The pansy casket hath a hidden spring
James R.
& Co. 1872. 16mo. pp. 216.
ber of pages and the amount of matter which
joy and love and peace !— Christian Union.
out of all this trouble. It is always right thorny crop.— Hearth and Home.
:
That opens at a touch ;
Sold by E. J.
Lane & Co.
it contains, but there is no
increase
in the
But when we think our palm is full of seed,
to tell the truth. It won't hurt Dick, Mr.
CAMPING OUT; as recorded by‘ Kit.” Edited
price.
Taking
it
all
in
all,
we
set
this
down
as
We find but little such;
by C. A. Stephens, Illustrated. 1872. 16mo.
Brown will not be hard on him if you tell
“Sorry is not Enough.”
one of the richest and choicest installments of
Coming Home.
Pp, 261.
The tiny hinges oped too suddenly,
him just how it was. Don’t make any exLange’s
great
work
that
has
appeared,
and
ny —
The first of these volumes is made up of the
And scattered all our fairy jewelry.
as really superior to any other exposition of the
cuses ; only speak just the truth, and no
“ALLAN!
Where is Allan?”
papers which have been the leading attraction of
The welcome letter is read—thrice wel‘We open our clasped fingers, and the seeds,
more, and tell him how sorry you are.
A moment ago he was playing with his Psalms yet given to the Christian public.
Our Younq Folks during the past year.
It isin
come, for it says “I will be home to-night.”
Polished so smooth and round,
little cart in the yard, hauling dirt to the SERMONS ON LIVING SUBJECTS. By Horace Trowbridge’s best vein, and that is high and sufNow I will excuse you from school long
How
softly
bright
the
mothei’s
eyes,
as
she
Slide through them, but a very few of all
ficient praise.——Camping Out tells the story of
Bushuell.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong &
currant-bushes.
I can not tell how many
enough to run over and tell him.—Run!”
The shining germs are found.
busies herself about the house, making it
Oo, J57 12mo. pp. 468. Sold by E.J, 3
four boys who took a summer run up smid the
cartfuls
he
carried.
He
was
busy
as
a
litAnd away she flew. Mr. Brown, who fresh and inviting for the absent one. How
0
They’ll lie in tiny furrows till the spring
wilder portions of Maine, whose experience was
tle man.
But Allan has gone. There is
had seemed such a dreadful man to meet,
All Dr. Bushnell’s marked characteristics ap- brimful of adventure, and whose account of the
Shows us the seed germ yet is a true thing!
merrily the children shout and caper as
pear
in
this
new
volume
of
discourses.
He
is
was as gentleas a lamb. He sat in his they are told that *‘ Papa is coming home his cart.
camp life, as here set , down, runs over with exFor it will blossom after its own kind,
always fresh, strong, philosophie, self-reliant,
“Allan! Allan!”
uberant enthusiasm, freedom snd jollity.
The
store reading a newspaper, when this eager to-day.”
In purple and in gold;
“I'se here!” at last said a ‘small voice daring, rhetorical, suggestive, affluent and mas- boys who read will find the pulses leaping and
child, all flushed and trembling, burst ip
The seeming lost will bear a harvest sweet
terly.—never falling into commonplace, theologMother prepares his favorite dish for the
the locomotive muscles
swelling without any
As any in my bold.
upon him with her - story. He heard it late tea; sister Anna practices over the old from the back parlor.
ical platitudes, pulpit ruts or clerical daintiness
conscious movement of the will.
1 willed to * gather seed,”— it mostly fell;
“What
are
you
there
for?’
asked
his
through, and then he cried:
and sectimentalism.
He always leaves an imScottish ballad papa loves best, and Rob and
1 gathered some, and yet I sowed as well.
pression by the very robustness of his mind and
PACKINGTON PARISH, and what hap a
in its
mother, opening the door and looking in.
¢ Bless your dear heart! That is right! Hattie can scarcely wait for nightfall.
and the Diver's Daughter.
By M. A. Paull,
Allan did not answer at first. He was thought. He is ever positive, sometimes ¢ven to
hat is right! Why, I'd rather a dozen
¢ Chance sown,” the pansy will spring up again,
author ot ** Tims Troubles, v &c. New York:
Tie hour comes at length, and brings
But we’re afraid to meet
National Temp. So.” & Pub. House. 1872. 16mo.
horses had strayed off, than that such a ten- papa, laden with all those parcels which standing in the corner, with a pretty sober dogmatism, and while he indulges in a very
large
freedom
in
his.
dissent
from
other
teachers
pp. 327.
The harvest of chance-sowings that some day
der-hearted - little girl should have been are so delightfully mysterious to the chil- look on.
and teaching, there is something little less than
A reprint of two English hooks, here bound toShall tangle our tired feet;
“Come out to your little cart,” said his oracular in his own tone and manner. His rhet- gether, written pleasantly and with real skill,
tempted into what she thought was wrong.
dren.
For we have trifled with the seed and spore
mother; ‘it is waiting for another run.”
I shan’t trouble Dick. The old horse is all
oric.is magnificent, and its very splendor somebringing before us a variety of well-drawn charOf noisome weeds, forgetting germs they bore.
What a glad shout and ri to greet
“I'se not been here long “nuff,” said the times seems to half hide the thought and bewil- acters, and showing the sad and mischievous
right. Isaw him in the pasture an hour. papa !
der the reader,—indeed, one asks now and then
( Jar hands are purple with the nightshade’s wine;
little boy.
work of hquor drinking in several of its many
ago. But Dick must alw ays tell the trata.
What a flood of happy questions and
The fehnel’s yellow stain
“What are you here for at all?” asked whether it does not impose upon Dr. B. himself. forms, There is no exaggeration, but the plain,
It isi not safe to do anything else. It is
But
he is one of oufablest and most stimulating
Shows we have dropped seed that we would not
answers !
unvarnished tale comes home with telling effect
his mother.
:
not right.” So Susy came away happy,
preachers, and the issue of such a volume of dishave
to both mind and heart.
What an undoing of the parcels, whose
“I
punishing
my
own
self.
I
picked
‘and
with
a peaceful heart.—Child at
courses as this is nothing less than an event in the
Hearts that we love retain.
.
wrappings are so troublesome, and whose
Messrs. Holt & Williams, New York, add ansome green currants, and they went into history of our theological literature. Dr. BushHome.
_O hands that sow, it is a fearful thing,—
strings will knot !
other volume to their Leisure Hour Series, and
mell needs to be read with discrimination and
my mouth,” said Allan.
How true unto itself all seed doth Spring!
Then the pet rabbit and Miss Dolly’s new
“Oh!
when mother told you not to? reflection, and all the more because the strong send it out in the same unique style as its predecessors. JOSEPH NOIREL'S REVENGE is the tidress,
made by Hattie’s own tiny fingers,
sweep of his thought is likely to take up a pasLittle Children have Souls.

| do.?” cried thé conscientious little thing,

Of those our hearts hold dear.

ria Vide
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Also in the same volume,
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‘When the brown curls press the pillow
ate that night, she looks out at bright,
glimmering stars, and thinks *‘ what a.
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her apparently just created out of ‘‘the
dust of the ground,” and watched the gradual ‘‘evolution,” through the developing
powers of soap and water, of a little
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Not quite an original discovery, perhaps,

but a_fact,. nevertheless, ‘which

prem.

Down

the Bars.

——

Little Susy thought that there must be
some great work for her to do if she was to
be a Christian ; but she soon found that her
“ work” was to do just what was right, and
kind, and Christlike, every day, as oppor
tunities came along one after another.
Then she began to wonder if she was to
have * temptations ;” she had heard older
people speak about them, and besides, the
minister often preached on the subject.
What did it mean about being led into
temptation ? and should ske ever be tempted to do wrong? You must remember she
was only ten years old.
But the temptation came one day, in as
trying a manner as she was able to bear.

This is how

it happened: There were

several cows belonging to different persons
in the village, and they were all collected
-every morning and driven to a pasture a
mile off, and then driven home at night;
and one boy was hired to do this all sum* mer; and the boy was her brother Dick.
There was a strict rule about the pasture,
that the bars must be put up as soon as the

- cows were let out,

because

a lame

horse

was kept in there too, and he might

get

out and stray off if they were not.
She used often to go with Dick after
them, for if was a delightful, winding road,
and berries and wild flowers grew on the

grassy knolls beside it.

She was

afraid of

the cows, so while he was turning them
out, she stood up on the top of a great rock,

and waited ; always being very particufdir
to look and see if he pat the bars up, for
she was a careful child.
One night, just as the last one was fairly
out, both the children spied a striped squirrel running along the wall. Dick started
after him ; the cows went rushing down the

we. seem.

sometimes in danger of forgetting.
I overheard a conversation ‘the other
between two ladies:
*¢ Oh, you

should

see

Ms.

Ls.

day

baby!”

exclaimed one of them in a sort of a rapture. *¢ Such elegant dresses! They were

are shown, and much admired.

The

evening

swiftly

glides

away,

the

good-nights are said, and all go to rest,
while the old clock ticks on more contentedly than ever, now the master is home again ;
or at least, mother

thinks

listening to its sounds a few
fore falling asleep.

so,

as

she

lies

moments

be-

all
ordered
from
Stewart's,
Tucked,
ruffled fluted, and trimmed with lace, and

¢* Jimmy, father is coming, let’s rum;”
and two dirty, ragged, little creatures huras long-as your own! And she keeps it so + ry out-of the basement into which a- drunknice! Whenever she takes it on her lap she en man stumbles the next moment.
smooths out its skirts and folds over its
Finding no one there but his poor, miserroe.
Why, the child never was soiled in able wife, he begins the usual order of
its life! I don’t know what she would do things by cursing and abusing her.

to any one who should

take her baby and

The abuse, at length, reaches blows,

Ah, poor child! Will it

“My darling is coming home to-day,”
whispers the young girl to herself, as she

elegantly ruffled and flutedghat

flits about, now

here,’

now

there,

sive and susceptible

restless

reader and

bear him whith-

Allan,

ersodver it will. Read thus, this volume will
prove to be a vital force both in the brain and

His mother often put him in the back
parlor alone when he had been a naughty

soul.
THOUGHTS FOR THE TIMES.
Sermons, by he
Rev. H. R. Haweis,M. A., author of** Music
and Morals,” ete. New York: Hol & Wiliams.

“You

needn’t punish

‘I punish me

boy, and,

me,”

said

my own self.”

you

see,

he took

with himself.
“‘Are you not sorry
er?” she asked Allan.
“I sorry ; but sorry
ish me. I stay here a

the same

way

"1872. 16me, pp. 347, Sold byE. J. Tne & Co.
Mr. Haweis bas succeeded perhaps better than
any of of his colaborers in putting the views of
the Broad Churchmen into plain, pithy, vigorous
English, making them strike home strongly by

§
for disobeying mothis not ‘nuff. T pungood while and have

thinks.”

means of the direct and effective logic employed,
and investing them with what is attractive in the
form of a geninely rhetorical style of presenta

"

Isnot

Allan right?

tion. He is very frank and open, easy to be un-

Sorry,if itis only

derstood, having the boldness of strong convicvietion along with the winning spirit of sincerity
and a profound religious reverence.
His habits
of thought remind one of James Freeman Clarke,
and the theology of the two men is very similar,

sorry; is not enough.— Christian at Work.
.

No

“

*

Thistle and Ropewalk.
‘¢ Such a mite as I can

the general

do

no

good”

though one is an Episcopalian clergymen and the

is

other a
Unitarian minister, The book is thoroughly valuable as an exposition, sn index and a
mental stimulant, and much of its teaching, in

impression of -our boys and

girls, when they are urged. [to do what
they can for the good work. But smaller,
humbler ‘instruments than you God
has
made use of to do great works B this
world.
.
A great army, many years ago, invaded
Scotland. They crept on stealthily over
the border, -and prepared to make a night
attatk

on

the

the camp

Scottish

forces.

There

both form
ologically
seem to
narrow to

OUTLANES OF

near.
The Danes, to
more noiseless, eame

make their advance
forward barefooted.

tle, and

it holds

a story

thoroughly

HISTORY.

By

Edward

A. Free-

Frenchy,

quite full enough of sentiment, passion und tragedy to satisfy a Parisian novel reader.
A soberer and ealmer writer would have given us a better moral element to mix up with the Nterary,
RE —_—_

Sheldon & Co., New York, send us Tur Ui
DEAL FOR WIVES,by the author of ‘* Steven
Lawrence, Yeoman,” &c., which is as full of
strength, freedom, art and fire as the other things

which have come from the hands of the same:
popular and effective novelist, The author belongs to the Charlotte Bronte school, and if the
aim were as high as the power is large, the
books would preach gramly and to an eminently
good purpose.
APPLES OF GOLD is the name
1
of a little four
page paper for little people, issued by Hurd &

Houghton, New

York, for the Am. Tract Socie-

ty, and full of attractions for the eye and the
mind.
The current year’s volume is put up in a
chromatic cover, with some especial attracti ons’

added, and makes a very excellent and taking
book of 200 puges. The little sheet deserves a
circulation of half a million, and the bound volume makes

something richly

the children’s sake.
THE INDEPENDENT CHILD'S SPELLER, issued
byA. 8. Barnes & Co., New York, printed in

as an introduc-

tion to the use of the ordinary spelling-book, as
well as to set the young pupils at work early in

man, D. C. L., late Fellow of Trinity College,
the simpler forms of writing, is something new,
Oxford. New "York: Holt & Williams, 1872
16mo, pp. 866, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
+"| ugique, and, it seems to us, might be made re-

We have here the first of a series of historical [ally serviceable,

danger was so

volumes, which, judging from the unfolded plan
and the introductory book,is lik8ly to meet a real

want, and

in a very

satisfactery way.

The vol-

umes are to be convenient in form and size, well
printed, and to present the main facts in the history of the western nations, in a concise, but still
in an animated and picturesque way.
We are
not to he put off with the dry and angular skel-

But as they neared the sleeping Scots, one
unlucky Dane brought his broad foot down
squarely on a ‘bristling thistle. A roar of
pain was the consequence, which rang like

a trumpet blast through the sleeping camp.

eton of history, but are to have it accurately photographed and with the very color of life, . The
present volume givesus a general sketch of the

In a moment each soldier had grasped
his' weapon, and the Danes were thorough-

course of history, and of the various nations ju
the order of their rise and development.
This is
preparatory to the after-work, in which each of

The thistle was from that time

adopted as the national emblem of Scot~
land.
By the harbor of New London there was

these nations will be dealt with in a separate vol

ume and with greater fullness. It is a method at
once a long, old ropewalk, with a row of once philosophic and effective, and the work is
square window-holes fronting the water, admirably begun. Though the special him is to
In time of the war a British admiral was, prepare a Set of historical text-books, yet the
| volumes will not on that account be less adapted
cruising off that coast, and had a very good to the general reader,
.

wit

worth keeping for

imitation of writing, and meant
—

all silently sleeping in the starthat

and substance, is very excellent. Theconsidered, more or less of its denials
ug.excessive, and its affirmations are too
‘cover the whole or the vital part of

Christian truth.

lay

light, never dreaming

ly routed.

grow up in that way, I wonder, always so
well-dressed that~it must be kept at arm’s
length. Will its little clothes always be so
it ean not

boy

and

hold it up to them as most people hold the wretched woman escapes into the street,
babies.”
| calling for help—her husband following
¢ Well,” said her listener bluntly, ¢ if her.
1 had a baby, I shouldn’t want it to wear
‘¢ That's Jim, I'll be bound,” mutters the
dresses that I couldn’t hug it in. I think it policeman, as he buttons up his coat and
is wrong for a woman to make her little, starts down the narrow, dirty street in the
innocent child a lay figure on which to -in- | direction of the sounds, while the children
dulge her sinful pride of dress.”
cower tremblingly in the corner, now and
The speaker was an old maid (of course.) then peering forth to see if ‘Father is
I confess my heart went out to her, and I coming.”
Loud, fierce words and oaths
began, in spite of myself, to picture to my reach their ears, and soon they see the
fancy the life of that baby—a child that was .*¢ star ” ghining and know by that, the potoo fine to be hugged and never was soiled lice-man is coming back and, by the noise
in its life! Only to think of it! Its life must and confusion, that he is taking ‘ Father ”
resemble that of a wax-doll—one of those to the station.
Paris beauties that cometo us in gorgeous
When they are quite past, and out of
attire, and which our little girls are per- sight, the frightened little objects draw a
mitted to hold daintily, with their cleanest long breath of relief; and come: out, of the
fingers, on their whitest aprons; being corner and'go-back to the hovel they call
careful to ¢* smooth out their skirts and fold ““ home,” comforting them selves with the
over their robes,” and never, by any mis- assurance that ‘* Father won't be home, tochances-to be betrayed into the indiscretion night, anyway.”

of an embrace.

Green currants will
make my little
sick,” said his mother, in a sorry tone.

{

It is surely

trial in the home and

worth

-

an honest

school.

THE ALDINE for Nov. is at hand. We don’t
know as it'is any better than its predecessors
have been, but each successive numberis sure to
seem an improvement upon the past. Its letter-

press and its illustrations, large

and

small,

are

certainly remarkable as indications of the high
level and noticeable excellence to which the kindred arts of printing and engraving have been
lifted. And the literary plane is as high as the
artistic. - There is nothing merely sensational, or

that caters to any low taste, in the work of editor or

designer.

thetic faculty

The

only

appeal is made to the ms-

when

it isin the mood to

commune with high and pure things, We need
not specify, for it we were to begin, every one of

these illustrations would of ‘right come in for a
be gathered up in its: mother’s arms, and with joy, and snatching every possible moIt is no extravagance to
liberal share of praise.
hugged and kissed and squeezed as ordina- ment to read again the dear lines which
say that the Aldine is a magnificent product, and
ry mortal mothers love to hug their little brought the glad tidings. She counts the
there aré no blemishes which require that word
hill; Susy jumped down and ran too, ones? Will its small night-dresses too be 80 | hours and moments as they drag along— chance to enter and destroy the town. He
to be taken at a discount,. Bound in a volume,
swinging her hat, and watching, the squir- elaborate that it most not indulge in any to her at least—and, as the time draws
was once asked afterward why he did not GARETH AND LYNETTE. By Alfred Tennyson, the Aldine is a treasury of elegant literature and
rel that darted in and out, and"
then scam- of those twilight frolics that common, near, she takes ou’ the white dress.and
D. C. Li, Poet-Laureate,
agallery of art, They who subscribe for it will
“With Tilustrations,
do it. He replied that he should have done
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1872. 16mo,
pered along the stones and finally disap- foolish women look forward to all day, and pretty ribbons she woye the night .John
do themselves a high service.
it ‘if it had n’t been for that formidable
PP: 96. Bold by E. J, Lane & Co.
* peared in a hole in a tree. Altogether, it remember all their lives, until the little told her she ‘looked so beautiful,” and
The Publishers are to do « fine thing for their
Another of the Arthurian legends, known by |
long fort whose guus entirely commanded
patrons next year,
They promise additional atwas such an exciting time that Susy forgot golden head, dameing about through the after a careful toilet and a last smiling,
the
general
title,
*
Idylls
of
the
King.” It is said tractions in the periodical itself, 10f course they
the harbor.” He had been scared off by
all about asking Dick if he put up the bars. gloaming like an animated star, and set- lingering look at the charming picture she
to be the last, though its proper place is directly must see how itis practicableto. furnish them,
the old ropewalk !
‘They reached home with glowing cheeks tling down at last to its prayer by the meets in the glass, runs out into the garden
God has his uses for even the simplest after the Coming of Arthur.. It is fully equal to for they are men whose promises are intelligent
the average of those very admirable products
and tumbled hair, and in a high state of waiting mother-knee, becomes the holiest and gathers a bouquet of the freshest,
and humblest of us. Our great business which Mr. Tennyson has been throwing off from anddo not go unkept. We don’t see, but we ful”
delight, avd Susy thought she had had the and sweetest part of their very selves, and choicest flowers, and placing one on her
should be to find out what the Lord would time to time for many years, We have read ev- ly believe. But, besides this, they @t*going to
send as a premium to each subscriber paying the
best time that ever was. But just as she can never die nor be lost out of their souls, bosom and another it¥'her hair, she selects a
have us to do, and then do jt with all our ery line of it with a rare enjoyment, and have [ Fegular subscription price in advance,~$5.00,—a
was going
to bed, all at once it came into thotgh the little head, alas! may be laid sweet half-opened rose for ‘dear John.”
only
to
say
that
those
of
‘our
readers
who
have
might, and mind, and strength.
pair of Oil Chromos, after the English painter,
her mind that Dick did ‘not put up the bars; very low, and the golden curls be hidden In a few moments the well-known step and
not yet got possession of it, have a very enjoya- J. J. Hill. They are entitled *‘ The Village
- .and she called him out of the room, and in the dark eclipse of death ? We all like voice are heard, and the next instant, in a
As sins proceed they over multiply, ‘and ble hour or two before them wher. they sit down Belle,” and ¢‘ Crossing the Moor,” each 14 by 20
in'a quiet and appreciative mood over this tale
whispered the dreadful truth to him. Dick" to see our children clean and prettily flutter of joyful excitement, she is clasped | jp
like figures in arithmetic; the last stands that so bears one back Int the very ‘heart of the inches in size, printed from 25 different plates, :
was a little
frightened, for fear the horse dressed, but to make that of chief impor- to her lover’s breast.
and executed in the highest style of art. This is
for shore than all that we t. before it. olden time.
a-rare mass of excellence and beauty fora emall
would strayoff, but he pretended that there tance is certainly reprehensible. Little
rr
PY
Not now does she whisper the fond words
nn

was no danger. ‘afit..
kg

And’

oS

al

Seah

inh

fy

¥

children are full’of bounding,

effervescing

Susy, Jom Jou, tell ¥ dons, you vitality, with an instinet for motion’ land an
inbred affinity for dirt. ~The philosophy

TAH dt ght moto tell | ‘of

play is‘apparent enough.

Children need

q

of the morning—that is only for her own

heart, as yet—but her éloquent, love-lit eyes
and blushing face are all-sufiicient answer

‘when te

deep, tender voice whis-

L4

|

"-

Persecution often Sia. in this

ity ‘what |

the last day will do rT

ctelyi-sopneneel

the wheat from the tayes.

oF Fotmine

§

oy

;

Ep

oe

PE
TALE AT GREYSTONES. New
rk: E. P, Dutton’ & Co. 1872, 12mo. pp.
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ithe

confirmed.’

BY

th

{ Bein connielsto
Rev. G.

Wilkinson,

sum, of which, we can

not doubt, a large num-

ber of people will be grateful to avail themselves:

|/Agents are wanted to canvass for subscribers,
Addredd the Publishers, Jumes. tio & 00
Now Yolk

;

4.)

>

MORNING

Howard University.

The second class may be called the miratory,consisting of traveling tinkers, pediy and dealers 1n all kinds of small ware,
and tramps
of eyery grade, runaway
ouths of both sexes, mnaway wives and
T—
Lotath with a few decent working
LJ
ople, who through want of work and misPushkin was of the. romantic school. In
the morning of his romanticism he did not ortune have been obliged to break up their
sing of nature, as the classic poets sang,— little homes and here find a brief asylum

swells

with

internal

which, when it falls, wailing with

pain and

despair, recognizes
not, cven in God himself, authority and power to take away its
rights,

To ging of the spirit in the heart of Russia must be a dear indulgence toa poet.
According to some historians, Pushkin was
flogged before beg exiled. Accordingto
others, he was merely sent into the ‘interior
and shut up in a silent cloister. There he
devoured his own existence. The martyrdom of the Titan, solitary on the crest of

Caucasus, was his. To the impulses of
the romantic school succeeded the agonies

of Byron. These
poignant pains, the doubt
of everything
divine or human, the gall
spilled
the
wounds of heart and con-

science, the fine
irony, the bitter sarcasm,
the quick trigsitions from the Sosinsics of

angels
in mysterious
prayers
to the
8
of a.
oratal debauch,—all. these
changing forms of indignation lashed the
dead conscience of a slavish people. His
* grief, his. doubt, his bitterness,
longed
© to his generation, which had caught glimp-

ses of liberty in the heaven of the future,

to fall again beneath the knout of the Cossack
pretorian, Russia lamented for the
poet ; Russia blushed for the poet's shame.
He created a personification of his own
SOITOWS, Siting
Russian
it,

20 bid
t
ety
negin,

2

he
epe

is ——
admiratie in the talent of
poets to embrace in one person the characAn emblematic bird, the Gallie cock, typter of the age, Our Spanish theater has
marvelous examples of such aptitude. Theé ifies the Gaul. Given to showing off his
Sigismund

of

Calderon,

born

for a king,

fine feathers, of assiduous

beasts, imprisoned

intellect, and the poet remained like nature,

the fields, with the breath

of death like that

>

C—O

of stale sepulchers, responded that his sou
Hierocles, who lived in the sixth cenwas rich and .sonorous, but empty an
tury, collected twenty-one jests under the
sterile as the wind ; and such a people, he
eneral title of the Pedants, and in this
thought, deserved not the celestial gift of ossil jest book we find jokes that have been
poetry, but the dungeon of despots, the handed down through succeeding colleclash of their Cossacks,the ax of their heads- tions, and haye become old and familiar
man. The lash of the pretorians had cut friends. Among these ancient jests is the
to the soul of Pushkin,—Harper's Maga- account of the man who,
from ear of
zine.
drowning, determined not to enter thé water until he was master of the art of swimming: of the man who complained that
his horse died just as he had taught it to
The London Poor.
live without food; of the philospher who
ro
—
carried a stone about with him as a speciOn a very small area, there are some men of his house ; of one who stood before
fifty or more houses, with a population of a glass with his eyes shut to see how he
probably 8000 or
4000. These houses looked asleep ;of the man who bought a crow
range in size, from accommodation for a to see whether it would live two hundred
Score or so, up to one enormous establish- years or not; and one who went into a
ment with accommodation for 350 men; |§, oat on horseback because he was in a hurbut with three or four exceptions, there is ry. Here we find the ever new story of a
no separation’ of the sexes; all comers man who, meeting a friend, asked whether
able to pay the small sum of threepence it was he or his brother who was buried;
readily find admission without any ques- and the blundering excuse of the person
tions being asked or reference required. who, not having attended to the request
The inmates may be divided into two class- of a friend, said, when he met him, ‘I am
es; first, those who are stationary. This sorry I have never received the letter which
clags consists of such as are settled down
ou wrote to me about the books.” Rev.
into Sobireg beggars, casters, ¢rossingr. Hartly of Philadelphia must, we should
sweepers,
thieves, pickpockets, fallen wom- imagine, have come fresh from the perusal
on, and others picking up a, precarious liv- -of Hierocles when he forwarded to M.
ing in divers ways more or less commenlast year, one of the original bricks
dable. The condition of this class is of the Thiers,
of Independence
Hall in that city,‘ with the

master

the

circumstances

that

them, Unless we give them credit for a
species of inspiration, their judgment is not
valuable ; their warmest

mirers

think
whom
thing
likes,

do

not

of them as men. There are others
nobody think angels; who see everythrough their own small likes, disand prejudices ; who get up little fervors, little exasperations, § ittle bustles of
business, which perplex those who are
without opportunities of close examination,
and who therefore miss the true explanation of them. Because they have arrived
at man’s stature and estate, people don't
discern that they have never really emerged

never make any

effort

to

rise

inspirationas shill lead them to erect a
in the world, or shake off the fetters that republic whose dignity, justice and purity
bind them to sugh “a fate. In a few short, shall be the admiration of our age,and whic i,
years they will have fonnd a more or" less shall prove a model - foy other nations in

permanent abode in our ‘penal settlements, securing the rights and Liberties of their
while others will have ended theif! course
3
in various hospitals or in our work=houses, people.”
Where they are sure to be found when overtaken by" wickness; but very few have "The cold héarts, the chilly souls of the
~ strength enoughte triumph ovér any
attack, church, are they which never speak of
*

Of disease,
=

Jesus,

:

SE

Primary Studies,

Common English,
Higher English
Latin and reek,

TUITION:
.

-

-

.

-

Bro. E. PAGE died in Atkinson, Me.,

June 14,

aged 52, His childhood and youth were characterized by kindness and great purity of life.

Nat-

-

.

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

n’s children and students relying

on

their own gxertions for an education, received at reduced tuifion.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; mn clubs at

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
LOCATION:

The new, commodious pullging, ample in its arrangements,
recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time remoy
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. Ww.
'ANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
yandon Center, Vt., 1873.
31

from childhood,
The exterior may be
thirty years of age, but the mind and intel-

At the
interest

see a child engaged in man’s work.

There

grown-up-ness, which tell this tale.

They

Me. He remaia ned
faithful and worthy member of that church until about six years ago.
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
Previous to this he removed to Atkinson, where
he had the great privilege
of witnessing the conPITTSFIELD, ME.
version of his three children, when he obtainéd
Furnishes College,
Preparatory, Normal, Academa letter from the church of his early
choice and
ical and Ladies’ Full course of study. ferms, 10
with his family united with the F. aptist church | weeks,
of Atkinson,
This was a weak, struggling interest, and his money and labor were FonarousFall term commences Aug. 23, 1872.
Winter term commences
Nov.7, 1872.
ly bestto
strengthen it and build it up.
owed
B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
is house was always a pleasant home for all GEORGR.
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Departthe re.
During
God’s children and ministers.
ment.
bellion, when our sick and wounded
soldiers
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
needed kind hands and Christian hearts to minMathematics.
ister to their wants, he cheerfully left his home
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA’A. FORBES,
Associate in Normal Defor that Christian work of healing the bodies and
partment.
was always
souls of our brave soldiers. He
Miss
ADDIE
SAWYER,
Teacher
of Drawing, Paintready for any labor that was designed to beneand Wood Carving.
fit the young and save them from vice. The MRS. J.ing, . Wax-work
STEERE. Teacher of Music,
Sabbath-school found in him an earnest, faithProf. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
ful worker, and the temperance cause a consisfugusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Bookeeping.
:
tent friend. Though pressed with more than
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
ordinary cares, he found time to meet with the
account of siekness.
Half terms commence at the
young peoplein their temperance meetings and
beginning and middle of the term.
aid them with his counsels and encourage them
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
with his presence. . He was a faithful husband
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well is gentleand kind father, and his family feel that their
men’s are formed.
loss is irreparable.
Four of his brethren in the
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
present to participate in his
(were
ministry
- For further particulars, address
THOS. KINNEY.
funeral services.
ecretary, at
Finegelq, Maine.
DEA. Moses C. MooNEY died in Alton, Oct.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
Tn the year 1854 he made a
15,’aged 57 years.
profession of religion, was baptized by the writer
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
From
and united with the 2nd® Alton church.
that time until his death be lived a consistent,
“The SVINTER TERM will commence on Monday,

lectual habits never

get beyond

ten.

We

is a smiling priggishness, an empty earnestness, an unmeaning
activity, under their

are, in fact, upset by grawih
suited
batter
stop
before.
they. can
large a tenement, there is a

: it would have
a dozen years
not occupy so
collapse.

|

Minute Workmanship.
The World of Wonders
gives the following account of remarkable specimens of
minute workmanship
of Queen Elizabeth,
Mark S:aliot, made
eleven pieces of iron,
which, together with

but one

grain of

: In the twentieth year
a blacksmith nameéd
a lock consisting of
steel and brass, all of
a key to it, weighed

gold.

He

also

made

a

chain of gold consisting of forty-three links,

and having fastened this to the before-mentioned lock and key, he put the chain about’

the neck of a flea which drew them all with
ease. All these together, lock and key,

chain and flee, weighed only one grain and

a half. Oswaldus
Norhingerus, who was
more famous even than Scaliot for his minute contrivance, is said to have made

teen

hundred

dishes

of turned ivory,

perfect and complete in every part,

six-

all

yet so

small, thin and slender, that all of them
were included at once in a cup turned out
of a -pepper-corn of the common size.

Johannes Shad of Mitalbrach carried this
wonderful work with him to Rome and
showed it to Pope Paul

V., who

saw

and

counted them all by the help of spectacles.
They were so little as to be almost invisible
to the eye. Johannes Ferrius, a Jesuit,
had in his possession cannons of wood,
with their carriages, wheels, and all other
military furniture, all

of which

were

also

contained in a pepper-corn of the ordinary
size.
An artist named Claudius Gallus
made for Hippolytus d'Este, Cardinal of
Ferrara, representations of sundry birds
sitting on the tops of trees, which by hydraulic art and secret conveyance of water
through the trunks and branches of the trees,
were made to sing and clap the wings; but
at the sudden appearance of an owl out of
a bush.of the same artifice, they immediately became all mute and

The

silent.

Railroad
—

:

Boor.

—

¢ This seat is taken, sir.”

All persons who have traveled to any
considerable extent are familiar with this

of twenty-five, without any revival
in the church, he
gaye his heart to

Christ and was baptized by
Rey. Moses Ames,
uniting with the F. Baptist church of Garland,

active Christian, feeling a deep

interest

for the

prosperity of the church of which he was a memr and for the Sabbath-school of which he was
He servthe Superintendent for several years.
ed the church as Deacon and Clerk for about
15 yours: He filled a large place in the church
and in the community and was highly respected,
But it is
and bis loss is sincerely lamented.
upon his own dear Jamily that the blow falls the

heaviest, and by whom

his death is most keenly

felt. Itis over that dear home that the cloud
gathers the thickest and darkest and will remain
He was an affectionate husband,
the longest.
His last sickanda kind and indulgent father.
partial paralysis and an affection of the
ness was
brain, which nearly deprived him of his speech.
It would have been a great comfort to his family
given
if he could have conversed with them and
them his parting counsel, but he has left them,
what is even better, a rich legacy in his Christian

character, the influence of which

EZEKIEL TRUE.

.

MRS, LADORA A. PARKS, of Chelsea, Mass.,
died Aug. 19, aged 22 years. She became interested in religion in childhood, and united with
the North Bennet St. church.in Boston.
Her
sickness was long and distressing, and yet she
clung to life with great tenacity, but was finally
reconciled to leave her friends and be with her
Saviour.
Her only child survived her but seven
Weky and they now rest together in the better
and.
Com.

ELvinA Boys LITTLE died

years

and

8 months,

Sister.

Sept,

L.

29,

was

aged

born

41

in

formula.
It tells the story of the railroad
boor—the small-souled, Jean selfish brie
who
pays
grudgingly
for one
seat an
Wi bis gral ih to hold: two.
This

Aurora, Erie Co., N. Y., at which place she remained till her marriage, after which she emiarated with her husband to DeKalb Co., Ill.
About 3 eats afterwards she experienced reliion, and
united with the F. Baptist church of

the genuine Boston gloss, an enameled
shirt, and closely cropped iron gray ‘beard,

lived and labored as none but a devoted Christian could, both in church and 8. 8. Her house
was ever a home for the inisury, and her hand
wag ever open to supply the wan s of the needy.
The last act of Sister
Little’s life was to visit her
aged father. Soon after arriving there, she was
taken with paralysis. She lingered 4 weeks, and
died a triumphant death, saying, ** All is well.”
Sister L. leaves a kind husband, and father, who

particnlar hog wore a plug hat, shiny

with

promptly, takes an interesf in Sundayschools, administrates his deceased brother's
| children out of their patrimony, is the pres-

ident of jo stock Sompunies and has biographical Vig yi Fi Nr her
apers when

kicl

e bucket.

(seat is taken, sir,” but J found

one that was

f pre he

‘not taken,
how

many

falsehood,

nally

ok lied when he said, ‘* This

str,” and watched him to see

times

he would reproduce the

The conch was rather full, and,

orth

Kingston,

Fox River Q.

is iw a very feeble héalth, 2 brothers

M., where

and

MARY

A., wife

2

sis-

— Funeral services by
i
8, E. ROGERS.

of Joseph M.

WEST

Quimby,

of

Perv
TAYLOR

COLLEGE,

REY. W. COLGROVE,

GREEN

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

A. M., President.

SEMINARY,

CENTER,

h 4

Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
;
LD. Sinith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith; Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec, 8, 1872. +
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
pu week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.

WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY,
The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug.
26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes E
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
The Music Department has just been enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments an

experienced teachers.
The School
largest and best in the State.

is

one

'erms moderate. , Send for Circular.

J. 8. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.

AUSTIN
STRAFFORD
Tuesday,
der

Aug, 20, and

the - mstraghion

of the

Principal,

ACADEMY,
CENTER,

N.

H.

The Fall Térm of ‘this Institution will
continue

of I.

P.

eleven

Quimby,

commence

weeks,

Jr.,

$3.00.

a

thorough

education

that

the

sc

South Strafford, Vt., died of consumption, Oct.
23, aged84 years and 6 months, Sister Quimby hag presented for years:
information address the Principal—
embraced the Christian religion some 18 years I. P.or partioular
QUIMBY, Jr.
‘since, and was baptized by
Rev. J. D, Cross, and 1
WARREN F088, Sec.
~

}
»

A.

HAMPTON

B. MESERVEY,

A.

INSTITUTION.
M., Principal,

associates,

Six regular courses for both sexes.

with eight,

Four tgrms of

ten weéks each.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term «loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E. C.
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

BATES

THEOLOGICAL

&
|

”

SCHOOL.

i

1

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
22,1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecelesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,

Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Usopay:
\
Rev, 8 A Howe,
A. M., Protessor of Systematic
eology.
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are
prescribed; one embracing and the other omi
the ancient lanua

.

2 Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
EVANSVILLE

SEMINARY.

This institution 18 under
consin Yearly Meeting,

Sec.

the control

and

has been

of the Wisin

successful

operasion for three years. The coming year proth
ises more enlarged usefulness.
The
of

Evansville is fluely located, and few

West surpass
fluences.
Expenses

it in point of moral and

are reasonable.

“Prof. JACOBS will have
partment.

charge

places in the

religious m-

of the Music

De-

(CALENDAR:

FALL T®iM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,
;

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

A. M., Principal.

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
OF PRINSYLVANIA.
Open to both sexes. - Three full courses of study :
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Tea Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
$175

for College

year of 40 weeks

including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER,

Miss JANE W. HOYTT, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
WILTON

D. D., or the Prec

M., Agricultural

COLLEGIATE
WILTON,

INSTITUTE,

IOWA.

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

New

tress,

College
1y48

Question

2, 1872.

Book,

BY
‘MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for custom
ers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pas-

tors,

superintendents and teachers as

being in every way

worthy

of their

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra,
4 cents.

un-

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those
desirin;
academical

yn

recently

Jsincipal of
Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.06.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reas
sonable rates, Board in private families from $2.50
to

A

Expenses only

CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students importgnt and
peculiar advantages. For particular nformation,
send for a Circular to

she

ters, with a large cele Of tionds to mourn their

loss. God bless the be
the writer.

Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.
G. H, RICKER, PRIN.

North Seituate, R. I., Oct. 14, 1873.

pre-

is more

cious than any words he might have uttered.
He rests in peace. His funeral was attended by
Sermon by the writer. Text,
a large assembly.

Acts 8: 2.

Nov. 11, 1872.

AT FLEMINGTON,

rc Coo

X

ncignt
Geo
, Ancien
story,
ra
Boom.
Epeoial attention is Foon to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &e¢. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advan.
tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

NEW

-

-

-

-

15 Lessons,

A&arCler,

.

-

-

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on. Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Penmans|

Verses areinadmissible.

and

CALENDAR:
‘
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins ecember 3. 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187..

Vocal Musig,18 Lessons,

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more thana
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary.

Precepiress, French

Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

+ Obituaries.

surround

most debasing character; they entertain no earnest prayer that the legislators of beau- Iknow his kind. 1Te is an eminently rehope of improving their condition; conse- tiful France may-derive from it. such an spectable beast who always pays his debts
quently they

Miss Lizzie CALLEY,
ural Science.

proud

Some men are all childish: their feebleness and puerility are themselves. We are
surprised when they are anything else.
They may be gifted with an animation and
vivacity which impart a certain interest to
‘‘ No, white man gib Injun too much,
them, but they never take a manly view of
things. If they are good and amiable, _whiskalee.
Injun big drunk last. night¢
their friends treat their innocence as angel- Injun sick; by-by Injun vomit; Injun well
ic; but it is impossible to look at such char- again—ugh I”
acters by the light of common sense’ without observing a deficiency. They never
*

degenerates in race.

Whatever the Frenchman's notion may
which produces beauty without consciousness of it. He still sang in the Olympian be of the galant homme, his ambition is alindifference of art, He sang on, but he ways to be (gonsidered un homme galant.
repeated the fleeting impressions of the Scarcely wf misfortune or inferiority of
passing days, as a transparent lake repeats looks can rob him of the impression that he
to the
the objects on its banks. It was no longer possesses certain qualities pleasing
entle sex. If his back be curved, he will
the idea animating nature and life, which
should alwgys be the virtue of poetry; it nd in it the line of beauty; if his nose be
was a Phatogiaphie machine repeating twisted, he will discover in it a piquant defacts and ideas which passed by.the micror parture from the ordinary monotonous rule
of his mind. Nicholas arrived at the final of facial feature. He fights hard against naaccomplishment of his desires,—the poet ture where she attempts to take away from
had committed suicide, In this sad suicide him the role he coverts by playing some
he cursed the enly element which sustain- freak with his face or his body. If she
ed him against tyranny and which could makes him too fat, he tightly laces his unaid him to support the solitude of his clois- wieldy girth, and moves with a lightsome
ter; he cursed public opinion. A criminal agility, to remove the impression of unusuagainst human nature, he cursed the pro- al stoutness. If she takes away the hair
tector of his misfortunes, the judge of his from the top of his head, he employs experjury.
In the fancy of his desolate soul, traordinary ingenuity in bringing up the
of hairs from the sides to hide
when he struck the chords of the lyre, forlorn hope
placed by God in bis hands, the stupid, in- the loss of their brethren on the top, van!
different people, capable only of appreciat- quished hy Time.— Galaxy.
ing the Apollo Belvidere for the weight
of the marble and not for the beauty of its
An Ancient Humorist.
lines,—the people, sleeping in the mire of

his

ancestors roamed through the mighty forests and enjoyed the primeval glories of
nature, now so sadly marred by the ax
and plow of the sympathizing rustic ?”
The answer of the forest chief with the
drooping eagle eye was a little shocking to
her refined sensibility :

L ————

the

possessed of strong affection for his
dunghill: always on parade.
His
gloomy cavern without communication own
with the human race, condemned to envy scarlet wattles answer to the red ribbon of
the liberty of the birds which flew above the Legion of Honor, and the crest feathers
Cut off the rainbow
his head, and of fishes which
sported at his to the Grand Cross,
feet, with less free-will than the beastsof feathers which he wears around his neck,
the forest, personified that Spanish people the glorious wattles, the proud sweeping
Misfortune
which, falling from the summit of the world tail, and the cock is unhappy.
takes the name of rain, and he gives up
into miserable slavery, had lost in its chains under
it completely; belittles himself and
even its soul.’ Onegin was also the type,
drags
his
tail on the ground as if he were
the personifieatian of the Russian spirit.
Agile, he could not move; intelligent, he on the spit to be offered up on the sacrificial
not think ; with speech; and not permitted table of man. Let the sun come out from
to 8
; thirsting, and not permitted to the rain-exhausted clouds, he brightens up
drink; hungering, and not
permitted to directly, dries himself with despatch, and
eat; his intellectual and physical faculiies resumes his gallant, crowing life, as if such
completely useless, even love appearing a thing as rain never existed. There is only
forbidden to one who could only engender one delightful spot in-the world, and that is
slaves, Onegin is the image of the gener- his own farmyard ; all other farmyards and
ations which are born and die in despotism, dunghills are sorry affairs; his is the home
idle before the highest ministries of life, of the fat worm and fine grain; his hens
possess a chic
useless in all spheres of human activity, are gayer, prettier—in short,
eager to escape from slavery, but never given to no other hens; here, in a word, is
accomplishing the escape,—abortive and pe radise. The dove cornpetes with him on
inert generations, for whom the earth is the field of delicate attentions to the other
like a vast sepulcher, and life,~without sex—but quietly, unobtrusively, and sentiliberty, without thought, without con- mentally ; the cock is ostentatious, makin
his eourt with ach Sock-adoodle-doo an
science,—like a perpetual suffocation.
This persuasion of the uselessness of all wing-scraping, and a spice of humbuggery,
our facultiesat last infused in the poet a for ) oy ro the hen for the oN of
cold indifference between liberty and’ slav- ‘corn which he gobbles up himself. Tn matery, between error and truth, between reac- ters of the heart and spur there is no midtion and progress.
Why should the stone dle course with him ; there must be either
aspire to intelligence and to sentient life brilliant victory or utter discomfiture. ConLittle by little every aspiration was quench- yered away from his Eden barnyard, the
edin that heart, every idea died in that chivalric bird droops with nostalgia and

shut up among

in a hens,

gallantry to

warrior revert to the past, when

Childishness.

re

age

spirit which

storms, and sallies forth to “scale heaven
in the path of justice and of liberty, and

i

—the_

He sang

its ideas, with its agitations,

a

the spirit with

and fills with its

of tyrants.

BE i

martyrs,

Svitying air the lungs

i

the blood of the

+ twin i

;
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polar horizons, with
their rosy auroras,
whose splendors were indefinitely Topeated
by the crystal deserts and ‘peaks.
He did
not sing this nature, which continues the
same in its movement and brightness even
when it is the witness of erimes, which
thers and drinks with cold indifference

5 1m FALL TERM will begin Aug. 20 and close Nov.

Of the prospects and progress of this in:
EXPENSES.
;
:
stitution one of the officers writes :
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
Room rent, per te
to 4
The University
is beginning to realize
Board,
ok. y InID prt Vi Bi 68
hr]
0
r
the hopes of its founders. Already we
wr
POE Wee
+ vy
"2.00
EXTRA CHARGES,
have enrolled among
our students three
‘Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
young men from China, two of whom
Use of Instrument for practice,
1.00
till better days dawn upon them. Amongst |. ive evidence of Plety, and three mative
these last, many really honest, Reserving, Africans. The Rev.
Elijah Robbins, from
and hard-working
ple are met with, Natal, missionary of the American Board, spreading himself a little wider, he resum- and came to the close of life like a shock of corn
whom no fault of
their own has brought bromghi over one of his flock, to be edu- ed the perusal of his paper. I was tempted ripe for the harvest. Having served his generahe died in a good old age and his memory term, paying from such time to the close of the term
here, and who are most anxious to retrieve cated
at the expense of the Board, hopin
to crawl up and hiss in his ear, ** You are tion,
is blessed. Two sons, two daughters and
o regular rates.
4
their lost position, and deserve every
as- that in due tithe
he may return to his an awful liar.” But I had my revenge, number of grandchildren mourn the loss of a at Athecourse
of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
sistance to attain their desire, as continued people, thoroughly
rnished ‘unto all good A big, red faced two hundred pounder, in worthy ancestor. ay diy all follow his ex- aduringht the - term.prem For
Catal
0
to.
ere
‘M.
as he followed Christ,
— 8;
€, K. +
, S60, & Treas,
residence amongst such assaciates as they works, Anotheryoung man comes
ft
linen-coat; came-in-at a
mn. | ample
|
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1873.
would have to meet with would soon blunt the western coast of
Africa, the son ofa He was sweaty to, a fearful degree.
His
LAURA A., wife of Lon Carpenter, died in
every feeling of self-respect, and reduce Presbyterian Missionary who went out feet smelt like valerianate of ammonia and Chepachet, R. L, Oct. 27, aged
years. Sister
HILLSDALE
COLLEGE,
them to the same low,
reewill Bapdebased condition under the support of the Presbyterian Mis- rotten fish, and his breath was a hot, stink- Carpenter was a member o
tist
church
in
O.,
and
a
Christian,
She died, as
as ‘the stationary class are in; and we sionary Society over thirty years ago. ing sirocco, based on bad whiskey and
Facurry:
she lived, trustingin the blessed Saviour. 'Fudeeply regret our inability to do anything Now his son, a graduate of Liberia A
ovions. This fiery and fragrant behemoth
service attended by the writer. Text,** To REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
for them, as our funds will not admit of lege, returns to America to’ perfect himself prefered to settle himself in the seat that neral
die is gain.” The ladies’ eircle, of Which Mrs.
i BANSOM DUNN.
, Prof? Bib Theology.
our doing what is in our hearts to do. in scientific subjects and to study medicibe, was taken. ‘This seat is——" began the C. was a member, adopted resolutions express“ SPENCER J. FOWLEK, A.}., Prof.
Mathematics
and
Nat.
hy.
080
ing
their
bereavement
in
the
death
of
an
esteemMany there are, too, amongst them who He enters the medical department of How- hog. “Well, I guess I'll take it till the
GEORGE
MOMILLAN,
A.
My
Prof.
Ancient
Laned
sister.
D.C.
WHEELER.
.
have come up fresh from the country, hav- ard University.
other fellow comes,” returned the sweet.
8.
ing come to London expecting to find
OL
4. M., Prof. Nat, Science:
The department of. the Interior are al- smelling heavy weight, and dowv he plumpErrFrIe, daughter of John 8. and Nellie S. meal
DUNN, A. M ., Prof, of Rhetoric and’
work, but who have been disappointed. ready educating here two Indian students, ed, partially crushing the hog in his de- Smith, died in Farmington, Sept. 8, aged 10 F. WAYLAND
Belles
Lettres,
These often wantto return, but for want a boy and a girl, and three more are on scent.
The latter frowned and began to months, .
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
ALEX, C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.
of means are unable to do so. To all these the way from the West. Two creoles bluster, but the red faced ruffian soon took
ABIGAIL, wife of Isaac Randall, died in New
W.
A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
different classes, under such adverse cir- come to us from New Orleans, and a fine that out of him with a threat to swallow
Durham, Sept. 23.
D.
L. EDGERLY.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
cumstances, the truth is plainly and point- looking young man from the Choctaws.
him whole—to chaw him up and spit him
ating.
’
Miss CORDELIA, only child of Rev. Thomas
MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
edly addressed; a testimony,
for the SavThus you see we are - educating a mixed out—to pitch him out of the window—to
Jackson, died in Cabot, Vt., Aug. 15.
Com,
and Vocal Music.
four is borne, the gospel standard
is company, whites, blacks, Americans, Chin- go through him like a dose of salts, and to
JENNIE de In MONTAIGN, Teacher of French,
lifted up, and free mercy proclaimed to all, ese, Africans and Indians.
We see no make various other dispositions of him in
CALENDAR, 1872,
even the vilest and worst, so that none can evil results following this promiscuous case he did n’t simmer down. Our porcine
March 26—Spring Term begins.
‘say at the last day, ‘No man cared for my gathering. If we can succeed in making friend simmered and then the barbarian
June 20—Commencement.
’
soul,”
grew good humored. He told funny
men and women of our students who stud
auvecSeptember 4—Fall Term begins.
Several fallen girls have been sent to for the noble purpose of doing good to their
otes and punched the hog in the ribs. He
December 4—Winter Term
begins.
The FALL TERM of this Institution will open Aug.
Homes, and one
of our young brethern fellows, if they are educated in the heart as wanted to know where he came from and
28, 1872. The Endowment Fund #s almost secured,
For College Catalo
APPRguOLDS
e : Sut. 4 vous.
has exerted himself most energetically on well as in the head, then our hopes will be where he was going. He spat quarts of to- and will be raised the present year. A new Classical
and
Scientific
course
of
piudy
has
been
arranged,
behalf of several youths, and succeeded in fealized in founding
Howard Univer- bacco juice across him out of the window, and classes in the same will be formed at once. - The
NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
getting them into Homes and Refuges. To sity.
spattering his shirt front,between his boats, Seminary has
n repaired atmuch expense. New
have been employed, and no pains will be
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
We have made a few changes in the and all around. He offered him a *¢ chaw” Teachers
meet the [prevalent distress during the winspared to make the school one of the best. We are on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 4, 1872.
officers of the University. Mr. Jno. A. every time he took out his plug of navy. now prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for
ter, which was very severe, all the aid, b
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
in the most horoRgh manner. Good accomCole resigns his position as Financial The hog prespired freely and shivered with College
the distribution of old clothing, bread an
The tuition will be as follows:
for board.
Mr.
Partington, one of the new
Agent and Treasurerto go to your
great disgust. Finally he crawled out and stood modation
other tickets, and small sums of money,
teachers, has spent nearly two years in Europe, and
Primary Branches, - . $400
bim- up for forty miles until another seat was on his return enters upon the position of teacher of
has been given that laid in our power; city. Mr. I. B. Johnson who made
Common Hutglion,
lee
THO
Modern Languages in this Institution. Free tuition
Higher English,
we
ees
B80
while many of the members have, out of self many friends during the war, in work- vacated.
to Teachers. Teachers’ class formed at the opening
Classical,
.
.
Celie
- 600
their own pockets, relieved numbers of ur- ing for the Freedmen, has been elected
of the Fall term,
'
Board and Rooms, can be obtained at reasonable
gent cases coming under their own coguiz- Treasurer, and has entered upon his durates.
Facurry, 7
For further particulars address the Principal, or
graduate of
W. P. MORGAN, A. M., Greek and Latm,
ance when visiting
the houses. In this ties. Rev. C. C. Darwin, a
Big Injun Story.
W.P. MELCHER, A. B., Mathematics and Greek.
THOWAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Union
Theological
way, many
a houseléss one has been pro- Oberlin College and
H. E. PARK, A. M., Natural Sciences and Philosophy.
Northwood, N, H., Aug, 12, 1872.
;
vided with a lodgings
and many starving Seminary, has been appointed Hebrew
PORTER,
L.
A.,
English
Lang®@#ge
and
LiteraA
romantic
young
lady,
whose
mind
was
ure.
Our Library numbers 4,000
ones clothed and fed, ¥nd thus has the in- Instructor,
PARTINGTON, German and French.
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL. _
We have 3,000 models illustrat- Sseply imbued with reading ‘ The Sorrows FREDERICK
junction of the Master, ‘‘to feed the hun- volumes,
of
Werter,” and other novels of the ex- EVELYNE PIERCE, Instrumental Music,
FALL TERM begins Monday, Aug. 19, 1872.
M. L. CHANDLER, Vocal Music.
gry, and clothe the naked,” heen fulfilled, ing the various industrial and scientific deFor farther information apply to the Principal.
Tuition, $28.00 a year.
:
Our mineral cabinet, picture quisitely sentimental school, approached a
and the true spirit of a disciple manifested. partments,
M.'E. SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.
gallery and museum are rapidly Falarging. stalwart savage, whose somber visage indi—The Christian.
L.G.
JORDAN,
A.
B.,
Principal,
with
three
Assist
a nis.
9
Our University church
has adopted the cated suffering of some kind, and addressfExVpoxN LITERARY INSTITUTION
ed
him
thus:
The
special
work
of
this
school
is
to
fit
students
for
rule for the coming scholastic year to inLYNDON CENTER, VT, :’
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
‘¢ Why droops the eagle eye of the forest
vite the city pastors to preach to us. This
bemg
composed
of
only
one
department,
a
thoroughGallic Gallantry.
chief? Is he brobding over the wrongs of
Faculty :
ness 10 doing their work is secured from both teachplan promises well,
his race?
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
Does the memory of the red J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
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would you believe, it, that miserable hog united with the F, Baptist church in 8., where
told sixteen distinct and separate lies she remained a worlsy member till death. Bro.
in order to gratil his mean selfishness. Quimby has lost a patient, loving wife, and two
Enough to sink a healthier soul to perdi- little children a kind mother. The lonely
mother, a brother and other relatives feel their
tion. He varied the formula; one time it || loss
keenly én But Mary
had chosen that good
was 4 wave of the hund and a look to the
art that shall not be taken away from her.”
rear of the car to indicate that the holder of
ay all the relatives be prepared to meet her in
.
tow
M. ATwoop.
the seat had gone for a drink of water and heaven.
would be back soon. Another time to the
BRO. DANIELE. LOCKE died in Gilford, Oct.
inquiry of .a mild mannered and timid ques- 23, ot Spoplesy, aged 81 years and 10 months.
tioner, he replied by a stolid stare, and then He had been for many years a devoted Christian,

;
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vered by. the rays of the
full moon; the
waves of the Baltic, heavenly in the Tong

18, 1872.
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the groves of larch and firs; the steppes,
immense
as the sea; the virgin snow, sil
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Delille in France, Melendez in Spain, He
did not sing as tyrants would have wished,
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CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, hag

been ‘clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem<
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 23 ots.; in paper covers
15 ots. Postage extra; on the former, 4 ots. on the
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No

cause for the disturbance is stated.
Jacob Wilkerson was convicted of the murder
of Hattie E. Burkhardt in San
Francisco on
Saturday, and sentenced to the State prison for
15 years.
x
:
Two

terrible

railway

accidents

Pennsylvania, Thursday evening.

occurred

in

“On the Dela-

whre, Lackawanna
and Western
Railroad a
caboose car’ containing a lot of laborers was
thrown down an embankmeht
190 feet high.

Seven of the men were killed ind sixteen injured, four probably fatally. THe other accident
was on the Lehigh and Susquehanna Railroad,
and was caused by a broken rail. One person
was killed, one fatally injured and twenty-seven
others more or less hurt.

There
are altogether a trifle over sixty-one
thousand merchant vessels in the world.
Young men who smoke in the streets of Halifax are fined one dollar each.
Four hundred miles of narrow guage railways
are to be built in California, and a company with
seven millions of capital has been organized to
do it.
A thousand American
girls, for whom the
schools on this side of the water are not good
enough, are receiving their education in France

Monday breakfust, two

cents’ worth of oatmeal,

in the form of porridge, with one cent’s worth
of milk.
For dinner, two cents’ worth of whole
wheat, boiled, with one cent’s worth of milk,

almost pure
thick. ,

FRC
a

The salary of General

McClellan

are

as engineer-

I
RP

_

the country, a ton of coal costs ahout as much as

a cord of wood.

A lumber barge with all hands on board is
supposed to have been lost on Lake Ontario.

FS

apprehended

Dr.

Edward

Eggleston

has withdrawn

The military organizations in Charleston)
South Carolina, are preparing to have a good
old-fashioned celebration of Washington’s birthday next February.

Some one has discovered

The mutilated remains found floating
There

as known, ninety-nine

clew™to the murderer, and the probability is that
he will be arrested.

General Berdan, of sharp shooting
ing the war of 1861, has
St. Petersburg, Russia,

fame

dur-

established himself in
as a manufacturer’ of

firearms, and is said to be doing a very profitable
business.

Congrega-

At the session of the American Missionary AsSmith

gave

an

account of his missionary

among

the

In-

work

dians, claiming that the problem of civilizing and
Christianizing the Indians could be easily solved,

and warmly commended the peace policy of the

3

:

They are already scolding the Boston
for not stopping the fire sooner.

firemen

There were about a dozen persons
some fatally, at the Boston ire :

jured,

A teamster named Alley is charged

with

The London Daily News says that Karl Russell is about to publish a volume of ‘ Essays on
the Rise and Progress of the Christian Religion
in the west of Europe. from the Reign of Tiberius to the End of the Council of Trent.”

the

Charles River murder,

When the divers at the wreck of the Ameriea,
near Yokohama, reached the

Count Andrassy has been appointed
general in the Hungarian army.
The Germans
Marne.

have

gold and silver were run together so as to have
the appearance of an amalgam. .

Great

No serious oppositivn was made to the election
of Signor Lerdo de Tejada to the Presidency of
Mexico. The condition of the country is constantly improving.
Porfirio Diaz and Donato
Guerra are theonly noted rebels who still re-

a major-

evacuated
the
diy

- The Emperor of China was married

Upper

fuse amnesty.

on the

Investigations near the Sandwich Islands have
proved that coral aggregates at the rateof seventeen feet in 2 century, instead of a few inches
in that time, according to accepted scientific estimates.

17th of October.
The railroad which is te open up Bolivia,
South America, to communication with the outer
world by way of the Madeira River, is being
rapidly pushed forward.
2

The prospect of » war between Corea and Japan grows more threatening.
Vessels have been
sent to Corea, under convoy of a man-of-war, to
bring back all Japanese residents there, and several foreign war vessels have arrived at Che-foo,

The Spaniards have been making more ‘‘ progress” in Cuba.
Forty-three of the insurgents
were killed in a recent engagement,
The
German
government will re-establish
next year the councils general in Alsace and
Eorraine, in the same form in which they exist-

in anticipation of trouble to the Japanese.

cd under the French dominion.

Miss Agnes Livy
ingtone, has p of

Rochefort has been allowed to return to Versailles to be married, and will go back at once to
his prison.

resumed,

for

A

‘Mexico without oppesition of any account, and
¢ Little politics and much administration” is
given as a condensed expression of his proposed
policy of government. Diaz has formally sur-

An gir gas patent is now in litigation in London.
As its name implies, gas is manufactured
from air by a process which dispenses with coal

A Cuban special says that forty insurgents
were killed at the battle of Viamones on the 3d
instant,
.
another plot for an insurrection

and

Ameriéans

ed the tests of Sir Wilham Thompson and Professor Fleeming Jenkin, the engineers of the
company.
.

rendered his forces, the last in arms against the
government, and the whole country is now at
peace.

has

the

3, thy expedition was ex:
¥o What would help

Messrs, C. Mitchell & Co.,shipbuilders of Newcastle,England, have just received an order from
Hooper’s Telegraph
Works
to build a cable
steamer,
The vessel will be capable of taking
3000 to 4000 miles of cable in one length; and will
be ‘employed inthe submergence of the Great
- Western Telegraph Company’$ cable, now in
progress of manufacture by Hooper's Telegraph
‘Works, and of which about 1000 miles have pass-

hurri cane

Lerdo
de Tejada has been elected president. of

government

altogether, and the new illuminator is said to be
infinitely purer and better, besides being much
cheaper, than the ordinary coul gas. The new

discovered
by

prompt

action has probably prevented the contemplated
uprising.
j
;

gas is also said to be- applicable for heat and
power, and to threaten to supersede our steam

Cardinal Luigi Amat, vice chancellor of the
Holy Roman chureh, died in Nice, France, on
Thursday, aged seventy-six years.

ever as to the importance of the discovery, the
law. case turning entirely on the validity of

engines.

been deferred

Bike

by the

The following further results of the * option”
in Alsace-Lorraine bave been made public: 92,
662 persons have declared for France'in upper

The opening of the Intercolonial Railway between Amherst and Truro, N. 8., announced to

week.

There seems to be no question whatev-

the patent and the remuneration claimed
rival inventors.

Fifty-five thousand public schools will be required to carry out the new scheme of education
in Japan.
fi :

take place Monday, has

for Monday,

A

Tuesday

day,

five anda

balf cents.

that it never

rains but

For dinner,

cracked

Food

for Thursday

cost seven

of material is given.
Cost for the week,

Alsace but only 19,200 have

made their option

valid by emigration. In lower Alsace the number of optants amounts to 42,394 of whom 7450

for a

ish

have emigrated.” A definite return has not been

letin:

in

quite

the
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Have been awarded to our Firm

OVER ALL COMPETITION.
These Pianos are
conceded to be

looked

like

flesh,

fifty-four

and

of the World,

and are so pronounced by all the great artista.

Dr. FRANZ
ING Piano

and am fully
to the First

LISzT says:
to vi

“I consider the CHICKER-,
ade in E

or America

convinced that they were Tustly entitled
Prize,

Ohickering & Sops' Mammoth Manufactory
is more than one-third larger than

their -business in 1833,

any

other

Piano-

made and

sold

40,000

Pianos,

and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates wou the “ ONE-PRICE SYSTEM,” free
and commissions; and they are,
beyond all refutation, the VERY BEST and VERY
CHEAPEST FIRST-CLASS PIANOS now offered.

A

from

CARD.

Ba Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the * Hymns and
Tunes” and Ca
ITION of the * Hymns only *
Send for

PAMPHLET.

OF ALL

.

THE NEW UnuxCH MUSIC
PUBLISHED THIS SEASON,

Besides,

on three days

I

ate too much altogether,-and suffered from thirst
and dullness. But, then, I may plead that I

worked very hard, and really need a good
more food than idlers,

deal
:

By the way, I weighed myself at the beginmng
of the week, and found that it was just two hrn~
dred and twelve pounds. Since dinner to-day
I weighed again, and found that I balanced two
hundred and twelve and a
hdlf pounds, although

it has been a week of wa cation

and T have

had unusual demands
kinds.

of

for

cXertion

various

18 THE

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand

CHICKERING
11
‘354

ADAPTED

Washington

E. 14th St,,
St., Boston.

New

York.
2m46

Pianos, Organs and Melodeons,

(Not

PRICES,

NEW

Freight,)

including

vention,

By THEO. F. SEWARD and CHEATER G. ALLEN,
Assisted by Dr. LOWELL MASON,

contuins 100 large pages.«Price, $1.50 ;

:

PTE

Wg

Be

4 $
p

A\

BIGLOW & MAIN; Publishers,
425 BROOME Mg NEW YORK,
756 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

ar

$75 to 8250
male

and

This favorite New England LUNG

BLE

REMEDY has

check your.

If you baven’t a trunkfull of clean

to check, you at
check shirt,

When

you

least

vacate

should

your

be

scat

clothes

adequate

to a

for a moment

leave a plug hat in the seat. Some one will
come along and sit down on it, thereby prevent.

ing your hat from: being stolen.
Passengers can not lay over
without making arrangements

for another train
with the conduc-

If a man has been on a * train * for a week

or 80, no conductor should allow him to lay over
for another on any account.
:
Ladies without e:cort in traveling should be
very particular with whom
they become ac-

quainted. They needn’t be so particular with
those with whoin they are unacquinted.
Keep your hour head and arms inside the car
windows,

if you

would

keep

your

head

“ carry arms.”
g
Never talk on politics; it encourages
body to take a vote of the passengers.
No gentleman will

occupy

show

Always

your

somesea |

more than one

at a time unless he be twins,

ductor asks for it.

and

i

.

ticket

whenever the con

If you

get out of “humor

about it, don’t show it.
Never smoke in
a car where

ny
theré

a
are ladies.

the ‘Saleeperg.”,
iL

|

it yo

Linnea

Kw |

the GENUINE

SENSE

FAMILY

and warranted

for five

SEW-

ING MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem,
fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
in a most Superior manner. Price only $15.

[3S Fully licensed

years.

We will pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew
a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
than ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
cloth can not he Pulled apart without Searing it.
We pay Agents
from $75 to $250 per month, and
xpenges, or a'commission from which twice

[|]
1

hat amount can

be

made.

Address

SECOMB

& CO., Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago1U., or St.Louis, Mo.

13443

from

are furnished

any

manufae-

Other kinds of Reed Instruments farnished on as

liberal terms.

Re

Wr

GES:

“6mdl

C. EOoDWIN

CO., Ag’ts, Boston.
POWERS PAPER
CO., Springfield, Mass. Traveling Canvasaers wanted
by PF. H. STODD.
& CO..

i

Fulton 8t., N. Y.

MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Instruments may be purchased by paying each month in advance, a sum
equal to a quarter’s rent for that kind of instrument,
and all paid will go to pay for the instrument if
monthly payments are made regularly in advance;
in this way a person can soon pay for an instrument
and not seem to feel it.
;
If monthly payments cease when the instrument is
partly

paid for, the instrument

must

be considered

as being and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned in pay for rent, subject to the
conditions of quarterly rents.
If a person starting oun the plan of monthly pays
ments, finds it inconvenient to make out the monthly
Jayments

in

advance,

they can

fall back

upon

the

Agents! A Rare Chance!

rms of renting
quarter, and
they have paid, if quarterly rents
advance;
but if quarterly rents
vance, prepaid money will go to

We will pay all agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished

strument,
subject to the conditions of quarterly rents.
All little expenses for regulating Stops, Reeds

and

expenses

patd.

A. COULTER

Address

& GO.,

Charlotte, Mich.

ants,

containing

20,000

Receipts

in

Church Cushions.
We are now making a specialty of “ CHURCH
” stuffed with

PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.

It is cheaper than Hair, and wall hold its elasticity
double the length of time, and is proofagainst moths.
We can refer to more than one hundred churches
that are now using the
¢ Elastic Sponge Cushions.”
‘We invite investigation, and will be plelised to send
circular referring to churches that are using our
Cushions.

HALEY, MORSE & CO.,
411 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
8dle Agents for New Bagland for. the sale of PA
TENI

ELASTIC

SPONGE.

saved

thousands

of dgllars,

but have

J

ob-

learn upon; then Mr. H. will take it in exchange for

House

Street

or Commer-

and its Opera.
y

t demand. Remember to buy one
resent. Price, $2.50 Boards; $3.00

7

aor

»

Ranks, and will rank among the very best Church

Music Books. Price, $1.50.
Specimen sent, at present, for $1.25.

Clarkes New Method for Reed Organ.
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction and most pleasing music. Price, $2,50.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and Classes, that fear to attack the oratorios and
classical cantatas.

Belshazzar’s Feast,

50 Flower Queen.

Pilgrim Fathers,
Burning

1.00

36

Flowers,

of

Quarrel

wn

650 Indian Summer,

Ship,

30

Festival of Rose,

Winter

30

Eve'g

Entertainment,

Book of Cantatas,

Child’n of Jerusalem,30 Esther,

Fairy

BO

1.00

50 Picnic,

Bridal,

a

I
Lulprit Env,
ower Festival,
s§
88 Twin Sisters,
3

r
Daniel,
Haymakers
Storm King,

;

1.00
1.50

50

Mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price.
&

Boston.

& CO,

PITSON

0.

C. HM. DITSON

CO, New

1146

York.

a higher priced instrument, allowing for the first the
PER WEEK and expenses paid. We
specified sum at which it was purchased, deduneting |
3 0 want a reliable agent in every County
from one. to two dollars. per year for the use, or he
in the U. 8, Address Hudson River
will pay the same in money for the first instrument,
Wire Co., 1.0 Maiden Lane, N.Y, or
and let you purchase the second elsewhere; he binds
1yeow?20
Chicago, IL
himself to purchasers upon this’ plan by a pledge,
ADVANTAGES —I8t, the use of money is saved. 2nd,
having learned to play, the second mstrument is
The Eureka Machine Twist,
more safely handled.
3rd, after learning the player
has a New
Organ or Piano with latest improvements,
59 and 100 yard Spools and 1 oz. Spools, for manuinstead of a second-hand one, years behind the times. Jacturing purpoges, and the
PLEDGE.—If any instrument fails to givetsatisfac.
Button-Hole Twist.
Eureka
tion after a few weeks’ use, Mr. Harmon will refund
the best and cheapest silk
in the
the money and take the instrument; hence heis compolled to deal in none but the best instruments, and
re by all retailers and at wholesale
pio
e warrants every instrument that he sells, for ten by the manufacturers,
years, if well used.
SEAVEY,
FOSTER & BOWMAN,
Terms for Renting Reed Instruments :
42 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.
Steowdd
Five and Six Octave Portable Melodeons are rented for $5 per quarter, and more than 3-5 of Rent goes
FALL WORK FOR AGENTS!
in payment for the Melodeon.
- “UP THE HEIGHTS OF
Organs rented at $10 per quarter, and 8-10 of Ren
goes
in payment for the Organ,
;
h
Monthly payments

are best every ways
\

Write for Large Illustrated Descriptive Price List to

OLE|

pl

You can purchase of L. I.. Harmon a New Portable
Melodeon or Organ, of best quality, and use it to

-

2Tw25

CHILD'S COM
MENTAT
OR
BA
HE
|

not only

=

AGENTS WANTED —We
rantée employment
for all, either sex, rh dor, or $2,000 thei
year. New works by Mrs. H. 8. Stowe, and ‘others,
Sugerd premiums given Say,
Money made rapidly
aud easily at work for us.
Write and
ses. Partioulars free, Worthington, Dustin & Cos Hartford, Ct

HH. ® Goodspeed
& Co’, $1 PAK

&e., should be reported to Mr. Harmon, who will
most cheerfully meet tnem.
By this New System of supplying. purchasers have

HARMON'S PLAN FOR ECONOMIZING.

every
Department of Human Bffort, than in any other
poss ble way. From $25 to $40 a' week insured. It
8 for every
Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade and Profession.
For the Sick and Well. A weliable book
of permanent value to every
wide-awake progressive person, It sells itself.
tea terms. Profits
allowed more than double WORE.
Address, F. M.
REED, 189 Eighth Street, New York.
13638

CUSHIIONAS

in this way save all
are paid strictly in
are not paid mm adpay rent on the in-

tained the very BEST INSTRUMEN1 8.

MORE MONEY can be made by Agents in can
vasging
for Youman’s Wictienary of Every
Day

& 00.,

THE STANDARD

‘loth.

AND
BRIGGS?’ MARKING PEN.
In a Portable Case. Cannot tip over. Always ready. Never faile. Sold by all Dru
Stationers.

ing Association, or any Banking

cial Agency in New York.
N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall
tions,” free on application

Continue in
Jor A Holiday

G NEW!

and

RANDAL H. FOOTE

Bankers and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.
REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Bank-

GEMS OF STRAUSS!

PAYSON’S INDELIBLE INK

sis

HOW
To Speculate Successfully.

'DITSON & CO’S

EMPLOYMENT.

like swearing at the baggage-master,

MELODEONS

for the
tory desired, and prices will not exceed
Yery Jbest in Walnut nor $70 in highly polished Rosew

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
Send for circulars with testimonials.
Sold by all Druggists.

On the Rail.
If you feel

lotroduce

COMMON

see the inside

It cures COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.

4146

yourself.

2nd, That he may

number of Pianos.

gamed a reputation which places it in the. front rank
of curative agents, though it has been in the market
but little over two years. It is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 18 claimed fort.

bt

——

r month, vier,

female, to

IMPROVED

7 OC-

action, and know that it is of durable character
which will hold its brilliancy of tone for many years.
REED
REED INSTRUMENTS. FIVEOCTAVE DOUBLE
ORGANS, with 5 stops, are furnished from the best
firms, for $100 and upward. FIVE OCTAVE PORTA.

\

SYRUP or TAR]

and beef are so cheap, and the cost of feeding
my family of ten would be so ridiculous that I

rr

dozen,

$13 50. One copy for examination wil be sent,
post-paid, on receipt of $1.25.
Specimen Pages sent free to any address.

every Piano that he sells, for two reasons.

FISHERVILLE, N. H.

§

:

THE CORONATION

Mr. Harmon goes to Boston and selects separately

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

Always attend checking

USE IN YOUR

Choir, Singing School, or Musical Con-

TAVE PIANOS, with latest improvements, and in
quality next to Chickering & Sous, are furnished for

and strength upon a diet which will cost not
much more .than two dollars for the ten persons
for a week.
Let me
transfer
my
experi
ment to the far West, where wheat, corn, oats

ca sping & pingwera

FOR

This is the opinion of hundreds who are well qual
ified to judge, and who have carefully examined it.

& SONS,

Blood settled next the skin in large patches.
. I have been particular in describing the symyon
PURCHASERS OF
toms, as the plague is not so frequent here as to
be generally known.
We tried many remedies
with no effect,—did not know what ailed them
till the last died. As all our herd had been toCan make an average savv
*
ing of more than twenty per
gether we expected to lose all. We gave each a
. cent, and are freed from all
teaspoonful of sulphur every day for about two
risks in the transportation
of Money or Instruments,
weeks, when a neighbor suggested that it would
by addressing Rev. L. L.
kill them if we gave them too much and they
ARMON, Pastor of Pearl
Street Church, Portsmouth,
took cold.
Afterward we gave it once
a week
N.H.
occasionally through the Winter. We have had |
This NEW SYSTEM by
Instruments of Music are
no more murrain nor sick cattle.
?
Sulpher is cheap; buy it by the pound; it is of- being sent to any part of the United States, was invented by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a part of his exfensive to insects ; sprinkle a little under your carpenses while laboring in the Sabbath-school cause.
pets and around the edge; igive it to your sheep
By extensive acquaintance, care and effort, this
to keep the fly from laying the egg that causes
bustueos has become very extensive, and is daily inthe grub, also to protect against ticks, etc.; and creasing. It furnishes the BEST Instruments at the
to poultry, especialy if the chickens have the
very
lowest prices, and gives purchasers an opporgapes, give a little every day, and pills made of tunity to pay for their instruments in the easiest
manner possible
equal parts of soft soap and lard, thickened with
meal and cooked food, and they will all get well.

—Cor. Germantown Telegraph.

BEST

Piano, for which they are a good substitute.

Every Piano warranted tor five years.

brownish.

But let me feed a family of ten instead of one
person, and I will give them the highest health

dare not mention it, lest you laugh at me.
And so far from my fanifly group being one
of ghost or skeletons, I will engage that they
shall be plumper and stronger, healthier and
happier, with clearer skins, brighter eyes, sweeter breaths, whiter teeth, and, in addition, that
they shall live longer than your Delmonieo diners, each of whom spends enough at a single
dinner to feed my family of ten for a week. And
last, but not least, they shall enjoy their meals
more than your De!monico diners.

BOOKS

UPRIGHT PIANOS, THE CORONATION

1st. That he may have the first choice from a lar

half the money.

Address,

A. S. BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREBT, BOSTON.
eowITt24
;

We call especial attention to our

a quarter

well, so far as health and strength are concerned,

tor.

universally

$245 and upward.

Of course T don’t pretend tbat everybody can
live in this luxurious way.
It iso’t everbody
who can afford it. I could have lived just as

self.

and

Forte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every re8
. the most complete as
nery and
the tacilities for do
the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since

weak, bigod dripped

bruised

still regarded

The Standard Instruments

Cattle.

=

whieh has been laid in the Inland Sea across

EIGHTY-ONE FIRST PREMIUMS

her hair in about a dozen places, as though she
had been wounded with small shot; the inside
of the hide had the same appearance.
She died
in twenty-four hours; the second was dead
when we found her; the third died in two hours,
breathed as if in pain, bloated to the fullest extent, as did all of them.
All had a bunch on the
right shoulder about an inch thick and three
inches across, which, when the hides were re-

moved,

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

THESE

Have been made and sold since 1823, and

" Give your cattle a spoonful of sulphur once a
week in their salt through the hot scason. If
the plague is already among them, give it’ once
a day for eight or ten days.
Two years ago we
lost three nice yearlings,
each of a different
breed, just
a week spart.
The first hung her

was

BOOK!

Standard Piano-Fortes

“ There are thousands of tons of wheat

head low,

a

Are how offered at Reduced Rates on the

OF

A NEW

in Method, New in Lessons,
in Departments, New
tn Music,
HAS 100 PAGES
Filled with new and fresh music. It includes also an
elementary course of the best character, with interesting exercises, tu
and easy glees for practice.
A specimen copy will be sent post-paid on receipt of
$1.25, hy the publishers.
1y45
JOHN C HURCH & €O., Cincinnati, 0.

(F 41,000 £J)

which
can not be taken out
of the valley
this season, and must remain over a dead capital,or what is nearly as undesirable, will only
command advances at heavy rates of interest.
The same paper, under the date of Sept. 20,
says that since June 28, sixty-three vessels have
left that port for England loaded with wheat.
Of thigghumber, 15 cleared in July, 32 in August,
and 15¥hore in September to date. Before the
first one reaches Liverpool, nearly or quite 100
vessels will be on the way with their prows
pointing to the same port, and carrying 125,000
tons of wheat.
Tt adds that with sufficient tonnage, such a fleet can be maintained for six
months.

Murrain

EMPHATICALLY
New

One-Price System.

When plow-

part of the story is this, in the words of the Bul-

FOR THE HOME C

upon them regardless of their option.

One

and

MUSICAL CONVENTIONS.

These Standard Instruments

over forty ships

it to market.

nts wanted for Cobbin’s
made, but the authorities are busy compiling fig- Get the conduetorto turn the’ ladies out: before
gyle will accompany &- Carpenters Soepes ures, so that within a few days it is hoped thit a lighting your cigars,
!
Never use profane language in the car. Go
exploration party, which starts dudfug the pres- final report can be made. It is hoped that many
IBL,
Profanity is never thrown |.
) may still return, and the German gov- outhy on the platform.
r
entmonth,| CC
i
io
| 1200 pages,
250 Engravi oh
(8
¢
on a breakman,
'!
Japan has been placed1n telegraphic communi- ernment declares itself ready to receive them Away
bk willy
If
you
‘
e
a
n
mot
sledp
yourself,
Jo
not
disturb
‘back
into
Germaty
and
confer
subjects’
rights
|
Nog
it
now
ublish
Ei
with the rest
of the world by a new cable

One of the younger sons
of the Dukéof Ar-

FOR CHURCHES
;
SIAGINO SCHOOLS,

cents.

on

18 BY FAR

says there is a

starting. The grain was cut by twenty of the
largest reapers, There are two other wheat
fields in this valley, one of which contains 28,000
acres, and the’ other 17,000. But the saddest

baked
and

Bulletin

side of this * lot ” is 17 miles long.,

beans, two cents’ worth of each ; milk, one cent’s

worth.

Field.

ed, ten four-horse teams were attached to ten:
gang plows,
each gang
having four plows.
Lunch was served at a midway station, and supper at the terminus, 17 miles from the place of

break-

and

Francisco

of medium sizeto transport

it pours, I

wheat

San

els in all, which would require

closed that gluttonous
scene by devouring a
cent’s worth of hominy pudding. Food for Wednesday, eight and a quarter cents. The gross
excess of Wednes:ay led to a very moderate
Thursday breakfast, which consisted of oatmeal
porridge and milk, costing about two and a half

cents.

Contributor's

wheat field in the San Joaquin valley which covers 86.000 acres! The crop this year is reputed
to average 40 bushels per acre, or 1,440,000 bush- |

fast, hominy made of Southern corn (perhaps
the best of all food for laboring men in hot
weather), two cents’: worth, with one
cent’s
worth of sirup.
For
dinner, a splendid beef
stew, the meat of which cost two cents.
A little extravagant, you see. But, then, you know,
** a short life and
a merrv one.”
Perhaps you
don’t believe that the meat was purchased for
two cents. But it was, though.
The fact is, that
from an ox weighing eight hundred pounds net
you can purchase certain parts, weighing about
one hundred pounds, for three cents per pound.
Two-thirds of a pound make more stew than I
could eat. There was really enough for two of
us. But, then, you know how careless and reckless we Americans are in regardto our table
expenses, always getting twice as much
as we
need.
I must not forget to say that these coarse,
cheap portions of the animal are the best for a
stew. The very genius of waste seems to have
taken possession of me on that fatal day. I poured into my stew all at once, slap-dash,a quarter
of acent’s worth of Leicestershire sauce, and,

as if to show

AMERICA,
ENGLAND

unless you are on

Wheat

ALL COMPETITION

—

break-

Wednesday

late,

hapged.—Fat

California

The

take any supper.

six cents.

OVER

Saturday Night.

fast, two cents’ worth of beans, with half a cent’s
worth of vinegar.
For dinner, one quart of rich
bean porridg®, worth one cent, with four slices
of coarse bread, worth two cents. Food for Tues-

nb

has killed thirty-two persons in the town
of
Palazuolo, destroyed half of the buildings and
turned thousands of families from their homes.

Spanish

ed a letter from her father,
: “1 have written two letters

friends.”

!

Ttaly suffers by wind and flood.

pane, daughter of Dr. Liv-

to myself,
pensive, I\g
him to write x I

The preliminary examination of the case of
Marshal Bazaine, who is to be tried by courtmartial for surrendering the fortifications and
the city of Metz during the late war, has been

The

treasure tank, they

found that it had been riven by the heat, and the

FOREIGN.
The
new commercial treaty between
Britain and France has been signed.

Food

Have taken the First Premium

pocket.]
in good

Betterbe an hour too

early than a minute too

half cents.
Friday breakfast, Southern hulled corn and
milk, costing three cents. For dinner, another
ofthose gormand surfeits which so disgraced the
history of Wednesday.
Expenses for the day,
eight and a quarter cents.
This morning, when I went to the table I said
to myself: * What’s the use of this economy¥”
And I made up my mind that for this day ag
A private letter from Mexico, states that the
least I would sink all moral restraints, and give
examination of engineers demonstrates the enup the reins to appetite. I have no apology or
tire practicability of a railway line from that eity defense for what followed.
tp the Pacific, and the probability - that there will
Saturday breakfast, I begam with one cent’s
be sufficient traffic to sustain the line. It is said4
worth of oatmeal
porridge, with a teaspoonful
that tfiere is little dount that the necessary legis- of sugar, worth a quarter of a cent; then followlation will be promptly made, in which case the
ed a cent’s worth of cracked wheat, with half
work will be rapidly executed. The writer adds:
a cent’s worth of milk; then the breakfast closed
‘ There has been a great advance here in opin- with two eent’s worth of milk ‘and oae cent’s
ions respecting railways; the general public is worth of rye and Indian bread. For dinner I’
alive to the.absolute necessity of railways for ate half of a small lobster, which cost three cents,
the peace, prosperity, and progress of the counand one cent’s worth of coarse bread, and ome
try. Many even say it is acondition of national cent’s worth of hominy salad, and closed. with
existence,”
two cent’s worth of cracked wheat and milk,
All the Vienna railway lines will carry freight Cost of the day’s food, twelve and three-quarter
cents. In all these
statements only the cost
to the great exhibition next year at half rates.

tional churches are self-supporting.
sociation in Racine, Wis., E. P.

two

A young lady, who is studying French, lately
wrote to her parents that she was * invited out
to a dejeuner the day before,” and was going to
‘a fete champetre the next day.”
The professor
of the college was surprised to receive a despatch
from the “ old man” a day or two after, saying,
¢ If you can’t keep my daughter away from these
blasted menageries and side shows, I will come
down and see what ails her,”

It is reported that Miss Alexander, a California actress who was for ten years a member of
Brigham Young’s family, will be the next to tell
on the lecture platform what she knows about
Mormonism,
Less than one-third of Wisconsin’s

grandchildren, and

hundred and twenty-three great and great-great
grandchildren—total offspring, 336, with “two
States to hear from.”

is a slight

The water which is pumped on the line of the
Macon and New Brunswick Railroad in Georgia
is so impregnated with oil that it can not be used
in the locomotive boilers.

in Western Virginia

an old lady nearly one hundred years old, who is
the mother of fourteen children, and has, as far

in bar-

rels on the Charles River, on Wednesday, have
been identified as those of Mr. Abijah Ellis, a

well known in Boston.

from

the editorship of Hearth and Home, and will de=
vote himself henceforth to book-making,
He
has a new novel on the stocks which will appear
before long in one of Mr. Judd’s journals, the
contract for which was made before the termination of his engagement.

in

Georgia.

President.

The excess in the henling pow-

er of coal over wood is as two to one.

A member of the Lowery gang that lately infested North Carolina has been

3

inches

On anaverage, one ton of coal is equal to two
cords of wood, and on an average throughout

has been reduced from $20,000to $10,000 a year,
at his own request.

f

and two

General Howard recently spent eleven days in
the camp of the great Apache chief Cochise.
He
has selected the southeast corner of Arizonu,
fifty-five miles equare,as a reservation for one
thousand Apaches, with Cochise as their leader.

in-chief of the department of docksfin New York,

rs

feet

An aerolite fell in Barnstead, N. H., on Tuesday, with a loud report, which rumbled for nearly a minute.
Its flash was seen immediately
before the noise was heard.

Twenty-five hundred bales of cotton a day
received and shipped at Norfolk.

TY

nine

Between May and October the Boston Flower
Mission sent out 10 300 gifts of Gig and nearly 1,000 of fruit. The flowers were all given,
and were almost always transported free by railways and express companies,

has

Charles Mahan, a detective of Jersey [City, has
been arrested for embezzlement.

TE

carbon,

put up in flat bottles are

the train.

your way .to be

a little milk. My breakfust' cost three cents. I
took exactly the same thing for dinner. Food

Near Carbondale, TI1., lies one of the greatest
coal deposits known.
For
a distance of five

square miles the earth is underlaid with a bed of

time to take

private experience during the past week.
On Sunday morning last T thought I would
try for a week the experiment of living cheaply.
Sunday breakfast, hulled Southern corn, with

and Italy,

B.—Those

the best as they are easily carried in the
Always be at the railroad station

and 1 will tell
my personal,

I never

been

vessels

living in Massachussetts: ~~
It is new Saturday afternoon,
you in confidence a little of

for the day, six cents.

During the past year the Moyamensing Soup
Society, of Philadelphia, has distributed to the
needy poor 115,360 pints of soup, 6,000 pounds of
{ corn-meal, and 5,200 pounds of bread.

No addition to our naval
made during the past year.

J

¢

berths. [N.

As a very remarkable sample of what may be
done in the direction of absolute economy of
living, by those who are disposed to try, we cite
the following inventory of a week’s diet, and
its cost, from the actual experience of Dr. Dio
Lewis, a well-known
physician
and
writer,

Se —

one

on his

J ©

Killed

the polls in one of the districts” and

thousand cattle

———

berths before

will start out on a
supply of sleeping

0 COPIES SOL

300,00

[SI

at

P.T. Barnum has five
Colorado ranche.

of Living.

i!

sleeping

No careful man
without
an good

t

TY

a crowd

into

young man and mortally wounded

office,

Paragraphs.

starting.
journey

er ———————C

hickering
& Sons’
PIANOS

Look out for pickpockets, - Pickpockets are
never in the car, you know, as vou have to look
out for them,

§

Provide, yourself with

Cost

The Mint at Philadelphia has begun melting
1,000,000 one=dollar gold pieces, to be converted
Twenty
into pieces of a larger denomination.
millions of these pieces are to be used.
fired

Lon-

vB

i

The Maryland penitentiary was Tuesday night
damaged by fire to the amount of $200,000.

At an election in Baltimore to fill a city

his

1

*

ed

Rev. James Martineau has resigned
don pastorate,

\
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Summary.

Thursday, a gang of men

ay
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| Straits of « Simonoseki, and communication
complete between Nagasaki and Tokei, Yedo,

1872.
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MIEN OF MARK.”
This is the title
of our
splendid new octavo. 700 pages of most instructive reading, bristling with facts and alive with
fresh interest, to be ready
shortly, Exclusive territo!
ven; name district you
desire, and state ex$1.00 for prospectus
ence in business, Send
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Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
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